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ABSTRACT 

One of the primary objectives of the realist novel has been to imitate the linguistic 

processes that assert and maintain the idea of a coherent identity. In Working Mother: 

The Birth of the Subject in the Novel, I present a developmental view of the birth of the 

subject as articulated by some of the architects of the novel. In an examination of James 

and Henry Austen's Loiterer, Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, Harriet Beecher 

Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, and Henry James' Washington Square, I locate and analyze 

narrative sites that mirror, presage, and/or encourage the production of readerly 

subjectivity across the body of a female or feminized figure, usually a mother. I employ a 

psychoanalytic and semiotic point of view to demonstrate the mother's role in narrative 

subject formation via the process of "suture." 

Margaret Homans, Christine Boheemen, and others have argued that the novel— 

and mdeed all of Western culture—depends upon the repression of the mother. In 

Homan's useful formulation "the mother's absence is what makes possible and makes 

necessary the central projects of our culture." Active subjugation, incorporation, and 

disavowal of the maternal—ejecting the mother from the story, separating her from the 

protagonist, and fi'om the reader—enable subjects to be produced in the novel form. 

Aggressivity as well as narcissism, disavowal as well as incorporation, help to jettison the 

originary feminine from the novel, leaving an absent space in which the subject can 

enunciate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mothers in the Novel 

In her preface to a 1986 trade edition of The Feminization of American 

Culture, first published in 1977, Ann Douglas reveals that her study culminated in a 

personal disappointment. 'T must add a personal note here," Douglas writes. 

As I researched and wrote this book, I experienced a confusion 

which perhaps other woman scholars have experienced in recent 

years. I expeaed to find my fathers and ray mothers; instead I 

discovered my fathers and my sisters. 

Looking back at her research more than a decade after its completion, Douglas 

articulates for the 'mothers' of her study a traditional narrative role. In her search for 

intellectual models and ancestors, Douglas locates the patriarchy and a sisterhood; 

mothers, she intimates, never fiinction in an authoritative cultural capacity. Working 

Mother: The Birth of the Subject in the Novel approaches the problematic of literary 

motherhood fi-om an alternative perspective. Although very few maternal characters 

play heroic or principal roles in the Anglo-American novel, mothers do perform an 

essential part in the narrative construction of characters, narrators, and implied 

readers. In a recent study of mothers in Victorian novels, Natalie J. McKnight notes 

that "Mothers' absence in numerous novels creates a vacuum that destabilizes the 

protagonists and therefore incites their development and the action of the novels in 



general... When she is absent, she becomes a great motivator and instigator" (18)/ 

McKnight's analysis of plot and thematics considers many of the same issues that 

concern me theoretically. I consider the missing mothers of the novel and the literary 

journal from a psychoanalytic and semiotic point of view to demonstrate how mothers 

foster the formulation of narrative subjectivity, particularly in the novel genre. A 

continuing look at Douglas' preface helps to explain: 

The best of the men had access to solutions, and occasionally 

inspiring ones, which I appropriate only with the anxiety and effort 

that attend genuine aspiration. The problems of the women 

correspond to mine with a fnghtening accuracy that seems to set us 

outside the processes of history; the answers of even the finest of 

them were often mine, and sometimes largely unacceptable to me. 

(11). 

Like the novelists, critics, and journalists examined in my study, Douglas positions 

motherhood as the empty groundwork of narrative, the blank page on which she can 

posit her argument about the weakening of American culture under the influence of 

female and clerical sentiment. Virginia Woolf wrote that "women writing think back 

through their mothers" \ Working Mother demonstrates precisely how we think 

subjectivity through the maternal trope, rendering our literary mothers outside subject 

status. I suggest that it has been culturally necessary for essayists, novelists, and 

journalists to adhere to a tradition that positions mothers as mere conduits to the 
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larger issues of narrative and to the linguistic realization of primary characters, in 

order to create the illusion of coherent subjectivity that has been a hallmark of the 

novel form. A larger question, which it is beyond the scope of this study to answer 

and which I pose here as an idea for future research, might consider whether figures 

other than mothers ever perform this linguistic function in Western narrative.^ 

In Douglas' preface, the absent mother creates a sense of identity for the voice of 

the critic and narrator, as well as for readers of the volume to whom she offers her 

experience as a model when she suggests that "other women scholars" may have 

experienced a confusion similar to hers. The critic explains that she appropriated the 

arguments of the male literary models whom she names as fathers with some 

trepidation as she conducted her study: as for the women, she identifies with them, 

calling them her sisters rather than her mothers. She even apologizes on their behalf 

suggesting that female writers and religious men of Victorian America "believed they 

had a redemptive mission in their society; to propagate the potentially matriarchal 

virtues of nurture, generosity, and acceptance" but that, "it is hardly altogether th[e] 

fault" of these purveyors of mass American culture that "their efforts intensified 

sentimental rather than matriarchal values" (10-11). But in both identifying with these 

women and setting them apart fi'om the positive traits she terms matriarchal, Douglas 

renders motherhood at best absent and invisible, and at worst weak and ineffectual. 

Her identification with women writers of nineteenth-century America works to 

evacuate the mothers she claims she could not locate. Indeed, Douglas has 
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reconstituted these putative mothers as sisters; she has displaced them through 

identification. 

Identification, as Theresa Brennan explains, "poses an imaginary threat" because 

it forges a union with another subject. "To maintain a separate identity, one has to 

define oneself against the other; this is the origin, for Lacan, of that aggression 

towards the other who threatens separateness, and thereby threatens identity" (11), 

Brennan notes. Brennan's observation that "tensions are created when points of 

identification come into conflict" (ibid.) helps me to pinpoint some of the anxieties 

operating in Douglas' prefatory remarks. While many men, women, fathers, and 

mothers doubtless find it conceivable to suggest that women can foster the 

"matriarchal" values of nurture, generosity, and acceptance in tandem (or at separate 

times) from their work as intellectual giants, Douglas does not allow these two 

activities to coexist for her literary mothers. Her inability to imagine this combination 

reveals an aggression against the mother position that manifests itself in the 

reproduction of mothers as absence. This practice, as I will show, is a traditional 

trope across the history of the novel and its literary forbears. 

Douglas' personal aside accomplishes for the new edition of Feminization a 

fimction similar to the direct address in novels by Victorian authors like Harriet 

Beecher Stowe. Stowe positions her readers as mothers throughout her most famous 

work. Uncle Tom's Cabin, in order to reinvent them as reading subjects who will 

view slavery from her abolitionist and domestic point of view. Stowe's omniscient 



narrator encourages readers to understand the mother's emotions as accurate 

reflections of their own sensibilities, fostering a series of identifications with maternal 

characters that maintain motherhood as a novelistic category in the process of 

continual annihilation so that new identities can be formed. Douglas' text encourages 

readers to understand the narrator's emotions by considering the critic, and 

themselves by extension, as motherless figures. The importance of this identification 

is underscored by Douglas' self-description in the preface as a woman scholar, a 

feminist, and a writer in search of literary mothers. By absenting the mother fi-om her 

narrative, Douglas provides a space in which to construct the author and the reader as 

pioneering critics in a brave new literary world. Her preface maintains a textual 

tradition of "working" mother as an trope through which readers of the novel, as well 

as recalcitrant fictional characters within it, may be "bom" into subjectivity (or 

constructed as subjects) by way of narrative identification with a maternal ideal, or 

disavowal of a negative or empty material imago. The dead, silly, neurotic, desperate, 

inadequate, and angelic mothers analyzed in Working Mother accomplish a similar 

narrative fiinction. The process at work invents the reading subject via suture with a 

literary mother who is typically either idealized or defined in negative terms, a mother 

who always remains outside subject status. I argue that mothers suture subject 

production in literary narrative, thus playing an integral and essential role in 

establishing narrative realism. 
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In readings of novels and popular literature from eighteenth-century Britain to 

twentieth-century America, I demonstrate that Douglas' inability to locate her 

mothers in the nineteenth-century texts she researched is not only unsurprising, but an 

apparently necessary (if not inevitable) literary trope in the British and American 

novel, in its precursor the literary newspaper, and in what is arguably its progeny, the 

popular magazine. Suturing readerly identity via displacement of feminine and 

maternal figures reproduces a narrative pattern found in the literary productions of 

late eighteenth-century British editors and journalists James and Henry Austen, their 

sister, novelist Jane Austen; nineteenth-century American journalist and novelist 

Harriet Beecher Stowe; and late nineteenth-century/early-twentieth-century author 

Henry James. This trope continues today in the popular magazine Working Mother, 

which I examine in the conclusion to my study. Douglas' distress about uncovering 

this pattern, and her inability to remark upon it except with an expression of apology, 

are of a piece with the cultural attitudes towards the role of mothers and motherhood, 

narratively and phenomenologically, that I will discuss. 

One of the primary objectives of the realist novel has been to imitate textually the 

linguistic processes that assert and maintain the idea of a coherent identity. The novels 

in my study offer a developmental view of the birth of the subject as articulated by 

some of the architects of the novel at different points in their careers. The textual 

work of subject production in the novel, like the story of human individuation 

described in the narratives of psychoanalysis, coalesces in scenes of the familial. 
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Margaret Homans, Christine Boheemen^ and others have argued that the novel—and 

indeed all of Western culture—depends upon the repression of the mother. * In 

Homan's useful formulation "the mother's absence is what makes possible and makes 

necessary the central projects of our culture. (2). But it is not merely the mother's 

absence that allows the subject to emerge textually; it is the active subjugation, 

incorporation, and disavowal of the maternal—ejecting the mother from the story, 

separating her from the protagonist, and from the reader—that enables emergent 

subjectivity. The story of the emergent subject struggling to establish an identity and 

position in the greater world outside the family is one of the basic themes of the novel 

genre. My analysis will locate various narrative mechanisms that help tell the story of 

the protagonist's becoming by accomplishing the textual work of constructing his or 

her identity in narrative. Aggressivity as well as narcissism, disavowal as well as 

incorporation, help to jettison the originary feminine from the novel, leaving an absent 

space in which the subject can enunciate. 

To demonstrate this process, I have gathered a series of passages from a 

disparate group of literary, theoretical, and critical texts. The passages are not chosen 

at random, but they probably could be, for when it comes to mothers as represented 

in criticism, in periodical literature, and in the novel, the great preponderance of lines 

we might choose would simply articulate another version of the same old story. The 

quotations follow. 
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I understood what she meant by conscientious mothers. She would have 

said conscientious whores.... 

Daniel Defoe, Moll Flanders (1722) 

"Your mother couldn't read, and she couldn't write, nuther, before she 

died." Mark Twain, Huckleberry Firm (1876) 

Love and hunger, I reflected, meet at a woman's breast. 

Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams (1900) 

Motherhood is arguably the most profound life transit a woman 

undertakes, the deepest knowledge she can experience. 

O'Barr et al.. Ties that Bind (1990) 

Each of these statements places the mother into a difficult position; Defoe aligns her with 

sexual license and reproductivity out of control. Moll Flanders, the child of an unwed 

mother who "pleads her belly" to avoid execution in prison, becomes a pickpocket and 

con artist who demonstrates her lack of nurturing capacity by stealing a locket from 

around the neck of a small girl in a crowd. Moll produces a proliferation of children from 

various alliances and marriages, then leaves them behind as she moves on to new 

adventures. Her couplings are so numerous and varied that she finishes by transgressing 

the incest taboo in a union to her half-brother in the American colonies. Her own mother. 
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discovered at this point, sutures Moll's redemption as a repentant subject when she 

provides the knowledge that Moll is her husband's half-sister, shocking Moll into a return 

to England and a search for religious solace. The first-person novel becomes Moll's 

protracted confession, a work made possible by the mother's forbidden information. 

Huck Finn's mother is reduced to a series of negative phrases articulated by 

Huck's violent Pap, who is angry that Huck has gained literacy in a foster home. Hack's 

mother in this story lacks the ability to produce any kind of sign; she has left no imprint 

on her husband or her child, and the last trace of her presence vanishes in Pap's empty 

words. Meanwhile, Huck's own identity begins to take shape in his travels toward the 

territory. His combined terror of and attraction to nurturing females during this journey 

ofifers evidence of the difficulties that maternal characters are designed to present to 

emerging protagotusts. 

Freud's famous statement from The Interpretation of Dreams helps him to explain 

a dream experienced on a night when, "Tired and hungry after a journey, I went to bed, 

and the major vital needs began to express themselves in my sleep" (237). Freud analyzes 

the dream as an unconscious wish for unrestrained carpe diem, a sensibility that would 

allow him to profit fi'om every opportunity he encounters. "[BJecause the desire it 

expressed did not stop short of doing wrong," Freud explains, his unconscious "had 

reason to dread the censorship and was obliged to conceal itself behind a dream" (241). 

The dream analysis includes several references to maternity. Freud remembers a fiiend 

who joked that he wished he had realized in infancy the sexual pleasure he might have 
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enjoyed with his attractive wet nurse, engendering Freud's reflection above. Freud then 

remembers his mother's lesson about the inevitability of his own mortality. He also 

recollects in the dream analysis the first novel he ever read, which culminates in the hero's 

madness, when he "kept calling out the names of the three women who had brought the 

greatest happiness and sorrow into his life" (238). Each of these stories of traditional 

male subjects—the sexual man, the mortal man, and the mad hero—relies on the figure of a 

woman or women in maternal or nurturing roles to construct identity for a protagonist, 

displacing matemality as a result. 

Finally, the passage from the introduction to Jean F. O'Barr's, Deborah Pope's, 

and Mary Wyatt's essay collection. Ties That Bind, sentimentalizes motherhood 

simultaneously with giving maternal relationships and activities more symbolic value than 

other experiences in a woman's life. Not only does this representation of motherhood 

idealize the position as a state few mothers could hope to imitate; it excludes women who 

are not mothers from life's deepest mysteries. For women who do not choose to become 

mothers, or who become mothers without making a conscious choice about the matter, for 

mothers who have struggled with poverty and lack of time, dirt and disinterest in child-

rearing or domestic chores, tendentious community or family relations, uncooperative 

mates and spouses, or parenthood with no spouse at all, the editors' notion of motherhood 

as the greatest, most profound knowledge a woman can realize seems as empty—and as 

culturally powerful—as any of the suturing maternal figures this study sets out to explore. 

The maternal category—figured by representations of mothers or mothering tropes 
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—'sutures" subject formation in Anglo-American cultural productions including the novel, 

the theoretical and critical texts I have mentioned, and the literary and popular journalism I 

will examine here. In the novels of my study, as well as others that I will cite, mother 

figures serve as the narrative stand-in that allows the subject production of the protagonist 

and other characters in the text to take place. The process by which the mother serves as 

suture to a child's sense of individual identity has been detailed in a variety of theoretical 

texts, including Freud's Beyond the Pleasure Principal and Lacan's "The Mirror Stage." 

Briefly, Freud's describes the process by which a small child comes to recognize itself as 

an entity separate from its mother by substituting a small spool for her presence, in a game 

Freud called "fort/da." In the game, the child overcame the loss of his mother when she 

exited the room and was out of his vision. As Freud explains, 

[The game] was related to the child's great cultural achievement—the 

instinctual renunciation (that is, the renunciation of instinctual satisfaction) 

which he had made in allowing his mother to go away without protesting. 

He compensated himself for this, as it were, by himself staging the 

disappearance and return of the objects within his reach. (14). 

The focus of Western artistic achievement, following this model, has been to compensate 

for the loss of the mother and the denial of that instinctual satisfaction that came from 

union with the maternal body. Lacan reinterprets this phenomenon in "The mirror stage," 

where he describes its importance to "the formation of the I.... We have only to 

understand the mirror stage as an identification ... namely, the transformation that takes 
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place in the subject when he assumes an image" (1-2, his emphasis).^ Lacan considers this 

identification fundamental to the formation of an individual subject, and marks the origin 

of that subject's individuation at the point when the child emerges into discourse 

simultaneously with (or through) a separation from its mother. In semiotic theory, the 

subject's ability to articulate the that constitutes selfhood depends upon the 

recognition of a "you."* In the texts of my study, the transformation that takes place 

when a subject identifies with a figure that allows it to recognize itself requires the 

presence of a mother. The figure of mother serves as the linguistic space in which the 

processes of subject formation, or "suture," may occur. 

My major theoretical premise is explained in an article on "the logic of the 

signifier" first termed "suture" by Lacanian student Jacques Alain-Miller. His 

terminology, used extensively in film theory and criticism, has been amplified by Stephen 

Heath, Jane Gallop, and Laura Mulvey,^ among others. The notion of suture is important 

to my argument, because it provides a means of understanding the mother's function in 

narrative as the figure who must be removed in order for the processes that constitute 

subjectivity in narrative to take place. Mother figures represent a site of intensive 

narrative activity, as my study will show. But the mother-as-subject must always be 

denied for these processes to begin. Suture helps me to explain this process in narrative 

because it allows for the multiple and oscillating identities at work in the genres I am 

studying, and because it articulates the compensatory function that the suturing figure 

serves. Suture is a shorthand term for the representation that fills in the gap or absence of 
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the "I" position. We cannot say "I" unless there is a "you" in narrative: there has to be a 

position or positions against which "I" can articulate itself or it is just a positionless voice 

speaking out of nowhere, an ^e seeing from nowhere and everywhere at once. Jane 

Gallop calls suture "the supplementation of an absence, the joining of a gap by 

representation" (4S). In subject formation, that absence is the position that, without all the 

subjectivities that can be mustered to describe positionality, is the self But suture can be 

the representation used to join the gap between any two figures: in The Daughter's 

Seduction, Gallop discusses Lacan's use of "courtly love" or chivalry to describe suture. 

Chivalry was a form of romantic attachment between icnights and ladies of court that 

depended upon the lack of a sexual relation. There is no sexual relation, no "between 

them," and thus, the behavior/representations of chivalry suture the relation that without 

representation would be no relation at all. Suture is an important function in narrative 

because it fosters reader/viewer identification with narrated subjectivity or filmic 

subjectivity. If we pay attention to what sutures a figure in narrative, we can discover 

what representations a given culture or literary genre relies upon in order to promote, 

mediate, or reproduce certain subject positions over and over again. What we find in the 

novel and its precursors is that the feminine is the support/prop for the subject most of the 

time. Stephen Heath explains: 

The woman is not the ruin of representation but its veritable 

support in the patriarchal order, the assigned point at—on—which 

representation holds and makes up lack, the vanishing point on which the 
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subject that representation represents fixes to close the division of which it 

is the effect; setting in place then, in the alienation-separation return, of a 

modeling of desire in which the woman takes the (imaginary) place of the 

Other, is procured as the truth of the man. What is always in question is a 

closure of the subject, of subjects, in a specific join—the suture" 

(Heath, "Difference" 83). 

Across the development of the novel, the processes of suture occur both through 

women as a general category and through mothers. As the novel form matures, the 

maternal category is targeted more and more specifically to perform the narrative function 

I have described. In the following pages, I endeavor to demonstrate how this motherwork 

is articulated and represented in the novel by locating and analyzing narrative sites that 

mirror, presage, and/or encourage the production of readerly subjectivity across the body 

of a female or feminized figure, usually a mother. A project for future study will be to 

analyze works in which the mother escapes relegation to the absent space where other 

figures can be constructed in narrative. To this point, I have found few examples of such 

a phenomenon. It is my hope they are currently being written, perhaps, as my concluding 

chapter suggests, in the disembodied atmosphere of cyberspace. 

' See Natalie J. McKnight's Suffering Mothers in Mid-Victorian Novels, (New York, St. 

Martin's P, 1997). 

^ Virginia Woolf in A Room of One's Own states that "a woman writing thinks back 

through her mothers," (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1929) rpt. 1957, p. 101. 
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^ I am grateful to Meg Lota Brown for bringing this question to my attention. 

* See Margaret Homans, Bearing the Word: Language and Female Experience in 

Nineteenth-Century Women's Writing, Chicago: U of Chicago P, (1987) and Christine van 

Boheemen, The Navel as Family Romance: Language, Gender, and Authority from 

Fielding to Joyce, (Ithaca, Cornell UP, 1987). 

' Jacques Lacan, "The mirror stage as formative of the function of the I as revealed in 

psychoanalytic experience" Ecrits. (1949) trans. Alan Sheridan, (New York, W.W. 

Norton, 1977). 

® See Kaja Silverman, The Subject of Semiotics, (New York: Oxford UP, 1983). 

' See Stephen Heath's "Notes on Suture" 'm Screen (18.4, 1977/78), pp. 48-76 and 

Questions of Cinema (JLondon^ Macmillian, 1981); Jane Gallop's 

Seduction: Feminism arui Psychoanalysis, (Ithaca, Cornell UP, 1982); and Laura 

Mulvey's Visual and other pleasures (Basingstoke, Macmillan, 1989). 
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Chapter I 

Birthing the Novel: 

Periodical Mothers 

It is a conjecture universally acloiowledged that James Austen's weekly periodical, 

the Loiterer, had an influence on Jane Austen's intellectual and creative development. ^ 

Yet few scholars take her brother's paper into account when examining the novelist's 

mature thought, despite the fact that Jane Austen's adult composition clearly articulates a 

negative assessment of papers such as Addison and Steele's Spectator and Henry 

Mackenzie's A///ror, which provided literary models for James Austen's 1789-90 journal. 

Ignorance of the contents of a periodical that has not been published as a bound volume 

since 1792 is understandable, and may help to explain why the Loiterer has undergone 

scant analysis in Austen scholarship.^ Except for a handful of pages in literary biographies 

such as Park Honan's/one Austen: Her Life (1987),' and a series of short articles on the 

Loiterer published primarily in the 1960s, little direct attention has been paid a document 

that can illuminate the atmosphere in which Jane Austen developed her literary awareness 

and inclinations. Studies that do offer explicit considerations of the Loiterer examine the 

journal as a school of benign instruction for the future novelist: according to Honan, 

whose approach is characteristic of such investigations, "Jane Austen climbed aboard the 

Loiterer, and for sixty weeks followed its experiments straight in the direction of her 
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developing talents, her passionate concerns, and her future novels" (63). * In a similar 

example, Elizabeth Jenkins suggests that a phrase from a Loiterer essay, echoed in Sense 

and Sensibility, shows that Jane Austen "read her brother's papers with eager interest, 

since one of his sentences remained in her memory, to be produced brilliantly in a scene of 

her own" (13),' while John McAIeer argues, "Assuredly, [the Loiterer essays] not only 

supplied her with ideas, they stimulated her to write" (14).® Apart from noting such 

affinities between the Loiterer and Jane Austen's fiction, or arguing for her possible 

authorship of a letter ui an early number, critics have largely overlooked Jane Austen's 

relationship to the Loiterer, and they have negleaed to examine the paper for clues to her 

attitudes towards the popular culture of her era as articulated in the pages of its periodical 

literature,^ including both the paper that James Austen edited and the more widely 

circulated journals held up as negative examples of moral instruction in her earliest adult 

manuscript, Northanger Abbey} I attempt to redress this oversight in Austen studies by 

examining the importance of the Loiterer and its predecessors as an admonitory narrative 

genre that Jane Austen's mature fiction questions and countermands. 

My interest in the Loiterer and the place it has come to occupy in Austen studies 

informs my larger investigation into the textual and cultural work performed by the 

feminine, and especially the maternal, across the history and development of the novel. I 

begin my examination of the birth of the subject in the novel with an analysis of the female 

subject as constructed in James Austen's Loiterer, a weekly periodical whose critical 

currency in the twentieth century has depended on its relation to Jane Austen, a girl of 13 
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and already a practitioner of burlesque fiction in her juvenilia when her brother's journal 

was founded. It is Jane Austen the emergent novelist who becomes the repressed object in 

the story of her own development, when this story is narrated by scholars of the Loiterer  ̂

Founded and edited by James Austen, with help from Henry Austen and other fellows of 

St. John's College, the Loiterer ran for 15 months, publishing a total of 60 numbers from 

1789-90."' James Austen had earned his MA in 1788 and was 23 years old when he began 

editing the journal; it received several reviews'' and was considered by commentators to 

be a provincial imitator of earlier London periodicals—not an undergraduate production as 

some twentieth-century criticism has implied. Named for the idleness common among 

university men, the Loiterer poked fim at students; considered the perquisites of the 

curacy life for which James Austen and many others were preparing; condemned popular 

novels of sentiment and romance; and touted proper attitudes towards courtship, 

matrimony, and profession, following the classic utile et chilce model of the periodical 

press. Scholars have argued that the Loiterer's parodic style provided helpful models (and 

indeed actual phrases)" for Jane Austen's juvenilia and novels, and speculated that the 

periodical may have presented the future author with her first publication venue on March 

23, 1789, when she was just 13. But careful examination of the Loiterer's text in 

conjunction with Jane Austen's mature work suggests that both the theory of positive 

influence and the theory of attribution are untenable. A review of the criticism that 

advances these interpretations of the Loiterer's effect on Jane Austen, moreover, reveals 

that scholars have tended to rely on assumptions about female reading, writing, and 
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conduct similar to those James Austen and his contributors purveyed in the pages of their 

Tory journal. My reading of the Loiterer and its place in Jane Austen's development 

challenges a scholarly tradition that arrogates an undue indebtedness of influence to James 

and Henry Austen for a periodical whose orthodox wisdom their sister must have found 

wanting in later years, if not as an adolescent. Indeed, the ideological tenor of most of the 

essays printed in the Loiterer can elicit a sense of wonder that Jane Austen emerged as a 

determined and successful writer despite the example of her revered older brothers, whose 

Loiterer essays often express condescension towards novels, female correspondents, and 

female activity in general. Yet contemporary critics have worked Jane Austen into their 

analyses of the Loiterer as suture" for a story about the novelist's indebtedness to a pair 

of educated older brothers whose attitudes toward the feminine seem far from 

encouraging, especially to the aspirations of the precocious and willful young woman 

these same critics endeavor to enunciate. 

I need to note here that the Loiterer as representative of the periodical press has 

not only sutured the birth of subjectivity in the novel, as I will argue; it has also sutured 

me as the writer of a dissertation. My research on the periodical began as a secondary 

project for which I was awarded a Newberry Library sunmier residency fellowship, to 

begin work with a colleague on research for a proposed scholarly edition of the Loiterer. 

Several chapters of my dissertation had been drafted, but I remained uncertain of my 

direction, the controlling argument still shadowy in my thinking. Friends told me brightly 

that I must be out of my mind to take oflf for Chicago and a few weeks of immersion in the 
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eighteenth-century, while the eyebrows of at least one member of my committee were 

raised with an alacrity that indicated a similar reaction when I announced my intention of 

putting the dissertation on hold for the summer to begin an "unrelated" project: a project 

that turned out to be a "mother of invention" (or perhaps a helpful step-sibling) in the end. 

Although I couldn't have acknowledged it at the time, it was almost a relief to put the 

dissertation aside for a few months while I focused on work that had little, if anything—or 

so I thought—to do with the maternal, the novel, or the suturing processes of narrative. 

But as I discovered while studying the Loiterer and reading dozens of essays and letters 

from the periodicals on which it was modeled, the periodical press has everything to do 

with the novel's emergence as a literary form. While drafting a short article on the 

representation of women in the Loiterer as the result of the summer's research, and 

simultaneously bemoaning the lack of progress I was making on the dissertation, it was 

suggested to me by a generous reader that the analyses of the Loiterer I was developing 

could be stitched into my plans for a dissertation about the novel's reliance on the 

maternal or feminine figuration as suture for the linguistic processes that construct 

subjectivity. A rather different dissertation has thus emerged, and at the risk of relegating 

myself to the absent position of the maternal in narrative, I won't be surprised to find that 

some of the stitches—or perhaps they are stretch marks—will show up in my argument. 

This new fold in my study allowed me to notice that the premises driving critical accounts 

of the Loiterer's importance in Jane Austen's development have sometimes mirrored the 

eighteenth-century periodical's standard representation of women as objects in need of 
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practical and moral instruction, even when its contributors write in a female voice: Jane 

Austen makes clear that she takes exception to the periodical's gender-specific didacticism 

in her harsh criticism of the periodical press in Northanger Abbey. I would propose a new 

formulation of the Loiterer as an element of Jane Austen's literary education: as an 

element more provocateur than exemplar. 

Periodical Journals 

Like the conduct book, the serial literary journal that proliferated in England and 

America from the late-seventeenth through the late-eighteenth centuries,'^ offered moral 

instruction and advice to a vast and growing readership of newly literate citizens. While 

periodical editors addressed their public from a stance of moral authority, readers 

themselves enjoyed moments of literary agency as correspondents who wrote the editor to 

solicit advice or to relate instructive stories. These published letters were for many years a 

mainstay of the serial journals. Women usually bore the brunt of the periodical press's 

didactic mission, even when the letters were of their own composition. Moreover, editors 

regularly wrote and published their own letters as well, so that the supposed signatory of a 

letter to a periodical like the Taller, the Lounger, the Mirror, or James Austen's Loiterer 

was as likely to be its editor or one of its regular contributors in fictional guise as it was to 

be a subscriber or second-circulation reader. The regulation of female behavior in tandem 

with a concern for the creation of realistic and believable editorial characters is a hallmark 

of the literary newspaper tradition. Prescriptive address to women seems to form a bridge 

between this literary medium and the development of the novel in their attempts at 
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representations of women seem to provide an active, essential negative space in this 

process. One might say that representations of women form the arch in the bridge that 

connects the newspaper journal and the novel form, as well as in the bridge via which 

novelistic narrators, characters, and readers interact. 

Ian Watt argues that 

The novel is surely distinguished from other genres and from previous 

forms of fiction by the amount of attention it habitually accords both to the 

individualisation of its characters and to the detailed presentation of their 

environment. Philosophically, the particularising approach to character 

resolves itself into the problem of defining the individual person. (17-18) 

This description also applies to the "mother" of the novel, the periodical journal, and a 

bossy, prescriptive mother it was. A regular feature of papers like the Loiterer was letters 

from correspondents seeking advice or telling instructive stories. Periodical essayists and 

editors developed the use of fictionalized, but realistic and individuated, personalities to 

represent or characterize moral dilemmas, proffer advice to other correspondents, or serve 

as instructive objects of ridicule. The device of communicating through the mimesis of a 

believable, fictionalized individual became a controlling feature of the novel. Because they 

juxtaposed fictional narratives with autobiographical ones, periodical papers as a field of 

study contribute to the formulation of the genealogy of the novel begun by recent 

examinations of the conduct book. The conduct book has been hailed as "a grammar... 
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[that] awaited the substance that the novel and its readers, as well as the countless 

individuals educated according to the model of the new woman, would eventually provide. 

In such books one can see a culture in the process of rethinking at the most basic level the 

dominant (aristocratic) rules for sexual exchange" (Armstrong 60)/® Jane Austen pokes 

fun at the conduct book and its preachy attitudes in Pride cmd Prejudice, when she has 

Mr. Collins, "not a sensible man," choose James Fordyce's 1766 Sermons to Yourtg 

Women as suitable reading matter for the Bennet sisters. But it is to the literary journals 

such as the Spectator and to earlier novels that she looks more carefully for models, both 

to imitate and from which to depart. In the Loiterer, in particularly, we locate gender-

prescriptions to which Jane Austen developed a vexed and sustained relationship 

throughout her career. My reading of the Loiterer begins an investigation into what 

Calhoun Winton has called "one of the great cliches of literary criticism ... that the novel 

began with Henry Fielding and Samuel Richardson in the I740's." Winton argues that "no 

one has dealt successfully with short fiction in the periodicals, considered as a whole," and 

that "[i]n all probability, for every one reader who first encountered fiction in book form, 

twenty read fiction first in periodicals" (Winton 25). While "periodicals, considered as a 

whole" is a body of material I cannot address fully here, my examination of the periodical 

text as it relates to Jane Austen helps to clarify a standard story about Jane Austen's 

participation in and contribution to the rise of the novel.'' 

The periodical press had prospered for more than three quarters of a century by 

the time James Austen began publishing. As interested audience and eager correspondents. 
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women played a large part in the popularity and growth of this literary genre, but the 

circumstances in which their letters appeared were controlled by male editors, who often 

framed correspondence with editorializing introductions and responses. As Kathryn 

Shevelow points out in Woman and Print Culture, the "female writing subject... was 

endowed by the periodical with the authority of her subjectivity within a context, 

established by the authority of others, which largely determined how her story—her 

subjectivity—was produced and read" (80). James Austen certainly acted as an arbiter of 

female subjectivity in his editorship of the Loiterer, for the 'women' who published in his 

journal were the fictional creations of James and Henry Austen and their collaborators, 

subject to their particular editorial directives and creative whims. Six issues of the 

Loiterer include letters signed by correspondents with female names; "Sophia Sentiment" 

(No. 9), "Mary Simple" (No. 36), "Margaret Mitten" (No. 43), "CeciUa" (Nos. 52-53), 

and Clarissa M." (No. 57). At the close of the issues in which they appear, five of these 

letters are revealed to be the work of regular Loiterer contributor from the Oxford 

community, identified by a pseudonymous initial at the bottom of the number's final page. 

James Austen wrote the issues including the Sophia Sentiment, Margaret Mitten, and 

Cecilia letters; Henry Austen wrote the issues by "Clarissa," and the issue including Mary 

Simple's letter is unsigned. The work of supposedly female correspondents to the 

lA)iterer sometimes became the focus of longer essays in which James Austen as "Mr. 

Loiterer," a fictional editor in the tradition of Issac BickerstafF or Mr. Spectator, 

established the controlling thesis (Nos. 9,43). While the letter from Mary Simple bears no 
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signifying initial and its author is not identified in No. 60, it was very likely the work of 

James Austen, for the letter comprises the latter half of an issue supposedly edited by Mr. 

Rann, original printer and bookseller of the Loiterer, and occupied primarily by a letter 

signed "Laz. Loiterer," in which Mr. Loiterer explains that he is traveling between Oxford 

and London, "ha[s] had no time for composition" (3, 4), and has asked Rann to select 

letters to fill the issue in his stead. Mary Simple's missive begins with a tale of mercenary 

marriage, similarly to the letters fi-om Cecilia and Clarissa M., but it ends on a more 

positive note than those describing the other two failed marriages, for Mary Simple writes 

only to complain that her husband, while financially successfiil, has "no will of his own," 

and that what "most wives would esteem a happiness," she dislikes (9). The letter 

suggests that women desire to be monitored by male authority both in the domestic realm 

and in the pages of literature: she addresses the editor by stating that she "Iook[s] upon 

the Author as a confidential friend, to whom we Women can in particular can entrust our 

trifling narratives, whose advice we can demand on any occasion ..." (9). The presence of 

a letter from Mr. Loiterer in this same number, and the similarity of Mary Simple's story 

to the correspondence signed "Cecilia," suggest that this letter is also of James Austen's 

composition. The eighteenth-century editorial practice of writing letters to one's own 

periodical under a fictional name has been well documented. Given that the signatures 

identified by James Austen in his final issue all belonged to male contributors, and that he 

mentioned no female correspondents in his final number, it is unlikely that the work of 

actual female writers, including a youthful Jane Austen, appeared in the Loiterer. 
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James Austen published two long letters represented on the sur&ce as the 

contributions of women: he wrote a letter signed Cecilia that took up the whole of 

Numbers 52 and S3, and Henry Austen's letter signed Clarissa M. makes up the fiill issue 

of Number 57. Both letters describe a fictional woman's lifelong unhappiness as a result 

of a mercenary marriage; both are scripted and conscripted by their male authors to 

present a cautionary dictum about courtship and matrimony. Four other letters from 

fictionalized women published in the Loiterer, including the one critics claim Jane Austen 

could have written, were separated from their ostensible origins in the periodical's mailbag 

via editorial introductions and commentary, so that they are several times removed from 

the actual experience of any eighteenth-century women who might have read the paper. 

Kathryn Shevelow notes that "periodical editors certainly perceived women as an 

economic interest group that it was advantageous to attract, and this they did by 

characterizing them as a social group necessitous of the periodical's oversight" (34). Jean 

E. Hunter reveals in her study of the long-running The Lady's Magazine or Entertaining 

Companion for the Fair Sex, a periodical published from 1770-1801, that even when 

editors and publishers directed a paper specifically to a female audience, "they and their 

readers remained adherents of the traditional eighteenth-century view that the fair sex was 

purer and more delicate, than the male" (111). Lady's Magazine "correspondents 

frequently complained that articles were unfit for female susceptibilities," Hunter remarks, 

as "the growing emphasis on refinement in women, and on protecting them from the 

grosser side of life had its impact" (112). The Loiterer did not deviate from this standard 
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of assessing and representing women based on a limited view of their position and 

abilities. Moreover, the editorials also blamed women on an individual basis for actions 

necessitated by numerous and varied cultural contradictions, actions that produced 

behaviors such as the 'mercenary marriages' described in their repentant, confessional 

letters. 

The first reference to women in an early issue of the Loiterer inaugurates the 

attitude toward the 'fair sex' that remained a pattern for the journal throughout its 

publication. In a discussion of audience reception and the importance of concealing his 

identity, James Austen as "Mr. Loiterer"—a fictional editor in the tradition of Issac 

Bickerstafif or Mr. Spectator—defends his choice of authorial anonymity by relying on the 

adage that 'women can't keep a secret.' He writes. 

And now I am on this subject, I shall take the opportunity of answering the 

many applications on this hand, which I have received fi'om my 

correspondents, and particularly those of the Fair Sex; many of whom 

intreat me, as a particular favour, to entrust them with my name, and 

promise the strictest secrecy. But I know how pleasing it is to circulate a 

secret, and should be sorry to throw temptation in their way. (VI, 10) 

Articulating a common view of women as "tittle tattles," or gossips," James Austen's first 

direct acknowledgment of women marks the beginning of the shift in audience 

identification fi-om a journal whose initial eight numbers devote themselves to issues such 

as "the misfortunes of an Oxford Sportsman in a letter from Christopher Cockney (v. No. 
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Whether or not James Austen had actually received numerous applications from female 

correspondents we can never know, but it is unlikely that a periodical founded for the 

purpose of addressing the male Oxford community—supposedly celibate and barred from 

marriage by university statute—would have attracted numerous responses from women at 

the outset of its publication. ^ Moreover, James Austen states in his introduction to the 

first letter signed with a female name, the Sophia Sentiment letter, that it is "the first favor 

of the kind we have ever received from the fair sex," contradicting his claim of letters from 

women in Number 6. (No 9, 3). Yet when he makes this erroneous claim in a previous 

number, James Austen follows the conventional standards of periodical literature both in 

maintaining a secret identity and in apostrophizing the 'fair sex' whom he intends to 

instruct in an early issue of his journal. 

Periodical editors also treated more specific matters. Mirror editor Henry 

Mackenzie in 1780 thus advises Emilia, a female correspondent who asks the editor to 

devote a paper to the subject of women's reading, after she hears several men at a social 

gathering argue that women's reading is a ridiculous and futile enterprise. "If... you 

convince me, that I either cannot, or need not aim at any mental accomplishments, I shall 

lay by my books, and proceed to finish some ornamental pieces of work, which have 

hitherto advanced very slowly, as I was always more solicitous to improve my mind, than 

to adorn my person," Emilia writes (118). Mackenzie replies; 
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It were hard, indeed, if the word accomplishment, when applied to a 

woman, excluded the idea of such mental embellishments as Emilia seems 

particularly to have studied. In the author of the Mirror, she has chosen a 

partial umpire; for he will fairly own, that he addresses many of his papers 

chiefly to the ladles, and feels a high degree of pleasure when he is told that 

any one of them has been lucky enough to interest or please the fair part of 

his readers. Such a paper he sets down as one d bonnes fortunes, and 

grows vain upon it accordingly. 

It must, however, be confessed, on the other hand, that the lesser 

order of accomplishments, mentioned by Emilia, are very necessary 

attendants on that higher sort, which reading and reflection confer. They 

are necessary even to the men; for without them leanung grows pedantry, 

and wit becomes rudeness. But in women, a certain soflness of address and 

grace of maimer are so indispensable, that no talents or acquirements can 

possibly please with out them .... 

It is not from the possession of knowledge, but from the display of 

it, that a woman ceases to be feminine. To lecture with authority, to argue 

with violence, to dispute with obstinacy, are qualifications purely 

masculine. It were too much to say that to be in the right, is a male quality; 

but to feel one's self in the right, or rather to shew that feeling, is not 

delicately female. (March 14, 1780, No. 89, 118-119) 
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Emilia is vindicated in her pursuit of reading, and reinforced for the risk she has taken in 

writing a public letter. At the same time, however, she and other readers have been 

instructed by the periodical editor in the amount and proper expression of the knowledge 

that a women may decently acquire, and supplied with restrictions on how she ought use 

or communicate this knowledge, lest she overstep the prescribed boundaries of femininity. 

James Austen demonstrates the same sensibility towards the expression of female intellect. 

The shift in the Loiterer, which gradually included more letters about and ostensibly from 

women as the paper progressed, did not engender an alteration in attitude toward the 

female readers in his audience. The Loiterer takes its cue on feminine intellectual 

accomplishment from letters like this one in the Mirror, and from essays printed in one of 

the Loiterer's more direct predecessor, the Olla Podrida. The Olla Podrida was 

published in Oxford from 1787-1788 by a fellow of Magdelen College, Henry Monro. In 

the preface to a bound edition of his paper produced in 1788, Monro indicates his 

valuation of the women in his audience, especially young women of the marriageable age 

that Jane Austen was quickly attaining at the time she would have had access to the 

publication, when her brothers brought it home from school. 

Upon the whole, however, nothing can be so proper as for an author to 

recommend his own work. Is not he who writes a book the most likely 

person in the world to know its excellencies? The seeming indelicacy of 

becoming the herald of our own accomplishments, ought not to resist the 

good of the community. Besides, I would ask, who scruples to commend 
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to a purchaser his dog, his horse, or his daughter? "They are well-bred. Sir, 

and well-managed—This from the Godolphin—Arabian—that from Pompey 

of Northumberland—the other by my first wife, with a well-stocked shop in 

Hounsditch." (vi) 

Tongue in cheek or not, Monro's list of an entrepreneur's goods and their pedigrees as 

metaphors for the periodical editor and his publication adumbrates the atmosphere in 

which the Loiterer was created; the daughter, dog, and horse each are available for 

purchase, and must appeal to the male buyer for a change in ownership, if not necessarily 

in status, so that the periodical that categorizes the woman in a list with the domesticated 

animal becomes the proprietor and purveyor of her cultural figuration. We find a similar 

logic operating in the pages of the Loiterer and what is more surprising, in contemporary 

assessments of its place in Jane Austen's career. 

A question of influence 

A. Walton Litz produced the first detailed consideration of the Loiterer's place in 

Jane Austen's intellectual life in 1961, and reiterated his argument a few years later in a 

fiiU-length study of the novelist's artistic development.^' Litz proposes a theory of 

favorable, albeit indirect, influence on Jane Austen from her brothers' Loiterer essays, and 

from their presence in the intelligent Austen family circle on school holidays. Litz writes; 

Since Henry was Jane's "favorite brother," and James is generally credited 

with playing an important role in the shaping of her literary taste, we may 

assume that the essays in the Loiterer written by James and Henry embody 
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opinions and habits of mind which helped to determine Jane Austen's 

artistic development. Jane would certainly have read the essays, and may 

have helped to plan those written during the Oxford vacations. {Jane 

Austen 15) 

Litz's theory, like the proposition that Jane Austen wrote a letter printed in the paper and 

signed "Sophia Sentiment," has become something of a standard in Austen scholarship. 

Litz holds that "similarities in matter and style between Jane Austen's early works and her 

brothers' contributions to the Loiterer confirm the traditional estimate of the roles James 

and Henry played in shaping the taste of their precocious sister," and that these affinities 

"reflect the tastes of the Austen family at the time of Jane Austen's first literary 

experiments, thereby illuminating the complex relationship between her experience and her 

art" ("The Loiterer" 252, 261). He does remark that Jane Austen may have exerted an 

influence on her brothers' composition, but in Litz's account, the literary debt is primarily 

hers. While his study is useful for establishing the historical importance of the Loiterer as 

"a record of the ideas and opinions which prevailed in Jane Austen's early environment" 

(252), Litz assumes too readily the 'influence' of older brothers whose periodical essays, 

evaluated from a different perspective, might just as easily be seen as more potential 

irritant than prototype. 

Interestingly, twentieth-century studies of the Loiterer have largely failed to note 

its prevailing attitude towards women, and the ways in which it reflects the representation 

of the feminine in other papers that Jane Austen would also have read. In fact, such 
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studies seem to borrow a leaf from the Loiterer's own pages. The most glaring example of 

this tendency is Zachary Cope's 1966 argument that Jane Austen wrote the letter signed 

Sophia Sentiment. Since Cope's article, and despite the pointed criticisms of both the 

Spectator and the Mirror in Northanger Abbey that suggest Jane Austen took a trenchant 

view of the orthodox wisdom they purveyed, scholars have tended to restrict their 

discussion of the Loiterer to identifying its echoes in Jane Austen's juvenilia, and 

speculating about a single letter's authorship. The letter is the focus of the Loiterer^ s ninth 

number, in which James Austen's reply to its charges sets the tone and the agenda for a 

journal wedded to a tradition of prescriptive attitudes towards women. A correspondent 

writing under the pen name "Sophia Sentiment" criticizes the journal's editors for 

neglecting to provide stories of interest to young women, and offers to lend them her 

assistance and advice. "I am a great reader," she writes "and not to mention some hundred 

volumes of Novels and Plays, have, in the two last summers, actually got through all the 

entertaining papers of our most celebrated periodical writers, from the Tatler and 

Spectator to the Micrososm and the Olla Podrida" (No. 9, 4). The writer calls for "a new 

set of correspondents, from among the young of both sexes, but particularly ours; and let 

us see some nice affecting stories, relating the misfortunes of two lovers, who died 

suddenly, just as they were going to church" (No. 9, 4). As Mr. Loiterer, James Austen 

responds with a two-page statement that acknowledges "how much the success of a 

periodical work, and the reputation of its authors, depend on the opinion of the fair," and 

protests that "our labours have been directed as much to the amusement of their sex as 
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ours" (8). The essay concludes with James' doubt "whether the generality of our female 

readers would be much amused with [the] Novels, Eastern Tales, and Dreams" requested 

by Sophia Sentiment, and pronuses instead to '^carefully select such subjects as may 

captivate the imagination, without offending the judgment, and interest the filings, 

without misleading the heart" for publication in the journal (11). 

The theory that Jane Austen wrote the letter prompting this statement relies on 

parallels in subject matter and style between the correspondence and Austen's juvenilia, on 

the likeness between Jane Austen's biographical circumstances and the letter-writer's 

stated situation, and on Cope's disconcerting assertion that James Austen would never 

have printed such an "impertinent" letter from anyone but his own sister. Cope even 

argues that no one but a 13-year-old girl would have had the audacity to write it. 

If the letter was written by a lady, we must also admit that only a young, 

and probably very young lady could have written it. That conclusion 

obtains confirmation from the complaint in the letter that in the story told 

in the previous number of the journal "^there was no love, and no lady in it, 

at least, no young lady'. Moreover, the almost impudent opening, the frank 

boast of having read so much lately, the ridiculous appeal for tragic tales, 

and the self-conceit that even oSers assistance to the editor, all betoken a 

very young woman, probably in her teens .... 

The second reason for thinking that there must have been collusion 

between correspondent and editor is the very mild response of the latter to 
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what may well be called an impertinent letter. Some editors might have 

ignored such an irresponsible communication that contains faults only 

excusable by the apparent youth of the writer. (146, 149). 

Despite the flaws in this logic, which rests on some of the same attitudes toward proper 

female behavior found in the pages of the Loiterer and the periodicals it imitated, the belief 

that Jane Austen was Sophia Sentiment has made its way into Austen biography and 

criticism without much additional investigation, perhaps because constructed in this 

fashion, the Loiterer conveniently sutures Jane Austen to the story of the novel's 

evolution. It detracts, that is, from the originary genius or self-motivation of a female 

novelist whose work changed the novel's content and themes forever. The focus on this 

letter's authorship evacuates Jane Austen's careful observation and study of her 

community, clear analysis of her numerous family, and long hours in the extensive rectory 

library in order to suture in that place a saucy but intelligent whippersnapper who takes 

potshots at her older brother's publication and gets roundly drubbed for it, first by her 

brother, whose response in the Loiterer is a form of reprimand, and then by scholars 150 

years later. This critical development is illustrative of Western culture's dependence on 

repressing the feminine and the maternal so that its androcentric story can be told. Jane 

Austen is after all one of the "mothers of the novel" in most current accounts of the 

genre.^ Yet without her older brothers' example, according to this story, what would this 

otherwise childless woman have been the mother of? Without falling prey to the critical 

tendencies outlined by Joanna Russ's in Haw to Suppress Women's Writing, I want to 
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Sophia Sentiment letter (or whether she 'wrote it, but she had help,' or 'wrote it but 

shouldn't have," other items in Russ's list of attitudes toward female authorship), we must 

consider the Loiterer from a more expansive perspective, one that takes into account the 

containment of women and ventriloquizing of "female" writers that was a representational 

pattern in the Loiterer and the periodicals on which it was modeled. 

There is slim chance of proving definitively whether or not Jane Austen wrote the 

Sophia Sentiment letter, for the original manuscripts from which the Loiterer was printed 

are no longer extant, and the fact that James Austen's son wrote in 1870 that his father "In 

after life ... used to speak very slightingly of this early work, which he had the better right 

to do, as, whatever may have been the degree of their merits, the best papers had certainly 

been written by himself" makes it unlikely such manuscripts will someday be discovered 

in an original hand (J.E. Austen-Leigh qtd. in Le Faye Record 64). However, there is 

precedent for such a letter in sources that we know the Austens perused. We find a partial 

model for the Sophia Sentiment manuscript in an April 8, 1780 letter published in 

Mackenzie's Mirror and signed by "Evelina," the same name as the eponymous heroine of 

a novel by Fanny Bumey that the Austens had enjoyed, and probably like "Cecilia," 

"Sophia Sentiment," and "Clarissa M.," a ready pseudonym for correspondents and 

regular contributors. In the M/ror letter from which "Sophia Sentiment" might as easily 

have been culled by James or Henry Austen, as by their sister, Evelina writes 
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I am one of a family of young ladies who read your paper, with which we 

have been hitherto tolerably well pleased, though we could wish is were 

not quite so grave, and had a little more love in it.... We can send you 

therefore notice. Sir, that unless you can contrive to give us something new 

for the future, we shall be obliged to countermand our subscription for the 

Mirror. We can have a reading of a fresh Novel every morning for the 

money, with a spick and span new story in it, such as none of us ever read 

or heard of in all our lives before. (No. 96, Saturday, April 8, 1780, 

Mirror, 186) 

These lines bear substantive similarities to the "Sophia Sentiment" letter in the Loiterer, 

both in content and in tone. The Sophia Sentiment letter simply exaggerates Evelina's 

complaint into pure burlesque. She writes: 

Sir, 

I write this to inform you that you are very much out of my good graces, 

and that, if you do not mend your maimers, I shall soon drop your 

acquaintance.... Indeed, I love a periodical work beyond any thing, 

especially those in which one meets with a great many stories, and where 

the papers are not too long.... 

I am sorry, however, to say it, but really. Sir, I think it the stupidest 

work of the kind I ever saw: not but that some of the papers are well 

written; but then your subjects are so badly chosen, that they never interest 



one.-Only conceive, in eight papers, not one sentimental story about love 

and honour, and all that.—Not one Eastern Tale ftill of Bashas and Hermits, 

Pyramids and Mosques—no, not even an allegory, or dream have yet made 

their appearance in the Loiterer... In short, you have never yet dedicated 

any one number to the amusement of our sex, and have taken no more 

notice of us, that if you thought, like the Turks, we had no souls." (No. DC, 

3, 6) 

Among the reasons given for the theory that Jane Austen wrote this letter is a putative 

evolution in the Loiterer's editorial content. "The surest evidence that Jane Austen wrote 

this letter is that her brothers soon changed their plan," Park Honan writes in his 

biography. "They wrote less and less about Oxford, and more and more about love and the 

blisses and torments of marriage—which they knew rather little about" (61). But in fact, 

the Loiterer merely followed the conventional course of the eighteenth-century journal: 

one of these conventions was to address a female audience solicitously in an early number, 

as I have shown; another was to restrict itself to a small number of themes for a growing 

audience of the same middle class readers who would later buy Jane Austen's novels, and 

to endeavor to instruct this audience in manners and morality in an entertaining way. By 

trying to confine itself to academic concerns, the Loiterer endeavored to stick to an even 

more stringent convention than usual. James Austen's stated goal in the introductory 

number of the Loiterer, to serve as "agreable companions, or useful instructors" (I, 10) 

for an audience consisting primarily of Oxford students, had altered somewhat over 15 
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months of publication. He wrote in his concluding essay: "It is indeed a little remarkable 

that though several works of this kind have been written and published at Oxford, none 

since the time of Terrae Filius have drawn their sources principally from academical life.. 

.. it was thought necessary, for various reasons, to enlarge the circle of our subjects, still 

however without losing sight of the original plan" (No. 60, 5-6).^ That this shift in 

direction was the result of their thirteen-year-old sister's "impertinence," to use Cope's 

reasoning, becomes rather far-fetched. What is more likely is that James Austen wrote the 

letter himself, perhaps to tweak both sisters, their mother, and other relations who enjoyed 

both reading and discussing novels, and in Jane Austen's case, beginning to write them in 

juvenilia that she began about 1887, three years before the first Loiterer essay was 

published. 

In a woman's voice 

If the Loiterer did begin to change its editorial tactics after publication of the 

Sophia Sentiment letter as has been argued, the general tenor of the periodical did not 

alter substantially. James Austen published six letters written by fictional women, ail but 

one directed toward female conduct and similarly prescriptive in tone.^** James and Henry 

Austen and Benjamin Portal each wrote instructive stories of mercenary marriages and 

misguided courtships under female pseudonyms, and James Austen wrote two short letters 

fi-om women meant to be humorous, one of which again borrowed heavily from an earlier 

example in the Olla Podrida. In this letter, "Margaret Mitten" offers herself to Mr. 

Loiterer as a marriage partner. She describes herself as 



a person of the very tallest size, not incumbered with the coarse 

redundance of plumpness, or flushed with the vulgar glow of health; and 

that I have preserved my figure in the unbending Majesty of prim 

perpendicularity, uncomipted by the present fashionable lounge of our 

modem Girls, who always appear to me as if they were going to tumble on 

their noses.—Such is my person, nor is my mind unworthy of it, for except 

an unfortunate propensity to tittle tattle, and an hereditary love of the 

bottle, I have few failings, and am wanting in no virtue except Candour, 

Generosity, and Truth. Such, Mr. Loiterer, as I am, and in my thirty—but 

no matter for my age, I am ready to become yours. (No. 43, 11) 

The Olla Podrida had printed a letter from "Patty Pennyless" in its July 21, 1787 number, 

ridiculing a young woman in much the same way, albeit in different cadence. 

I be a baker's daughter, and to tell you the truth, so much in love you can't 

think. Now, Sir, as you seems to be a grave sort of gentleman, I dares to 

say you can read the hand, cast nativities, tell fortunes, and all that,—what 

now do you think. Sir, I will give you, if so be that you will tell me for 

certain whether or not I shall have Dick? why fourteen kisses, and that's a 

baker's dozen you know, and so no more from yours, till I'm married. 

Patty Pennyless 

Olla Podrida editor Monro replies primly: 
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To this fair lady the author of the OUa Podrida has only to reply, that he is 

not a conjuror, nor indeed does he wear a wig. However, by consulting his 

books, he has discovered a few negative maxims, by the observance of 

which his correspondent may have Dick if Dick be worth her having. 

Should he be extravagant in the praise of her beauty, she is advised not to 

believe him. Should he offer her a green gown, not to accept it. In the 

disposal of her baker's dozens, not to be profuse; and, moreover, not to be 

any person's till she is married, not even her well-wisher's, and so no more. 

(190-191) 

James Austen echoed this didactic tone in his editorial reply to Margaret Mitten, whose 

surname suggests a sort of oppressive sexual innuendo, as the verb "hand" carried a 

colloquial meaning of "masturbate" at this time. "NCtten" itself has no direct sexual 

innuendo that I could identify in either the OED or slang dictionaries, but the OED defines 

the colloquial phrase "to get the mitten of a lover" as "to be dismissed or rejected; hence, 

in wider application, to be dismissed from any office or position." The dismissal of 

Margaret Mitten in Mr. Loiterer's reply would seem to obtain here, and though the first 

identified usage of this phraseology is 1838, its application to a lover makes it seem likely 

that the fictitious Margaret Mitten's name could have intimated some sort of prurience. 

"Muff," a related word which in eighteenth-century parlance denoted a hand-covering for 

both men and women, has clearly sexual innuendo in various references; Partridge's 

defines "muff' as "the female pudend," and Sophia Western's fiizzy muff, stolen by Tom 
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Jones in Fielding's novel as a sentimental (or prurient) keepsake, would have been well-

known to the Austen household, where Tom Jones was read and enjoyed.^ The OED 

gives "mitten" as an analogue for "muflE" circa 1759, citing such usage in both Clarissa 

and Tom Jones, so the sexual innuendo of "mitten" would doubtless have been evident to 

the Austen brothers and their peers, whose prurience in Loiterer essays is hardly 

restrained. James Austen's Margaret Mitten receives an unequivocal rejection from Mr. 

Loiterer in an issue of the paper that includes an editorial preface claiming, "in some cases 

it is equally dangerous to please as to displease" (No. 43,4). The Margaret Mitten letter 

is printed after a manuscript from an irate male correspondent who invites Mr. Loiterer to 

engage in a duel, an offer that the editor declines. Mr. Loiterer responds to both letters 

with the statement that he is "in a fair way both of fighting and marrying against my will," 

and his hope "the early publication of his letter will in some measure enable me to escape" 

the pugilist. But, he asks, "from the love of the second who will ensure me?" He then 

counters Margaret Mitten's "intended kindness" with the excuse that fellows of a college 

are forbidden to marry (No. 43, 12). Margaret Mitten's letter, as part of an essay signed 

with James Austen's pseudonym initial, presents an example similar to the Patty Pennyless 

correspondence; both the presumptuous older woman and the forward younger receive 

strictures on thoughtless behavior from the editor who possesses the means to create, 

contextualize, and disseminate female persona which he then judges and instructs. 

The Loiterer authors also addressed women's roles and behavior in essays written 

from a male perspective, like Henry Austen's number on the "Peculiar dangers of Rusticus 
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from the attacks of a female cousin" (No. 32). Rusticus informs Mr. Loiterer that "the 

writer of this is most thoroughly in want of all [the advice] you can bestow; an assertion 

which you will hardly have the boldness to doubt, when I inform you that a Woman and 

Matrimony (at least the thoughts of it) are the causes of my present complaint" (No. 32, 

3). Henry Austen details his narrator's danger of marrying one of the daughters of a 

distant relation, and describes the family's attempts to ensnare him and his estate of £1000 

a year, through "the long premeditated attack" (No. 32, 11) of ladies who had spent three 

hours "^making themselves up" (his emphasis) and who had appeared elegantly arrayed in 

the latest fashion in hopes of tempting him. Yet if anyone in this story is 'making ladies 

up,' it is Henry Austen, who concludes this story of Rusticus' dangerous brush with 

matrimony by describing how his amour for one of the daughters was safely quenched 

when "a sudden puflf of wind carried off two luxuriant tresses from her beautiful Chignon, 

and left her (unconscious to herself) in a situation truly ridiculous" (15). This scene warns 

readers that the matrimony-minded woman may well be bald beneath her finery, and that 

her exterior sexual allure might be fabricated. Such representations of women remained 

standard throughout the history of Loiterer. More surprisingly, the same standard surfaces 

in criticism written a century-and-a-half later, as Zachary Cope's discussion of the Sophia 

Sentiment letter illustrates. "Some editors might have ignored such an irresponsible 

communication that contains faults only excusable by the apparent youth of the writer," 

Cope writes. "The patronizing and condescending opening—", he goes on, but he does not 

complete the sentence this phrase was to start; instead, his argument is reinforced by 
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quoting numerous lines from the letter which are no more 'insolent or saucy in speech or 

behavior' than the assertion from "Margaret Mitten"--James Austen in literary drag—that 

she and Mr. Loiterer are destined to wed, which, as the letter is written by James' own 

hand, would be masturbatory indeed. While perhaps less exuberant than the Sophia 

Sentiment letter, Margaret Mitten's is no less presumptuous and intrusive; it is also 

bracketed by commentary from James in his Mr. Loiterer persona. Cope does not mention 

the Margaret Mitten letter as a possible Jane Austen production, nor does he see it as the 

work of a young woman, (doubtless because its narrator claims to be a woman "in my 

thirty—), although the tone is not dissimilar and the burlesque equally pronounced. Or 

perhaps Cope does not consider this letter because he is sure it was written by the same 

male Oxford fellow who signs this number of the journal—the same fellow, James Austen, 

who signs the number containing the Sophia Sentiment letter. Yet Cope argues that if 

Sophia's creator is "impertinent," she must be Jane Austen. 

The widespread acceptance of this idea has encouraged a reading of the Loiterer's 

pervasive influence on the youthful novelist that fails to account fiilly for Austen's 

withering critique of such periodicals in her later work. It has become so embedded in 

some contemporary thinking about Austen, in fact, that at least one biographer quotes 

directly from the Sophia Sentiment letter as if the letter's provenance was clearly 

established. Honan cites the lines of Sophia Sentiment's letter as evidence of the opinions 

and attitudes of Jane Austen herself, without attributing the quotation to the Loiterer. 

Rather, he documents the quotation ambiguously as coming from a secondary source, and 
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he names no author for the short article in which he found the quote, although he gives 

enough bibliographical information for the reader to find the article by John Gore, printed 

in the Jane Austen Society Annual Report for the Year 1966, which summarizes Cope's 

article, offers approbation of its assessment, and adds a detail about the appearance of a 

"Sophia" in Jane Austen's Love andFreindship in an attempt to reinforce Cope's 

assertion that Jane Austen and Sophia Sentiment could be the same writer.^® This moment 

of Honan's text occurs in a discussion of Jane Austen's youthful education, which 

included a brief residence in the home of the widow of a former Principal of Brasenose, 

near her brothers at University. Honan depicts Jane Austen's attitude toward her Oxford 

sojourn in the following passage. 

'I never, but once, was at Oxford in my life,' Jane wrote at thirteen, 'and I am sure 

I never wish to go there again—They dragged me through so many dismal chapels, 

dusty libraries, and greasy halls, that it gave me the vapours for two days 

afterwards' (31). 

These lines come directly fi-om the Sophia Sentiment letter. The signature "Sophia 

Sentiment" is printed beneath the letter that gives James Austen's essay its focus, but he is 

cited as author, both in the concluding pseudonym byline and in the Loiterer's final 

number, where James Austen identifies contributors, including his brother Henry and 

Austen family friend Benjamin Portal, and declares that "for all the remaining Papers 

(which are distinguished by the signature S. or C.) the Writer of this Number must stand 

responsible" (No. 60, 5). Given what seems a convenient oversight in Honan's 
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attribution, we might want to reconsider and complicate his conclusion that "for Jane at 

thirteen the Loiterer was a lively, absorbing school" (63). We might wonder instead at 

Jane Austen's emergence as a writer after the early influence of a magazine in which her 

revered older brothers so frequently demonstrated a patronizing attitude toward women 

writers and readers. The Loiterer's conventional troping of the feminine, in fact, begs the 

question of Austen's putative zeal for their periodical work. To be sure, Honan is in 

excellent company when he treats the authorship of the Sophia Sentiment letter as an icrit 

accompli. John Halperin argues that "It is in the vein of the Loiterer that the initial quarto 

notebook of [Austen's] Juvenilia, Volume the First, commences" (38). Deirdre Le Faye, 

the leading authority on Austen manuscripts and scholarship, asserts in her revision of 

James Austen-Leigh's yo/w Austen: A Family Record that "The tone of the burlesque [in 

the letter] is so much in keeping with Jane's juvenilia as to make it a reasonable 

assumption that she also wrote this offering for her brother's magazine" (64). Le Faye also 

uses the supposition that Jane Austen wrote the Sophia Sentiment letter to date the 

author's first reading of William Hayley's ih& Mausoleum, in which one of the primary 

figures is a silly young widow named Sophia Sentiment, as occurring before 1789, 

although "Jane's Austen's own set of Hayley's works was apparently not acquired by her 

until Sunday 3 April 1791, but this unmistakable link between \}n& Mausoleum and the 

Loiterer suggests that she first read Hayley's comedy at some time between 1785 and 

1789" ("Jane Austen and William Hayley" 26). All this speculation aside, the simple fact 

remains that the Sophia Sentiment letter remains without attribution except for the byline 
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initial of "S," which James Austen identifies in the final number of the Loiterer as his own. 

Unreliable evidence 

While such assumptions have reasonable elements, the evidence on which they 

must ultimately rely~the editorial content of the Loiterer—makes them highly problematic. 

Park Honan's ambiguously-attributed quotation of the letter is particularly notable in this 

context, given that his biography is also briefly critical of James and Henry Austen's 

attitudes towards women as represented in the Loiterer and other writings. He notes Jane 

Austen's potential for ambivalence about the Loiterer'% content with the remark that 

"[Henry's] and James's pieces betray a fear of young women as if female sexuality offered 

a terrible threat to the Oxford male," even though the Jocular sexual innuendo in several 

Loiterer essays belies this example, as I will demonstrate. Honan also grants that "though 

Jane loved her brothers and learned fi-om their journal, this aspect of their work raised a 

problem, if it was less likely to vex at fourteen than at twenty.... She might be glad they 

loved her, but how far could she count on their having respect for her?" (65). Despite this 

caveat, Honan disarmingly excuses the reigning Loiterer attitude toward women with the 

statement: "Still, Henry ridiculed young ladies to make points" (64). The biographer 

concludes his chapter on the journal, significantly titled "Sexual Politics" with the dubious 

pronouncement that "Jane began her writing career to win [her brothers'] dear applause" 

(65). 

Honan fi'ames his analysis of the periodical's significance to Jane Austen's 

development with a discussion of a beautiful, flirtatious older woman whose relationship 
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to Jane Austen's brothers organizes the biographical narrative—and sutures the story of 

Jane Austen's relationship to the Loiterer—across the more curtailed life story of a female 

Austen cousin, Eliza Hancock de Feuillide. Married to a French officer, Jean Capotte de 

Feuillide, Eliza de Feuillide was an intermittent presence in the Austen household during 

the late 1700s, and she called on James and Henry in Oxford and toured the city and 

university grounds in their company. Her husband, the Comte de Feuillide, remained in 

France when she traveled to England to deliver the couple's first child at the home of her 

mother, and the fomenting French revolution made it dangerous for her to return 

immediately. Eventually, the revolution left her a widow with a small, sickly son. Her 

husband was executed, and she I^ter married Henry Austen. Eliza de Feuillide has only 

the remotest of connections to the Loiterer. She may have read the paper while visiting 

the Steventon rectory, and she was doubtless a suggestive figure in the Austen brothers' 

imaginations, for she had reached her mid-twenties, visited Versailles, and circulated 

among the ton of Paris, dressed in the latest French styles, and received encouragement 

fi-om her husband, Honan relates, to play the coquette with important political personages 

in France. According to Honan's account, which is based on her unpublished letters, Eliza 

"had been tempted [by James and Henry Austen] though she had no reason to believe her 

husband would approve her flirting with mere cotisinf' (56, his emphasis), so that the 

potential for sexual congress between this woman and Jane Austen's older brothers 

becomes the premise for her appearance in Honan's narrative, and the introduction to his 

brief discussion of the Loiterer. Honan examines the periodical through the fi'aming 
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mechanism of the young men's growing sexual awareness, which, he argues, has been 

piqued by pretty young mother Eliza de Feuillide. Eliza thus acts as suture to the young 

men's emergent sexuality and their youthful periodical authorship, constructing them as 

both reproductive citizens and serious writers across the figure of a frivolous Frenchified 

flirt that no one need take seriously. Honan's analysis mirrors one of the Loiterer's 

common representations of women as brazen, disingenuous, and scheming. "Eliza then 

yearned to see Oxford," Honan writes. "It was filled with men hungering for sexual charm, 

as she felt, and both James and Henry Austen were there" (56). Honan appears to be 

following Olla Podrida editor Henry Monro's lead in his figuration of women as objects 

to be exchanged like canine or equestrian flesh. Similarly to both Monro in his journal and 

James Austen in the Loiterer, Honan constructs male subjectivity as authoritative and vital 

by evacuating women from the 'scene' of discourse so that they may become its 'seen.' 

The feminine is thus relegated to object status, where it becomes the focus of readerly, 

spectral desire. 

In a similar example, James uses the women of France and England as suture to 

improved relations between the two countries, which is the focus of the Loiterer's tenth 

number. In an essay entitled "National difference of character between the French and 

English—Plan proposed for improving each" (vi), James Austen anticipates Gayle Rubin's 

analysis of "the tra£Eic in women" when he advocates "a commercial treaty... in which 

mental qualifications, rather than personal conveniences, should be the objects of 

exchange" (No. 10, 10). James's narrative quickly dissolves into an evaluative survey of 
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the qualities of English and French women, who act as suture to his plan for improved 

social commerce across, and on either side o^ the channel. As noted, just such an 

exchange had already taken place in the Austen's extended family; this Loiterer episode 

probably makes at least a partial reference to cousin Eliza de Feuillide. Embedded in 

James Austen's idea for the interchange of social behavior is a displacement of real women 

who were transferred, like Eliza Hancock, from the patronymic of a family in England to 

one in France. Woman herself is written out of this transaction; she serves to suture 

communication between two antagonistic and otherwise antithetical groups of men. 

James' account of this international transaction creates clear winners and losers in the 

bargjiin, with Englishmen getting the longer (if not firmer) end of the stick. 

I am inclined to think that this species of traffic would be equally beneficial 

to us both, since we each abound in many commodities in which the other 

is woefiilly deficient. Thus, for example—a quantity of British keenness, and 

British perseverance, might be articles at least as acceptable to the French 

as our cutlery and hardware; and I think our society would be improved, 

could we import along with their Champaigne and Burgundy, the liveliness 

of their conversation, and the softness of their manners. Nor would the 

advantages of this mental commerce be confined to our sex; for however 

partial I may be to my fair countrywomen, candour must allow, that the 

Naivete oi maimer, and the air enjoue of the French, would be as desirable 

an addition to them as their gauzes and cambrics. And, on the other hand. 



Les Belles Parisiemes would not find themselves less engaging, could they 

attain a little of that attractive innocence, and that decent reserve, which 

has SO long, and I trust, ever will distinguish the ladies of this island. (No. 

10,11) 

The sexual- and gender-specific innuendo in this passage demonstrates the Loiterer's 

prevailing attitudes about sexual difference, and suggests that rather than the "fear of 

young women ... as if female sexuality offered a terrible threat to the Oxford male" (65), 

by which Honan accounts for James and Henry Austen's dismissive views of women in the 

Loiterer, James Austen may have been articulating a prurient disgust for woman's sexual 

utility. He certainly employs metaphorical references not unlike those of Monro's Olla 

Podrida passage likening women to barnyard animals and household pets, when he 

categorizes male and female characteristics in a list that correlates "French" with the 

feminine Oively conversation, soft manners, naivete, a playful air) and English with more 

masculine traits (keenness, perseverance, attractive innocence, decent reserve). We might 

thus infer that French natives, already duly impressed with the variously phallic knives and 

ironmongery of the British gentility, could benefit fi-om exposure to the supplementary 

useful phallic qualities of'British' acuteness and indefatigability. James Austen's 

countrymen, apparently happy in the possession of ample tools for all, could doubtless 

enhance the social utility of these piercing accouterments with the addition of some lively 

French Champaigne, soft French Burgundy, and the smooth French manner that, as James 

Austen has it, such beverages either invite or induce. The French woman is advised to 



temper her playfulness and her naivet^a word that in the eighteenth-century meant a 

complimentary artlessness and absence of conventionality (highly artfully acquired and 

displayed), with a healthy dosage of "the attractive iimocence, and that decent reserve" 

assigned to English women. Meanwhile, the English maiden is advised to hang onto her 

modesty, but to do so less conventionally and with more spirit, like her French sisters. If 

English women grow more lively than is their wont, James seems to suggest, that British 

male keenness and perseverance, perhaps supposed necessary in the pursuit of French 

women, could be exercised and sharpened in domestic chases at home. 

Benjamin Portal's disquisition on "Pleasure of Elegant Society. —Some Errors in 

Conversation pointed out" (vii. No. 26) offers more evidence of these figurations of 

women in the Loiterer. His essay addresses the Loiterer's by-now supposedly mixed 

readership as follows: 

Most of my readers of both sexes have also had their little circles, in which 

they enjoy the satisfaction of talking and being talked to Perhaps the 

pleasure of conversation is often exclusive of any actual wit or sense 

contained in it; for who but has listened with pleasure to the bewitching 

nothings of a pretty woman, and thought her periods sufficiently rounded 

by a sweet and voluble utterance, and sufficiently pointed by a piercing 

eye? 
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But though conversation may be generally a source of pleasure, and 

rarely of pain, it not infrequently wearies and offends by impertinence. (No. 

26,4) 

While Portal remarks on the sins of both male and female interlocutors in this essay, his 

charge of "impertinence" comes directly after a reference to female "nothings," and we 

might recall Cope's evaluation of the letter from Sophia Sentiment in Number 9, which 

Cope judges an "impertinent" performance that must have been written by Jane Austen at 

age 13. Examining the semantics of this word sheds light on these two assessments of 

outspoken women— Portal's in 1789 and Cope's in 1966. Impertinent comes from the 

Medieval Latin impertine, which means "not belonging." The OED gives its first meaning 

as "Not appertaining or belonging (to); unconnected, unrelated; inconsonant," with 

additional definitions of "Not pertaining to the subject or matter in hand; not pertinent; not 

to the point; irrelevant" and "Not suitable to the circumstances; incongruous, 

inappropriate, out of place; not consonant with reason; absurd, idle, trivial, silly." The 

chief current sense in colloquial use to describe persons and their actions, according to the 

OED, is "Meddling with what is beyond one's province; intrusive, presumptuous; 

behaving without proper respect or deference to superiors or strangers; insolent or saucy 

in speech or behaviour"; this usage obtained at the time of the Loiterer's publication in 

late-eighteenth-century Britain, for which the OED gives several examples. 

A prescriptive tenor for women continues throughout the publication. In No. 29, 

"Absurdity of marrying from Affection" (vii), James Austen argues ironically that a 



woman's portion is more important than her personal characteristics, an attitude that Jane 

Austen's novels also categorically address. James writes: 

For Beauty and Elegance are very fleeting commodities. Wit and Good 

Temper very uncertain ones, and a Woman may sometimes chance to 

outlive them all. Whereas, Farms, and Woods, India Bonds, and Aimuities, 

are very solid and substantial goods; will, with a little management, last 

during (what the law terms) a Man's natural life; that is, till his Spirits and 

Constitution are ruined; and are to be obtained at the very trifling Sacrifice 

of social happiness and domestic comfort. (29, 12). 

A disdain towards women's physical flaws, which might be hidden by makeup just as her 

personal deficits are amended by a large dowry, is discussed by an unnamed Loiterer 

author in No. 17. 

If nature had denied a fine complexion, art immediately supplies the defect, 

and can the treasures of the mineral and vegetable world be employed in a 

better marmer than in adorning the fairest part of the human creation? I 

know that some look on this deception in a more serious light: but they 

should remember it is a deception designed to please; and every attempt to 

please is surely pleasing in itself—nay, though it should be attributed to 

malice; it is a malice which, I believe, all will allow pardonable, especially 

when they reflect, that without the malicious designs of a pretty face, how 

dull and insupportable life would be! (No. 17, II) 
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Even the Polynesian native "OmaT gets into the act in Number 25, entitled in the bound 

volume "Omai's description of British manners, and customs" (vii). In this essay, a regular 

but anonymous Loiterer contributor presents "a short account of a very great literary 

curiosity,... a regular journal kept by Omai, the native of one of the Islands in the South 

Seas, during his residence in England" (No. 25, 3). In one of the Loiterer's frequent 

repudiations of women's use of cosmetics, Omai is said to have exclaimed about "the 

strange and fantastical Dresses of our Females... at first he was very much disgusted 

with their unnatural complexions, particularly those that are much tataawed.... He 

informs us, that many of the Females set off their complexions a little by rubbing 

something red upon their Cheeics; and in time he got reconciled to the complexions of our 

Ladies in the same maimer as he supposes the gentlemen of the Ships became enamoured 

of Tyna mai and the other Ladies of Otaheite. Here he digresses a good deal into secret 

History, and makes many remarks, which I do not think it altogether prudent to repeat." 

(7). Honan's suggestion that the Austen brothers feared women's sexuality ignores this 

allusion to the sexual opportunity that British imperialism afforded the colonizing male 

who saw his own countrywomen as too "decently reserved" for such exploits as Omai has 

related.^ (Omai was a real figure though this Loiterer essay is primarily fabricated; he 

was a native of Polynesia heralded in England as an example of the "noble savage."^) 

Like the essay describing Omai's reaction to England, which doubtless was 

suggested by events communicated to the Austens and their fnends in a circulating 

newspaper, other Loiterer essays were certainly based on letters and essays printed in 
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earlier serial journals like Addison and Steele's Taller and Spectator. Johnson's Rambler 

and Idler, and Mackenzie's Lounger and Mirror. Borrowing from earlier journals was 

exceedingly common among periodical authors and editors, and indeed expected of its 

editors. James Austen's loyalty to this and other periodical conventions demonstrates how 

seriously he took his editorial role as entertainer and moral instructor, but it does not help 

to account for Jane Austen's artistry, except as an obstacle to be intellectually and 

emotionally overcome, since the periodical paper's particularly admonitory tone toward 

women was also a standard of the medium. Jane Austen's novels, as generations of 

scholars from Walter Scott onward have shown, depart from eighteenth-century narrative 

convention in presenting a world of events framed by a small community or household, 

and in exploring more deeply than literature had done ever before the individual subject 

and her or his motiviations in family relations, in courtship rituals, and other social 

situations. As we have seen, essays that seem to have influenced the Loiterer most directly 

appear in the Olla Podrida, a production of Oxford fellows that had ceased publication 

only six months before the Loiterer first appeared, and tb& Mirror, published in Edinburgh 

and characterized most unflatteringly by Jane Austen in Northanger Abbey. Both the 

content of these essays, and James Austen's respect for and adherence to literary 

convention, controvert the notion that Jane Austen wrote the Sophia Sentiment letter. 

Jane Austen tells an entirely different story about the periodical press in Northanger 

Abbey. 

Northanger Abbey 
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We know from her comments in Northanger Abbey and can surmise from the 

many references to periodical papers in the Loiterer, which our knowledge of her family's 

intellectual atmosphere and propensity for wide reading makes it safe to presume she had 

read, that Jane Austen was ^miliar with the periodical paper genre, and with the figure of 

women it presented to a readership drawn from the middle to upper classes in eighteenth-

century England. This readership represented a new and growing literacy among the 

English population, where Jane Austen and other writers would find a public for their 

novels. In Northanger Abbey, Austen responds to the normative ideology that such 

periodicals parleyed to their readership. It is unfortunate for Austen scholarship that the 

current atmosphere of modest applause for the journal's influence has made the Loiterer 

seem too bland a work—and too difficult a text to locate—for scholars to consuh it for 

evidence of the novelist's youthful models of periodical journalism. The microfilm version 

of the Loiterer is difficult to obtain; the text itself is almost impossible to locate in 

manuscript, especially in the US; and our most recent critical accounts of the paper have 

offered only partial or distorted information about its content. Yet numerous studies 

might have been informed by a consideration of the precedents for male spectatorship and 

criticism of female activity that Austen would have seen in her brothers' work. Readings 

of the Loiterer and its effect on Jane Austen as a model of literary realism may have 

enhanced analyses of issues such as Jane Austen's ability to "moc[k] and undermin[e] her 

own chosen method—parodic discourse—so that both narrator and reader are kept off 

balance" in Tara Ghoshal Wallace's ""Norihanger Abbey and the Limits of Parody" (262), 
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and Ellen Gardiner's argument that Austen "treats as suspect the field of letters' tendency 

to represent men (and espedally men of property or men of the cloth) as the moral 

guardians of the public domain, and its consequent tendency to represent men as therefore 

best suited to the profession of literary criticism" in "the battle for critical authority and 

professional status" among eighteenth-century writers in her provocative discussion of 

Mansfield Park, "Privacy, Poaching, and Privilege \n Mansfield Parl^ (152). 

As things stand, only one study, E. Rubenstein's 1969 "^Northanger Abbey, the 

Elder Morlands and John Homespun," treats the issue of Jane Austen's relationship to the 

periodical press in any useful detail, and Rubenstein seems to be unaware of the existence 

of the Loiterer. He argues that "the novel discriminates between two modes of 

irrationality, the literary and the quotidian, and proposes that the latter is more and not less 

disquieting when set beside the former—especially to the degree that it calls for responses 

for which Catherine has no models of diction and behavior" (434-435). While this 

statement implies that Austen rejects the editorial authority of the literary periodical as a 

genre, Rubenstein never precisely makes this point. Instead, he focuses on the errors of 

Catherine Morland's mother. Jane Austen's scathing assertions about the Mirror's 

uselessness for Catherine Morland, an unexceptional young woman whom "no one who 

had ever seen ... in her infancy, would have supposed ... bom to be an heroine" (13), 

are probably familiar to most readers. Mrs. Moriand, concerned about Catherine's 

"silence and sadness" after her banishment by General Tilney from Northanger, 

recommends "a very clever Essay in one of the books up stairs ... about young girls that 
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have been spoilt for home by great acquaintance—'The Mirror,' I think. I will look it out 

for you some day or other, because I am sure it will do you good" (240). E. Rubinstein's 

1969 analysis of the letter to which Mrs. Morland presumably refers argues that Mrs. 

Morland's intention to benefit Catherine from reading or showing her the letter 

demonstrates the mother's "hopeless insufficien[cy]" as a parent (435). This letter was 

first identified by Chapman in a note, and is referred to in other editions as '^o. XII, 

Saturday, March 6, 1779: Consequence to little folks of intimacy with great ones, in a 

letter from John HomespimJ"' The title affixed by editor to this number, "Consequence to 

little folks ... with great ones," evokes the child/parent relation, providing the narrative 

schemata that, as we have seen, functions to produce the subject in language. The letter 

describes a situation very similar to the Loiterer letter from Cecilia in Numbers 52-53, but 

related from the perspective of the father. In both letters, young women of modest income 

and small dowry set their sights on profitable marriage and more lavish circumstances, 

when influenced to heighten their romantic expectations by a mercenary female relation 

from London. Austen critiques the Mirror letter as an unhelpful text, however, no more 

useful to Catherine Moriand than the female relation it denounces has been to her country 

nieces, for Catherine Morland is never in danger of influence from the dull-witted Mrs. 

Thorpe, the fiiend who shows her the delights, such as they are, of Bath society—nor is 

she in danger of marrying John Thorpe, to whom she is seriously unsuited. She has 

already brooked the dangers of which the Mirror (and the later Loiterer) letter warns; she 
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has fallen in love with a respectable and suitable gentleman and feels understandable 

sorrow when ^ected from his father's home. 

While Rubinstein argues convincingly that the A/Z/ror essay to which Catherine's 

mother refers is fiill of "empty orthodox explanations" (435), the critic's conclusions 

follow a traditional narrative pattern when they displace a maternal or feminine figure in 

the service of his argument. Rubinstein uses both Mrs. Morland and the periodical press 

as suture for his contention that Nonhanger Abbey is an important text worthy of serious 

study He displaces the mother as "hopelessly insufficient" while critiquing the vacant 

orthodoxy of the Mirror correspondent, but omits an analysis of the periodical genre or 

its editors. Rubinstein uses the hollowed-out Mrs. Morland, and the vacant letter, to 

suture a primary text about which he must have some academic doubts, for he introduces 

Northcmger Abbey in his opening sentence as "the earliest, and surely the slightest, of Jane 

Austen's completed novels" before going on to defend its viability as an object of literary 

consideration (434). Had Rubinstein been cognizant of the tenor of the essays Jane 

Austen may have read in the Loiterer, had he noted that the paper's correspondents argue 

in similar tones against the dangers of marrying for fortune rather than affection (Nos. 29, 

44. 52, 53, and 57), and refer ceaselessly to the untrustworthiness of the "fair sex" (Nos. 

6, 17, 18, 19, 25, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33,43. 54), Rubinstein might have chosen to direct at 

least a portion of his critique toward the periodical model itself, as Jane Austen does in her 

novel, rather than merely dismissing the mother of the story as a person who "falls back 

upon received assumptions as an escape from the complexities of living" (437), and 



rejecting the author of the letter as the purveyor of '^dreary, inevitable observations on the 

evils of transcending one's station" (438). One of Austen's points in this scene is that 

both of Catherine Morland's putative guides for right living have collapsed easily into 

orthodox ideologies: not only Mrs. Morland, but the periodical authority she turns to for 

help in training her child. Catherine's temporary guardians in both the Bath and 

Northanger Abbey episodes demonstrate clearly that adult authority—in the figures of Mrs. 

Thorpe and General Tilney—may be ill-equipped to guide and foster the young people in 

their charge. Similarly, the male-authored and -edited Mirror 'amuses and instructs' its 

readership with a reflection of its own agenda, which rewards versions of woman who 

meet culturally-prescribed standards, and punishes those who don't. 

Rubinstein's analysis shares some of that same disdain for female adherence to 

received wisdom and popular custom that is exhibited by the Loiterer. While offering 

some helpful details about the function of the periodical in the plot of Northanger Abbey, 

Rubinstein's assessment overlooks the power of editorial authority in "writing" or 

"righting" a daughter to a parent's—or a culture's—satisfaction. Interestingly, Rubinstein 

refers to "the correspondence between mother and untutored daughter" in the AZ/rror 

passages, as he describes how Mrs. Morland "depends upon written authority for her 

delusions" (437, my emphasis), but he restricts his focus to John Homespun's letter and 

Mrs. Morland's reaction to it, as if the correspondence bears a transparent meaning, 

unaffected by the context in which it appears. Mrs. Morland never names John Homespun 

or gives any indication that she has considered the identity of the writer, and the letter's 
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text is not quoted in the novel: theonly editorial authority named is the A///ror. Jane 

Austen thus highlights an editorial stewardship that would print John Homespun's 

complaint about his daughters and their female relation without comment or 

contextualization, but which publishes its reply to Emilia directly beneath her letter on the 

periodical page, and offers her immediate advice on how to temper her attainment of 

knowledge by cultivating soft manners and keeping much of her learning to herself. In 

contrast, the Mirror letter from John Homespun is published without editorial commentary 

or contextualization. As is the case with the Loiterer letters, there is small possibility ever 

of proving with certainty whether John Homespun was an actual correspondent, or 

whether Henry Mackenzie wrote the letter to his own paper under a pseudonym. In any 

case, the vacuous Mirror letter esteemed by Mrs. Morland is as reflective of the paper's 

editorial stewardship as of its anonymous writer. Both editor and author prove mistaken 

in this episode, and in the end, Northanger Abbey sidesteps John Homespun's epistle 

altogether, for Catherine Morland, has not, after all, been spoiled for simple country 

pleasures by her stay with a "great" family, as John Homespun claims his daughters have 

been. On the contrary, Catherine marries into the Tilney family, albeit via a younger 

brother, and 'begin[s] perfect happiness" in country rectory (252). The Mrror letter has 

no use, in the terms of this novel, for a typical young woman of the English gentry class-a 

woman positioned somewhat like Austen herself, although Catherine Morland's family 

was probably wealthier than the Austen clan. 
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Two other sets of correspondence in Northanger Abbey must be mentioned here. 

After they have agreed to an engagement, Catherine and Henry begin "a clandestine 

correspondence," about which Austen's narrator says little. "Whether the torments of 

absence were softened by a clandestine correspondence, let us not inquire. Mr. and Mrs. 

Morland never did—th^ had been too kind to exact any promise; and whenever Catherine 

received a letter, as, at that time, happened pretty often, they always looked another way' 

(250). The final letter mentioned in the novel is less benign, though like the Mirror letter it 

has no permanent eflfect. "The General soon after Eleanor's marriage, permitted his son to 

return to Northanger, and thence made him the bearer of his consent [to marry Catherine], 

very courteously worded in a page fiill of empty professions to Mr. Morland" (252). The 

General's empty professions countermand the inutile example of the A///ror essay, while 

the more important correspondence between the lovers is left unexamined. Jane Austen 

here refuses to represent the letters which "soften" the young lovers' "torments of 

absence" until the General finally offers his consent. Instead, and in a reversal of the 

typical novelistic pattern, Jane Austen employs the General as ungenerous example to 

suture the couple's happiness and to draw them together into a new family entity. 

But Jane Austen addresses an even larger issue in Northanger Abbey: she 

challenges the entire genealogy of the novel form. Long recognized as a satirical come

uppance of the gothic genre popularized in the late-eighteenth century by writers such as 

Monk Lewis, Horace Walpole, and the target of Austen's most pointed satire and 

criticism, Ann Radcliffe,^ Northanger Abbey engages in a literary turf war for the right to 
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parent the domestic novel that Austen was busy developing, and which both the periodical 

and the gothic romance helped to invent by ofTering an inadequate alternative to the 

realism Austen aspired to create. In the oft-cited fifth chapter of the novel, Austen lashes 

out at the normative figure of womanhood posited by periodical editors like Addison and 

Steele, and rejects that same model of the feminine promulgated by her own brothers in 

the Loiterer a few years earlier. She lampoons the Spectator pointedly when heroine 

Catherine Morland and her fiiend Isabella Thorpe celebrate the closeness of their rapidly-

formed and, as Jane Austen does not hesitate to point out, decidedly common fiiendship, 

by "shut[ing] themselves up to read novels together" when the weather is bad and they 

cannot walk out. In this scene, which is followed by a direct address to the reader, 

Austen's narrator rejects the prevailing attitude towards novels, and towards the mixture 

of novels and women, which Henry Mackenzie and her brother James had articulated in 

their periodical essays. Austen's language in this passage has a dual meaning: not only 

does it reject the gothic romance, but in a single paragraph, Austen rejects both the 

Radclifiean model and the miserly wisdom of papers like the Spectator, claiming for 

herself and the novelists she takes as her own models the role of developing a more viable 

narrative genre.^** Austen defends the activity of Catherine and Isabel in theory, but she 

rejects the Radcliffean novels they are reading as absolutely unsuitable for any kind of 

useful fictional—or actual—practice. Austen's narrator declares, 

Alas! if the heroine of one novel be not patronized by the heroine of 

another, from whom can she expect protection and regard? I cannot 
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approve of it. Let us leave it to the Reviewers to abuse such effiisions of 

fancy at their leisure, and over every new novel to talk in threadbare strains 

of the trash with which the press now groans. Let us not desert one 

another; we are an injured body... (37). 

Having thus segued from the gothic novel to a consideration of the periodical press, where 

editors like James Austen regularly decried the fantastical story or romance, Jane Austen 

launches an invective of the periodical press that leavers her opinion of the genre most 

unambiguous. 

. .. Now had the same young lady been engaged with a volume of the 

Spectator, instead of such a work, how proudly would she have produced 

the book, and told its name; though the chances must be against her being 

occupied by any part of that voluminous publication, of which either the 

matter or manner would not disgust a young person of taste; the substance 

of its papers so often consisting in the statement of improbable 

circumstances, unnatural characters, and topics of conversation, which no 

longer concern any one living; and their language, too, frequently so coarse 

as to give no very favourable idea of the age that could endure it (38) 

The list of "improbable circumstances, unnatural characters, and topics of conversation, 

which no longer concern any one living" refers directly to the fantastical plots and 

unrealistic characters of the Spectator, although the critique surely also applies to the 

gothic novel that Jane Austen addresses throughout Northanger Abbey. In this passage. 
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Austen dismisses and displaces the periodical press and the gothic as early 'mothers of the 

novel,' naming as a preferable example an author with whom she has closer affinities, 

Fanny Bumey. She uses the phrase "efilisions of fancy" to describe the brand of fictional 

entertainment preferred by heroine Catherine Morland, who, as the novel shows, has much 

to learn about the efficacy of seeing life through a gothic lens. Austen with this passive 

carves out a discursive space in which to construct the female literary subject of her own 

preference (Farmy Bumey and herself). In a scarcely-concealed burst of aggressivity, 

Austen rejeas Radcliffe as a purveyor of novelistic creation to suture her own identity as a 

novelist in tandem with Bumey, her given model. "Let us not desert one another; we are 

an injured body!" she declares, conjoining herself and other novelists in a maimer that 

seems to incorporate all novelists, but in fact includes only a select few. Austen goes on 

cite Cecilia, Camilla, and Belinda, all by Bumey, as examples of "works in which the 

greatest powers of the mind are displayed, in which the most thorough knowledge of 

human nature, the happiest delineations of its varieties, the liveliest effusions of wit and 

humour are conveyed to the world in the best chosen language" (39). Yet the "injured 

body" through which she connects herself to Bumey is no Frankenstein's creature; rather, 

it is a carefully chosen and orchestrated amalgam of writers whose veneration of 

rationality, reason, appropriate marriage, and other sedate customs we, like Jane Austen, 

are culturally admonished to admire. 

When we recall that Jane Austen is an ironist, we can make a useful distinction 

between her two uses of "effusion" in this passage, as a means of indicating her 
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fundamental message. "Efiusions of fancy" and "effusions of wit and humour" mean very 

different things, for the former efiiision is embarrassing and dreadful, while the latter is 

highly acceptable and in fact, to be courted. Freud defines irony as a form of humour in 

which the speaker '^succeeds in making himself understood by saying the opposite of what 

he thinks but must keep to himself. The opposite is an overstatement that cannot be 

believed" (85).^' Austen differentiates carefully between the gothic romance, an "effusion 

of fancy" or unrestrained outpouring of unrealistic, nonsensical narrative, and "every new 

novel," which reviewers discuss in "threadbare strains" and label "trash." Effusions of wit 

and humor like those of Bumey's novels, however, improve the experience of life. Jane 

Austen here rejects the pronouncements of reviewers in favor of the readers' preference, 

even if she may sometimes disagree with it. Her statement is ironic in that it relies on its 

opposite to communicate its meaning. While the mental capacities for fancy, illusion, and 

make-believe "effusions of fancy" merely offer a respite into the fantastical, "effusions of 

wit and humour" provide an important lesson by allowing readers to laugh at themselves 

and their own social habits and suppositions. The "age that could endure" either the cant 

of the periodicals or the hyperbole of the gothic novel includes the period of the Loiterer's 

publication, when, according to the greater part of the commentators who mention it, Jane 

Austen was both basking in the glow of her brothers' accomplishments as periodical 

authors, (not to mention, if we buy the notion that she wrote the "impertinent" letter, 

challenging them at their own game). The Loiterer editors followed a periodical tradition 

of criticizing stories of sentiment and romance, and represented them as dangerous. As 
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the Sophia Sentiment letter and its commentary demonstrates, the "injured body" to which 

Austen here refers may incorporate a broad category of women: heroines of novels, 

female readers of novels, female writers of novels, and in fact the whole range of women 

created and criticized (often created in fact merely to be criticized) by the periodical press. 

She demands for herself as a novelist, and for her literary models, the ability to invent and 

to create and recreate, rather than simply filling up the playbill with "theadbare trash" of 

the Loiterer's or Spectator's ilk. Henry Mackenzie published several such 

pronouncements on the novel in his Lounger, a periodical published in London for two 

years before he launched the journal. 

The novel 

The periodical editor's role as both moral instructor and amusing storyteller (and 

often also literary critic) is not dissimilar to the role in which commentators placed the 

early novelist. George Steiner remarks that in the mid-eighteenth century, "the novel had 

become the principal currency of middle-class feeling with its expectations of 

entertainment, of unobtrusive instruction, and above all, of emotional and intellectual 

'familiarity'" (99). Alongside the novel, and often in counterpoint to it, existed the 

periodicals that regularly printed moralizing essays on the dangers of novel-reading for a 

middle-class public. Editor Mackenzie, a novelist in his own right, makes such an 

argument in an 1785 issue of the first periodical he edited, the Loimger. 

No species of composition is more generally read by one class of 

readers ,  or  more undervalued by another ,  than that  of  the Novel . . . .  



Considered in the abstract, as containing an interesting relation of events, 

illustrative of the manners and characters of mankind, it surely merits a 

higher station in the world of letters than is generally assigned it... If it 

has not the dignity, it has a least most of the difficulties of the Epic or the 

drama.... Those difficulties are... heightened by the circumstance, of 

this species of writing being of all others the most open to the judgement of 

the people; because it represents domestic scenes and situations in private 

life, in the execution of which any man may detect errors, and discover 

blemishes, while the author has neither the pomp of poetry, nor the 

decoration of the stage, to cover or conceal them. 

From this circumstance, however, has perhaps arisen the 

degradation into which it has fallen. As few endowments were necessary to 

judge, so few have been supposed necessary to compose a Novel; and all 

whose necessities or vanity prompted them to write, betook themselves to 

a field, which, as th^ imagined it required no extent or depth of learning to 

cultivate, but in which a heated imagination, or an excursive fancy, were 

alone sufficient to succeed (77); and men of genius and knowledge, 

despising a province in which such competitors were to be met, retired 

from it in disgust, and left it in the hands of the unworthy. 

The eflfects of this have been felt, not only in the debasement of the 

novel in point of literary merit, but in another particular still more material. 
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in its perversion from a moral or instructive purpose to one directly the 

reverse. (78) (Saturday June 18, 1785, No. 20). 

The critic's moral and didactic expectations of novels are clear in Mackenzie's statement, 

and though James Austen eschewed straight literary criticism in the Loiterer, his paper 

imitated this ideal in essays on the dangers of excessive sentiment, both in literature and in 

life, and focused its moral purpose pointedly at women, despite its stated primary audience 

of Oxford men. Like the periodicals ailer which it was designed, the Loiterer maintained a 

representational model of the feminine that cast women as scheming, ignorant, or 

"impertinent.' The only exceptions to this model are those of the older Cecilia and Clarissa 

M., who have learned the lesson of their mistakes through suffering. Meanwhile, another 

James Austen creation, "Richard Rueful," suffers from Ennui because his life as the holder 

of a prosperous living leaves him little to complain about. He notes that his "Mother [was] 

a worn-out Coquette, who of all her attractive qualities retained only her vanity, and 

married, merely that she might not die an old maid" (5), and laments the recent death of 

his wife, "Fanny Fretfiil," who "kept my Genius in a continual exercise; and had she 

inadvertently let one Sun rise and set without thoroughly rattling the whole Family, and 

myself into the bargain, would have thought... she had lost a day.... I scarce need 

add, that from this moment I have never known happiness, for alas! what have I to 

complain of? Or whom can I vent my complaints to?" Richard writes (31, 10). If these are 

the worries of a relatively successful man, what lessons does a female reader learn from 

the periodical? 
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Jane Austen probably was aware of her brothers' propensity for prescnbing female 

comportment on a grand scale. Certainly, their attitude must have complicated her 

putative eagerness to learn from the pages of the Loiterer and other periodicals. Yet 

biographers readily credit Jane Austen's skill at least in part to her brothers' example, 

while they are rarely willing to grapple with the ways in which James and Henry Austen's 

negative representations of women may have contributed to their talented younger sister's 

developing artistry, perhaps in order to avoid the question of her mother Cassandra 

Austen Leigh's or her older sister Cassandra's intluence. That critical tendencies like 

those surrounding the Loiterer can take such tenacious hold reminds us that the 

eighteenth-century periodicals on which the Loiterer was modeled helped to invent and to 

reify the normative version of woman acting within her separate-but-equal domestic 

sphere, even when she articulated—or seemed to articulate, as the mouthpiece for a male 

writer—her life stories in the public forum of periodical correspondence. It reminds us, as 

well, that scholars must continue to work towards an understanding of what this domestic 

ideology means in representational literature, as in real life, then and today.^^ When James 

Austen explains to the women in his audience that ''Situated indeed as we are, at this place 

[Oxford], by various causes cut off from the agrenients of female society, alike removed 

from the enlivening mirth of public festivity, and the endearing charms of domestic 

comfort, it cannot be easy to find subjects worth the attention of our fair friends" (8), he 

enunciates the removal of women from public discourse, and suggests that women were 

uninterested in and unaware of events beyond the household, and that they rarely stirred 



far firom this reabn, in any case—both ideas that we know fi-om Jane Austen's letters and 

other evidence were not strictly true.^' Trinh T. Minh-ha notes that "The to-and-fi'o 

movement between the written woman and the writing woman is an endless one" (30). 

Jane Austen's achievement in transforming the "written woman" she encountered in the 

Loiterer into the "writing woman" of her own life, and of her novels, is the more 

remarkable when considered fi'om this perspective. Ellen Gardiner has argued convincingly 

that 

In eighteenth-century periodicals such as Addison and Steele's The 

Spectator, aesthetic judgment, or taste, became a privilege of an aristocratic 

sensibility, a matter of privacy. Paradoxically, aesthetic judgment or private 

sensibility became a privilege for those who could express it with authority, 

publicly, as was the case for the fictional Mr. Spectator. In particular, 

Austen scrutinizes exchanges between authors and their publics—both 

amateur and professional readers—and the critical discourse that structures 

the eighteenth-century project of moral education. Man^eld Park uncowers 

the ways that education can shape women as readers but implies as well that 

they have the power and means to resist being wholly determined by that 

education. (151-152). 

Contrary to the current view of the Loiterer (when it is remembered at all), as a 

profoundly encouraging boost to Jane Austen's writing career, the periodical, while 

possibly encouraging her work, may have done so primarily by its negative example, and 
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thus prompted the "impertinent" younger sister to carve her own space in literature with 

the creation of a series of variously powerful, honest, and outspoken heroines. 

' I am indebted to the American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies and the Newberry 

Library, whose residency fellowship in the summer of 1996 afforded access to research 

materials, work space, and time to study an original bound edition of the Loiterer and 

other eighteenth-century periodicals on which it was modeled. I am also grateful for the 

generosity of the Graduate College Summer Research Fund and the Dean's Discretionary 

Fund of the College of Humanities at the University of Arizona. 

^ The only extant copies of the original, unbound sixty numbers of the Loiterer in North 

America are held by the Library of Congress. The Public Library of Cincinnati and 

Hamilton County has numbers 1-30. Paper copies of the two-volume bound edition of 

1790 are cataloged at University of California at Los Angeles, Congregational Library in 

Boston, Columbia University in New York, Connecticut College in New London, Duke 

University, Harvard College, Henry E. Huntington Library in San Marino, CA; University 

of Illinois at Urbana, Indiana State Library in Indianapolis, University of Kansas, the 

Newberry Library and University of Chicago Library in Chicago, Library Company of 

Philadelphia, McGill University in Montreal, University of Miami at Coral Gables, 

University of Minnesota at Minneapolis, University of Missouri at Columbia, New York 

Public Library, Ohio Wesleyan University in Delaware, OH; Pennsylvania State 

University, Rutgers University, Tulane University, Wesleyan University in Middletown, 

CT; University of Wisconsin at Madison, and Yale University Library. In Britain, paper 
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copies of the Loiterer are held by the British Library, the Bodelian, Essex Institute, 

National Library of Ireland. Other libraries that hold paper copies are University of 

Queensland in St. Lucia and Niedersachsische Staats- and Universitatsbibliothek in 

Gottingen, Germany. Scholars who wish to study the journal at non-holding institutions 

can find microfihn copies of the 1790 edition on reel number 1394 of the Early English 

Newspaper series, an immense collection of Dr. Charles Burners holdings, transferred to 

more than 2000 rolls of microfilm but catalogued by just a smattering of the larger 

libraries in the U.S. A plan to digitize the Bumey collection of eighteenth-century 

newspapers and broadsheets on microfilm for on-line access is ongoing. The British 

Library's "Bumey Collection Microfilm Digitisation" project will scan 1500 reels of 

microfilm and create an index. As of July, 1996, scanning of papers fi-om 1789-93 was 

complete (See Patricia A. McClung, "Digital Collections Inventory Report: Preliminary 

Results," February 1996, http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/cpa/reports/mcclung/inv/026.html; 

updated July, 1996). 

^ Honan discusses the journal and Austen cousin Eliza de Feuillide in Chapter 5, "Sexual 

Politics: The Loiteref^ (London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1987) pp. 56-65. See also, for 

example, Jan Fergus, Jane Austen: A Literary Life (London, Macmillan, 1991) pp. 60-64; 

John Halperin, The Life ofjme Austen (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984) 

pp. 21, 38; and George Holbert Tucker, Jane Austen The Woman: Some Biographical 

Insights York, St. Martin's, 1994) pp. 30-31,71. 

http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/cpa/reports/mcclung/inv/026.html
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'* Honan does point out that "Addison's and Steele's Spectator had insulted women so 

often and clumsily that Jane Austen was to respond to that periodical in Northanger 

Abbey" (59), and he notes Jane Austen's potential for ambivalence about the Loiterer's 

content in the last paragraph of his discussion of the Loiterer, where he remarks that 

"[Henry's] and James's pieces betray a fear of young women as if female sexuality offered 

a terrible threat to the Oxford male," and that "though Jane loved her brothers and learned 

from their journal, this aspect of their work raised a problem, if it was less likely to vex at 

fourteen than at twenty.... She might be glad they loved her, but how far could she count 

on their having respect for her?" (65). The jocular sexual innuendo in several Loiterer 

pieces belies this example, although Honan's general notion at this point in his chapter is 

sound. But Honan disarmingly excuses the reigning Loiterer attitude later, when he 

argues, "Still, Henry ridiculed young ladies to make points" and "at least... he laughs at 

himself (64). 

' Elizabeth Jenkins, in "A Footnote to 'Sophia Sentiment'" in The Jane Austen Society 

Report for the Year, 1966, pp. 12-13, argues that Jane Austen remembered the phrase 

"pronounced ... this bitter philippic," which appears in Chapter 34 of Seme and 

Sensibility, from a line in the March 6, 1790 edition of the Loiterer, No. 58, in which 

James Austen's fictional "Mr. Loiterer" uses the phrase "having pronounced this bitter 

philippic." Deirdre Le Faye dates the composition of "Elinor and Marianne," precursor to 

Sense and Sensibility, at 1795, five years after the Loiterer first appeared as a bound 

edition 
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^ John McAleer, "What a Biographer Can Learn About Jane Austen From Her Juvenilia," 

Jane Austen's Beghmings: The Juvenilia and Lady Susan, J. David Grey, ed., (Ann 

Arbor, U.M.L ResarchP, 1989), pp. 7-27. 

^ An important exception is Edward Copeland's perceptive reading of Jane Austen's 

familiarity with the La(fy's Magazine, "Money Talks: Jane Austen and the Latfy's 

Magazine" in Jane Austen's Beginnings, pp. 151-171, in which Copeland notes that "by 

challenging the features she found most objectionable in the Lacfy's Magazine, its 

language of consumerized sentiment and its sympathetic address to the social aspirations 

of the lower ranks, the youthful author could establish, first, her right to belong to a higher 

literary tradition ... and second, her own social claims, as a writer, to the respectable 

upper ranks of society" (159-160). Copeland revises and broadens his discussion of the 

Lady's Magazine in Women Writing About Money: Women's Fiction in England, 1790-

1820 (Cambridge University Press, 1995). He does not mention the Loiterer in his 

discussion of Austen's relationship to the periodical press. 

* Originally entitled Susan, the body of Northauger Abbey may have been written as early 

as 1794, although Cassandra Austen noted in a memorandum composed after Jane 

Austen's death in 1817, that the novel was written about 1798-99. Cecil S. Emden has 

made a convincing case for an earlier composition, with the earliest version in 1794 and 

revisions in 1798; the "Advertisement, By the Authoress" that prefaces the posthumous 

publication of the novel gives 1803 as the work's finished date, but Chapman argued for 

revisions around 1809. Anne Ehrenpreis asserts in the Penguin edition that "^Northanger 
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Abbey is generally agreed to be Jane Austen's earliest major novel" (9). See 

"Introduction," Northcnger Abbey, by Jane Austen, (1818), (New York, Penguin, 1972), 

pp. 7-24. 

^ I should say from the outset that I am endeavoring in this analysis not to '^vork" a 

literary institution known as Jane Austen as suture for my own story about the novel's 

development, and in fact I have kept that danger in mind as I write, aware that my 

argument risks accusations of employing a similar logic in the service of my own project. 

Originally printed and sold for James Austen by bookseller C. S. Rann in the Oxford 

High Street, the Loiterer quickly found distributors in London and Birmingham, and 

achieved a fairly wide distribution for a periodical that was originally directed at an 

audience of Oxford academics. The title page of the paper's ninth issue lists booksellers 

Rann in Oxford; Egerton in London (the same Egerton who later sold Jane Austen's 

novels); Pearson and RoUason in Birmingham; W. Meyler in Bath, and Cowslade and 

Smart in Reading as distributors of the Loiterer. James Austen switched Oxford printers 

in late 1789; a notice in the fortieth number informs readers that the paper will be available 

thereafter from Prince and Cooke's of Oxford, which is also listed on the title page of the 

bound edition. In what was a standard practice for periodical editors at this time, James 

Austen probably began his paper with the intention of producing a collected volume. The 

printers marked the bottom of the first page of text on each individual number 

alphabetically as a guide for ordering the volume in subsequent edition printing, and "End 

of the First Volume" appears on the last page of the thirtieth number. Alphabetization 
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begins again with the letter A in No. 31, and '*Vol. EF' appears on the bottom left margin 

of each of the Loiterer's first pages in succeeding issues of the journal. In No. 19, James 

Austen as Mr. Loiterer mentions with habitual hyperbole his wish of "beh[olding] the 

Loiterer collected into nine elegant volumes," and he refers to the contents of the first and 

second volumes in his final essay in No. 60, when he presents an overview of the 

periodical's contents and his editorial aims. In this last number, James Austen also informs 

subscribers that they can obtain tables of contents, lists of errata, and complete sets or 

single missing copies of the Loiterer fi-om the printer. These complete sets were published 

as a bound edition in 1790. Another edition of the Loiterer was produced by William 

Porter in Dublin in 1792, but it is very unlikely that the Austens authorized this printing, 

and they may not even have been aware this version of the Loiterer existed. The 1709 and 

1739 British Copyright Acts did not extend to Ireland, so it was not illegal for Irish 

printers to produce inexpensive editions that undercut the prices charged by British 

booksellers. The later Act did prohibit sale in England of these cheaper editions, but the 

Irish reprint trade that flourished in the last two decades of the century was not effectively 

quenched until 1800, so it is probable the 1792 edition of the Loiterer was pirated. See M. 

Pollard, Dublin's Trade in Books: 1550-J800, (Oxford, Clarendon P, 1989) and Richard 

Cargill Cole, Irish booksellers and English writers, 1740-1800, (Atlantic Highlands, NJ, 

Humanities P International, 1986), for an overview of Irish reprint practices. For earlier 

discussions of this issue, see La Tourette Stockwell, "The Dublin Pirates and the English 

Laws of Copyright, \1\Q-\%Q\,'^ (Dublin Magazine, 12, 1937), pp. 30-40 and Frederick 
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T. Wood, 'Tirate Printing in the XVTII Century," N&Q, 159, 1930), pp. 400-403. 

Alfred Philip Post, QI's unpublished dissertation, Jeme Austen and The Loiterer: A Study 

of Jane Austen's Literary Heritage, (U of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1972. Ann 

Arbor: UMI, 1973. 7316503), offers a useful summary of background information on the 

Loiterer's publication history, although Post follows earlier critics in esteeming the 

Loiterer's influence in Jane Austen's early educational atmosphere. 

'' Contemporary reviews of the Loiterer include the New Amrual Register or General 

Repository of History, Politics, and Literature for the Year 1790 (London, 1790) p. 244; 

the Critical Review or Annals of Literature, LXX (London, 1790) p. 376; the Monthly 

Review or Literary Journal, Enlarged, N. S., f77 (London, 1792) pp. 374-377; and 

Nathjm Drake, Essays, Biographical, Critical, and Historical, Illustrative of the Rambler, 

Adventurer, and Idler (London, 1809, 2 vols., rpt. New York, Johnson Reprint, 1968) H, 

pp. 413-415. 

A. Walton Litz calls the Loiterer "an undergraduate production" in his 1961 article 

"^The Loiteref (261). But The New Annual Register, Critical Review, Monthly 

Reviewers treated the paper seriously, as did Drake ui his Essays. Contemporary reviewers 

of the Loiterer do not highlight age or educational status of the editors, but comment 

specifically on the journal's plan and content. The New Annual Register reviewer found 

that the Loiterer deserved "much merit" and cldmed that "the author... is entitled to a 

respectable rank among periodical essayists" (The New Anmal Register, VII, London, 

1791) p. 244. Th& Monthly Review published a less positive article, but still found that the 
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Loiterer "has, to a certain degree, succeeded; nor can we injustice refuse him a share of 

commendation" (Review of the £o/terer, /Jevreu', N.S. Vn, 1792) p. 44. Nathan 

Drake praised the journal as having been "written with a great share of ability, vivacity, 

and humour" {Essays, Vol II) p. 415, and in 1811, Drake published five selections from 

the Loiterer in The Gleaner: A Series of Periodical Essays: Selected and Arrangedfrom 

Scarce or Neglected Volumes. (London, 1811, Vol. IH) pp. 231-210, 388-397. In his 

preface to The Gleaner, Drake describes the periodical Journals culled for his collection as 

"papers of value, equal or approaching to, those which constitute the papers of what may, 

not improperly, be termed our 'Classical Essays.'" (Vol. I) p. iii. 

" See note 4. Similar points have been made about James' use of the phrase "first 

impressions are seldom affected by subsequent alteration" in the Loiterer's introductory 

essay (No. 1, 5), as 'Tirst Impressions" was the working title of an early version of the 

Austen manuscript that became Pride and Prejudice, and as the phrase "let the lover run 

mad," which appears in the Loiterer's March 28, 1789 number (No. 9, 6), and shows up a 

year and a half later in Jane Austen's Love and Freindship, dated 13 June 1790 as "run 

mad as often as you chuse; but do not faint—" {Vol. the Second 52). 

See my Introduction to this study for discussion of this term and its utility in novel 

studies. 

For an overview of periodical history, see Robert Donald Mayo, The English Novel in 

the Magazines, 1740-1815, Evanston, Northwestern UP, 1962. 

See Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction, especially Chapter Two. 
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My analysis of Jane Austen's reliance on the maternal trope in Pride and Prejudice, 

which appears later in this study, demonstrates the author's own susceptibility to a 

standard cultural usage of the feminine, and especially the mother, which I will describe 

later in this study. 

Periodical editors frequently "[wrote] letters to themselves over assumed names," 

according to Donovan H. Bond and W. Reynolds McLeod in Newsletters to Newspapers: 

Eighteenth-Century Journalism, Papers presented at A Bicentennial Symposium at West 

Virginia University (Morgantown, West Virginia: School of Journalism, U of West 

Virginia, 1977) pp. 23-24. See also Richmond P. Bond, who suggests that Tatler editor 

Richard Steele, who later collaborated with Robert Addison on the Spectator, may have 

"fabricated letters for a definite purpose, and this possibility may have occurred also to 

contemporary readers" (138) and notes that "the question of authorship [of letters in the 

Tatler] is a complex problem, and positive identifications are but few" (137). The Tatler: 

The Making of a Literary Journal (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1971) pp. 137-

140. 

For an excellent discussion of the feminized idea of "tatde," or gossip, see Shevelow, 

Chapter 4. 

^ It is interesting to note that Oxford fellows were forbidden to marry, and women were 

not admitted for study for another 100 years, in 1878. The first coeducational college did 

not open at Oxford until 1974. See Bill Bryson, "The Style and Substance of Oxford." 

National Geographic, Nov. 1995: pp. 115-137. 
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See A- Walton. Litz, "The Loiterer: A Reflection of Jane Austen's Early Environment." 

Review of English Studies. New Series, Vol. XH No. 47. Oxford: Clarendon P, 1961: 

251-261 andJane Austen: A Stucfy of Her Artistic Development. New Yoric: Oxford UP, 

1965, pp. 11-12, 15-17, 46-49. 

^ See Dale Spender, Mothers of The Novel: 100 Good Women Writers Before Jane 

Austen, New York: Pandora, 1986. 

^ The Terrae Filius was edited by Nicholas Amhurst, c. 1845. A Whig-oriented paper, 

Amhurst's highly satirical and critical of the leadership in Tory Oxford, and the publication 

eventually landed Amhurst in jail. 

The letter from "Mary Simple" in No. 36 is an exception, for Mary discusses her 

husband's deferential habitudes and hopes he will read her letter of complaint in the 

journal. 

" See Letter 1, Saturday 9-Sunday 10 January, 1796, in Deirdre Le Faye, Jane Austen's 

Letters, 3rd ed. New York: Oxford UP, 1995, p. 2, for Jane Austen's reference to the 

"light coat" worn by Tom Jones' in Fielding's novel. 

See John Gore, "'Sophia Sentiment:' [sic] Jane Austen?" The Jane Austen Society 

Report for the Year, 1966: 9-12. 

^ See Felicity Nussbaum, Torrid Zones: Maternity, Sexuality, and Empire in Eighteenth-

Century English Narratives., Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1995. 

^ See Thomas Blake Clark, Omai, First Polynesian Ambassador to England. (1940) San 

Francisco; Colt, 1941. 
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® See Anne Ehrenpreis' "Introduction" to the Penguin edition of Northanger Abbey for a 

full explanation of Austen's parody of Anne Radclifie's of Udolpho (1794). 

I am indebted to Lynda Zwinger for bringing the double entendre of this passage to my 

attention. 

See Sigmund Freud, Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious, (1905), James 

Strachey, trans.. New York: W.W. Norton, 1960, pp. 85-86, 215-216. 

See Kathryn Shevelow's Women and Print Culture: The Construction of Femininity in 

the Early Periodical, New York, Routledge, 1989, for an excellent discussion of this 

paradigm. 

See Lawrence E. Klein ,"Gender and the Public/Private Distinction in the Eighteenth 

Century; Some Questions about Evidence and Analytic Procedure" Eighteenth-Century 

Studies 29A (1995); 97-109. 
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Chapter 2 

Sex and the Silly Mother; 

(Re)Producing the Female Subject in Pride and Prejudice 

Happy for all her maternal feelings was the day on which Mrs. 

Bennet got rid of her two most deserving daughters. (265/ 

In the summer of 1995, Jane Austen became a latter-day media darling, reborn in 

the age of mechanical reproduction as the author of the novel that had inspired the teen 

movie Clueless, and the creator of quaint, eighteenth-century fictions about drawing room 

manners and romance. Several of Austen's works were in the midst of film adaptation at 

just this historical moment, a coincidence whose promotional advertising heightened 

public interest in details about the author and her life. But Austen took a transatlantic leap 

in name recognition months before the American broadcast of a lavish BBC production of 

Pride and Prejudice, and the highly-publicized release of a Hollywood version of Sense 

and Sensibility that was quickly nominated for seven Academy Awards. In August, the 

London Review of Books featured an article by an American critic on a new edition of 

Austen's collected letters with a cover headline that asked the provocative question "Was 

Jane Austen Gay?"^ In a review that was actually a character study of Austen as sister, 

(neglecting the probably more important element of Austen as institution), critic Terry 

Castle foregrounded "the primitive adhesiveness—and underlying eros—of the sister-sister 
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bond" between Austen and her elder sibling Cassandra (3). Cassandra Austen was both 

her sister's primary correspondent and the original editor of her letters, for she burned 

some of the documents, and excised portions of others with a pair of scissors after the 

novelist's death, a point which Castle underscores. The critic introduces her topic— 

ostensibly a review of the third edition of the letters edited by Austen scholar Deirdre Le 

Faye—by establishing a note of sororal identification in her own right. She identifies her 

writing self, and aligns that self with readers, as a "lover of Jane Austen—and lover is the 

operative word here." Castle then proposes an approach to reading the letters. 

. . .  r e a d i n g  t h r o u g h  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  i n  1 9 9 5 — e s p e c i a l l y  i n  t h e  l i g h t  o f  r e c e n t  

historical findings about the psychic complexity of female-female relationships in 

late 18th and early 19th-century Britain (the recently rediscovered diaries of 

Austen's lesbian contemporary Anne Lister, are an example)—one is struck not so 

much by the letters' hastiness or triviality as by the passionate nature of the sibling 

bond they commemorate. Sororal or pseudo-sororal attachments are arguably the 

most immediately gratifying human connections in Austen's imaginative universe. 

(3) 

In support of her statement. Castle argues that "many of the final happy marriages [in 

Austen's novels] seem designed not so much to bring about a union between hero and 

heroine as between the heroine and the hero's sister" (3), that "Cassandra was indeed the 

person [Austen] slept with..., and without her sister's comfortable warmth, slumber 

itself was altered" (6), and that further evidence might be found in Austen's apparently 
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Prime of Miss Jean BrodieASat letters to her niece Fanny Knight—"Were one wanting to 

make the vulgar case for Austen's homoeroticism, here would be the place to look: the 

tone is giddy, sentimental, and disturbingly school-girlish for a 42-year-oId woman" (6). 

Although Castle later asserted that she had never intended her claim of 

homoerotics in the sisters' relationship to be misconstrued as evidence of lesbian sexual 

practice,^ the article had already opened the Pandora's box that holds a century-and-a-half 

of angst about Austen, the novel as Austen wrote it, and the sexual as Austen knew it (or 

did not). Reader reactions were immediate and fierce. Castle's piece was much less 

interesting qua review, in fact, than as impetus for a great deal of well-publicized fury 

among "Janeites" and others who have a cultural investment, apparently, in preserving 

Austen as the asexual spinster whom D.H. Lawrence called a "mean" "old maid" 

(Southam 107)"* and Charlotte Bronte lamented as completely ignorant of "The Passions" 

(by which Bronte meant, she goes on to explain, "what the blood rushes through" (128).' 

Castle was far fi-om the first critical reader to remark in print that Austen's novels and 

letters indicate a strong woman-to-woman inclination (cf Wilson, Hudson, Halperin), yet 

the article elicited local and syndicated newspaper reports, coverage in The New Yorker 

and Time magazines, national television and radio spots, and screaming headlines in the 

tabloids in Britain, where editors were purportedly incensed at this abuse of a national 

treasure. 

Among the outraged responses to Castle's premise of homoerotics (reactions 

which she later called "hysterical"),® was an impassioned virtual debate on the internet. 
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now memorialized in the electronic archives of an unmoderated discussion group called 

Austen-L (the L stands for Listserv)/ Devoted to discussions of Austen's life and fiction, 

the list is owned by a private enterprise called Library Management Associates and 

diligently read by Austen lovers and Austen scholars from around the world, although the 

majority of participating membership telecommunicates from computer nodes in America 

and Britain. Because their response indicates the kind of perturbation that seems to result 

from the suggestion that "our" Jane Austen, a "Mother of the Novel," after all,* might 

have been something other than hetero, [ have quoted a sampling of the listserv 

discussion, below. While some inclusions have been edited for length, they otherwise 

appear as originally posted on the list. 

Date: Sat, 12 Aug 1995 13:30:11 -0400 

From: ELLEN MOODY <emoody@OSFl.GMU.EDU> 

Reply to: Jane Austen discussion list 

Subject: Sister-Sister: Jane & Cassandra Plus Encore 

I have been away, and what did I find laying upon my doorstep when I returned 

but the _LRB_, with its leading article by Terry Castle, "Sister-Sister,"for which 

the teaser on the front page is: "Was Jane Austen Gay?"... 

No, no, there's another way of reading these letters, says she. We are to value them 

for what they reveal about Jane and Cassandra's "sororal relationship." Now here's 

mailto:emoody@OSFl.GMU.EDU
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where it gets dicey and very clever indeed. Nowhere in the article is the word 

lesbian used; instead "homoerotic" tendencies is the favored phrase and these are 

teased out, and things are implied which are indeed difficult to refute partly 

because it's all so cloudy & so inward. The article's argument is Freudian in the 

sense that if you tell a Freudian, "no, I never felt that," he cries, "a ha! there's my 

proo^ you're into denial, repression." You can't disprove a Freudian's analysis, s 

you can't disprove Castle's implied assertions without going into each section of a 

particular text and trying to show how this or that is distorted.... 

Castle suggests in her close Cassandra destroyed the letters out of "jealousy" and 

we should forgive Cassandra. If I had not been told that Castle is a woman and 

herself what is called a lesbian, I would not wonder whether we should forgive 

people with "hidden agendas" (I think it's called). Cynic that I am I would say, 

well, it got the leading spot in _LRB_, and the editor of _LRB_, like Tina Brown 

of _New Yorker_ wants the journal to have in it the hum and buzz of the times, to 

have the essay everyone's talking about at parties, so it must be bought. 

* * * * 

Date: Sat, 12 Aug 1995 16:51:23 -0500 

From: PJF@LOYOLA.EDU 

Reply to: Jane Austen discussion list 

Subject: Re: Sister-Sister: Jane & Cassandra Plus Encore 
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Speaking, not as a scholar, but as an ordinary, everyday reader of Jane Austen, I 

can only say that the article doesn't sound like scholarship to me, but cheap 

sensationalism ~ the exploiting of a racy topic to catch attention. I suppose that 

just as we have our 'Hardcopy' and 'National Enquirer in the journalistic world, it is 

inevitable that we will have the same trends in the academic world. 

And if this kind of thing truly has little scholarly value I hope real JA scholars give 

it the lack of attention — or the negative attention it deserves. 

Maybe then we can all go back to enjoying JA's excellent irony and character 

studies, and leave those interested in this kind of nonsense to pursue MTV and 

Hardcopy. 

* * * * 

Date: Tue, 15 Aug 1995 20:57:35 -0700 

From: Shellie MueUer <smueUer@EAGLE.ESDl89.WEDNET.EDU> 

I'm interested and aggrieved at Terry Castle's leaps and bounds as regards Jane 

Austen's sexuality. As an avid reader of Zane Gr^r westerns in my more stressed-

out moments (yes, yes, I know... call me "eclectic"), I can assure you that, 

although Grey speaks directly and clearly of his women characters hugging. 

mailto:smueUer@EAGLE.ESDl89.WEDNET.EDU
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kissing, clasping each other, and sleeping together all night long, he in no way is 

suggesting ANYTHING homoerotic — perhaps women's natural open 

communication of afifection was more socially acceptable than men's — and perhaps 

it has become more difBcult in these times, with all the assumptions people make 

about physical connection. What a sad state we're in when open, physical affection 

labels one as some "other" category of person. 

• • • • 

Date: Thu, 24 Aug 1995 07:08:27 -0400 

From: "Isa B. Schaff" <ISABOERO@AOL.COM> 

Subject: Scholarly Work?! 

All through the debate regarding Terry Castle's article, I've been biting my tounge, 

hoping it would die the natural death it deserves, but to read that Ms. Castle is 

quoted as saying "My comments have been grotesquely, indeed almost comically, 

distorted...." is really adding insult to injury. Her comment is disingenuous to say 

the least. For her to believe (and want the public to believe!) that she was unaware 

that her comments would not stir that kind of controversy is hard to swallow. As 

an ardent Jane Austen's admirer who is not a scholar, I find her theory straining the 

bounds of common sense. Cassandra and Jane's relationship sounds to me (and has 

always sounded) as a normal, close, sisterly relationship. I have a sister to whom 

mailto:ISABOERO@AOL.COM


I've been very close (and still am, even if we live on opposite sides of the Atlantic) 

and I refuse to find affectionate exchanges (both physical and mental) abnormal. I 

also resent to the utmost degree this current attitude of viewing fnendship among 

women (and, I guess, among men too) as a screen for repressed yearnings 

(conscious or subconscious they might be) What has happened to normal, 

affectionate, loving exchanges? What has happened to common sense? 

* * * * 

Date: Mon, 28 Aug 1995 11:55:27 +0300 

From: Ann Zook <r2@VIRGINIAEDU> 

To Isa— Thank you for your brilliant response to Terry Castle's not so brilliant 

defense. Though you claim not to be a "scholar" per se, I certainly prefer your 

intelligent readings of JA to those readings by idiots like Castle. 

I haven't read my mail all weekend so I'm a little behind with this, but I want to add 

my thanks.... My sister and I are both single (by choice), in our early forties, live 

together, and are definitely NOT lesbians - repressed or otherwise. We have 

similar tastes, enjoy taking long car trips, Jane Austen and Star Trek, don't have to 

please anyone but ourselves, and therefore are in no hurry to change the status 
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quo. I find the speculation about Jane and Cassandra or any other two sisters in 

similar situations to be extremely ofifensive. 

* * * * 

Date: Tue, 29 Aug 1995 15:48:41 -0400 

From; Peate <rpeate@SXJFFOLK.LIB.NY.US> 

Subject: An Introduction 

Dear Jane Austeners, 

I am a new subscriber to your list, and I would like to introduce myself. I am 

Robert Peate, am reading Mansfield Parle, and am quite confused by the debate 

now raging on the Austen List, but I suppose it has something to do with an article 

written by someone named Terry Castle in which it was rudely suggested that Jane 

and Cassandra Austen were lesbians or little better than typical airheads. I do, 

however, plan to sample this month's Notebook in an effort to make my 

understanding clearer. I would like to say that I like your list immensely, based on 

my initial impression of it. I have been looking for some people to discuss Jane 

Austen with for a long time. And I am eager to start! I have read every work of 

hers previous to Mansfield Park with the exception of The Watsons, and my wife 

is also a budding Jane Austen fan, due to my influence. I hope you can forgive me 

for pushing her on her. Jane, you see, is the love of my life! (Joke.) 

mailto:rpeate@SXJFFOLK.LIB.NY.US
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Anyway, I invite your comments if my message has provoked any, and if not, I 

look forward to participating in the future! Thank you for having me! 

Your Most Obedient and 

Humble Servant, 

the Author 

Leaving those comments to speak for themselves—although it's difBcult to resist a close-

reading of the "humble servant" who hopes he may be forgiven for "pushing [Austen] on 

[his wife]," I want to note that Austen has already been famously and roundly dunned by 

the likes of Lawrence, Bronte, Mark Twain, and Virginia Woolf among others, for writing 

novels that eschew all direct reference to physicality. And readers have seemed to like 

Austen this way. Walter Scott, in the first comprehensive review of Austen's novels in her 

lifetime, lauded her for writing with "such spirit and originality that we never miss the 

excitation which depends upon a narrative of uncommon events" (Southam Vol. 1,63, my 

emphasis),^ —a perspective that did not change significantly until late twentieth-century 

critics began cautiously to debunk the myth that there are no references to (hetero)sex in 

Austen's work. It should thus be no surprise to us that the "underlying eros" of Castle's 

review quickly became fighting words for Austen aficionados who were "appalled" at the 

idea of a desire that could not possibly culminate in marriage—preferably to the sort of 

upright hero in possession of a fortune (or at least a living) whom Austen's protagonists 

are made to prize. It is a fact unacknowledged in Austen scholarship that more than a 
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century of critics have complained so furiously about Austen's evasion of the sexual 

because it has been preferable to imagine Austen as something beyond or above (or 

before?) sexuality. Still, we find in the response to Castle's review a readerly awareness 

that the novel as produced by Austen clearly does have something (quite a lot in &ct) to 

do with sex and sexuality—or with subjects, in any case, that give rise to a good deal of 

anxiety, hostility, and aggression in her loyal readers. And what better denouement for the 

asexual spinster than the latter-day revelation of her secret life as (potential) lesbian? Like 

Austen's own fictions. Castle's story—or its perception by readers and popular media, at 

least—employs the stuff of fairy tales, complete with the sudden utmiasking of the resident 

(and pervy) witch. 

That Austen's novels helped to create a cultural atmosphere in which "Jane Austen 

the famous novelist" could become a signifier in need of public protection firom libel is 

important to my argument. Austen is the only "mother of the novel" named in the title of a 

famous book about female novelists by first-wave feminist critic Dale Spender, and as 

titular figurehead, Austen is spawn of a Pandora Press series that has reprinted five such 

works by women writing before or in the early 1800s.Austen as "mother of the novel," 

like Austen as purveyor of "woman's open communication of affection" is the denizen of a 

cultural category that is not supposed to enjoy any kind of dalliance—least of all a 

homosexual one. This brand of thinking longs for the pre-bom moment when our own 

mothers might have been so chaste. I want to demonstrate the ways in which the public 

institution we know as Austen "works" a cultural category as dear to some of us as 
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Austen is to others, in order to express that sexuality in an oblique way. This category is 

the figure of mother. Austen's mothers serve as the resident "witches" of Austen's 

fiction—the compendium, in her five published novels, fi'agments, and juvenilia, of 

maternal figures who perform the textual/cultural work of fostering subject production of 

protagonists—work which has typically been accorded to the figure of mother in the 

Anglo-American text. My analysis of Austen's Pride and Prejudice (1813) shows how 

the maternal fosters the produaion of mature female sexual subjectivity, leaving the 

protagonist in a position similar to that of the often absent or embarrassing mother who 

has brought her daughter to the point where she is able to achieve the denouement typical 

of the Austenian heroine: to leave her family and begin a happy marriage. The structure of 

Austen's Pride and Prejudice moves the heroine toward an adulthood that includes an 

active element of sexuality by distancing Elizabeth Bennet from her mother, whose 

sexuality is veiled, masked, and presented as silly, perhaps because in narrative terms it is 

actually dangerous. Mrs. Bennet, along with her daughter Lydia, is among the most 

sexualized subjects of the novel, but she is also a flighty, hysterical caricature of a parent, 

a middle-aged woman who gets so thoroughly lampooned and chastened throughout the 

text of Pride and Prejudice that by novel's end she has been written out of her least 

favorite—but most splendidly married—daughter's life. Castle's review, in fact, echoes 

inversely the narrative structure of Pride and Prejudice. Protagonist (Elizabeth 

Bennet/Jane Austen) arrives at a position of sexualized subjectivity through the 

(homo)erotic maneuvers and intimate power of a female-female bond. In Castle's review. 
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Austen's own sexuality brims over into her letters to her sister and niece, as well as in the 

relationships between the women in her fiction, thus establishing female authority in 

eschewing prescribed mating practices and choosing to align herself with a woman rather 

than a husband. But that woman—Cassandra—has to be negated and criticized, as Castle 

censures Cassandra for her efiacement of Austen's letters, in order that Jane Austen the 

homoerotic writing subject may emerge in the narrative. " In Pride and Prejudice, 

Elizabeth Bennet emerges as heteroerotic marrying subject by effacing and negating Mrs. 

Sennet's behavior, in order to achieve the text's definition of sexual maturity. By 

deploring her mother, Elizabeth is able impress her suitor enough that he perseveres until 

she is ready to accept him. 

The putative lack of sexuality in Austen bemoaned by more than a century of 

critics results fi-om the impossibility for Austen of imagining or representing the 

maidenly/virginal/daughterly desire inherent in all of her protagonists, except through a 

narrative means different fi-om any the novel had employed up to that point. Not for 

Austen Moll Flanders' unembarrassed enjoyment in sexual dalliance, with children 

dispensed carelessly to relations or neighbors along the way; not for Austen the 

metaphorical figuring of Sophia's wayward pocketbook in Fielding's Tom Jones, or the 

letters describing Clarissa's rape in Richardson. As Nancy Armstrong asserts, "[Austen's] 

novels bring to culmination a tradition of ladies fiction that concentrated on the finer 

points of conduct necessary to secure a good marriage—that is, on the minor indiscretions 

and good manners of respectable people—rather than on the will and cunning it took to 
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preserve one's chastity from impending rape*^ (134).'^ But the concentration on conduct 

necessary to marry does not mean the novels lack their element of sex. How to express 

this burgeoning sexuality was the difficulty that Austen's fiction overcame by producing 

the sexual (marriageable) subject—which is to say the ^proper" adult woman— via 

eSacement of the mother. 

I present below a brief historical survey of the criticism that has complained about 

Austen's skirting of the sexual (to coin a phrase). I will then identify the ways in which sex 

and sexuality are clearly present in Austen's work, and explain how the sexualized, mature 

subjectivity of Pride and Prejudice's heroine is achieved through the disavowal and 

erasure of her silly mother. Sex and desire do form an important element of Austen's 

novels: the recent public outcry over the homoerotic element discussed by Castle 

underscores that fact. From this small media incident in August 1995— another in the long 

list of bewailings over the sexual according to Austen—we may begin to understand the 

power of an Anglo-American cultural need to contain and categorize the sexual as 

represented by a woman who was not (supposed to be) sexual; and thus to contain and 

categorize Austen as the denizen of proper, polite, womanly, pre-motherly desire. 

As a novelist, Austen was preoccupied with the getting of well-endowed male 

heirs; yet from the earliest published comments on her works, critics have claimed that her 

narratives avoid descriptions of the physical. Richard Whately assured the British public in 

1818 that "Miss Austin's [sic] works may safely be recommended, not only as among the 
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most unexceptionable of their class, but as combining... instruction with 

amusement."(105),^ and Cardinal John Newman said that while "everything Miss Austen 

writes is clever,... I desiderate something. There is a want of bocfy to the story" (117)." 

But among the most telling comments on Austen and the flesh is Mark Twain's parodic 

vituperation of the author in 1898; 'I often want to criticise Jane Austen, but her books 

madden me so that I can't conceal my frenzy from the reader. Every time I read "Pride 

and Prejudice" I want to dig her up and hit her over the skull with her own shin-bone' 

(Vol. n, 232). 

Whether Twain's humor was meant simply to remind his reader of the absolute 

nature of physical reality, or whether these remarks bear the imprint of a less philosophical 

urge, it is significant that Austen's mild 'comedies of manners' could infect the celebrated 

American author with a fever of desire to exhume and rifle her remains 'a la one of the 

troubled narrators of Edgar Allan Poe. Twain continued his jibes in another statement 

calling both Poe and Austen "unreadable," but finding the perhaps intentionally misspelled 

"Austin" far worse. In a letter whose humor seems both gratuitous and overwrought. 

Twain exclaimed "I could read [Poe's] prose on salary, but not Jane's. Jane is entirely 

impossible. It seems a great pity to me that they allowed her to die a natural death!" 

B.C. Southam suggests that "Twain enjoyed himself in the character of the arch anti-

Austenite, the rough-neck American democrat in collision with the genteel English 

spinster" (232). But if Twain's invective offers insight into the literary self-fashioning of 

the American novelist, it sheds as clear a light on the affective power of the British one. 
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Beset with feelings of guilt and inadequacy throughout his life. Twain was haunted by 

insecurities about his ancestry, family, finances and literary reputation. By 1897, writes a 

Twain biographer, "guilt and causality seemed to be his daily bread" (Kaplan 401).'^ 

Considered against the backdrop of Twain's habitual pessimism," the tropes of physical 

aggression in his remarks on Austen might be read as a symptomatic recognition of the 

lush sexuality embedded in her prose, a displaced resistance to novels in which the 

comedic ending of marriage signifies not only "the perfect happiness of the union" {Emma 

381), but, in the words of Pride and Prejudice's hero Fitzwilliam Darcy, the stark 

recognition that "every savage can dance" (16). 

The novel that stirred Twain into a "frenzy," Pride and Prejudice, was the first of 

Austen's works to be analyzed specifically for sexual content by late twentieth-century 

scholars.'^ But each of Austen's novels features a powerful web of emotional and 

corporeal rhetoric that refers to sex. This allusory language replaces the more explicit 

references to sexual desire and practice that had structured plots in the novels of Defoe, 

Fielding, Richardson, and Sterne, and that would appear in increasingly stark phraseology 

in the novels of the early twentieth century and beyond. Expressed in descriptions of 

physical activity such as dancing or walking, exhibitions of hysteria, or states of ill health, 

the sexual cues embedded in Austen's prose are often coupled with blushes, downcast 

eyes and other signals of arousal locked in battle with repression. The fact that 

embarrassment, reticence, and shame typically accompany moments of implied eroticism in 

Austen's novels makes Twain's symptomatic "firenzy" all the more poignant. Foucault 
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argues that 'in the eighteenth century, sex became a "police" matter—in the full and strict 

sense given the term at the time, not the repression of disorder, but an ordered 

maximization of collective and individual forces ... not the rigor of taboo, but the 

necessity of regulating sex through useful and public discourses' (24-25).^ Developed 

during the waning years of the eighteenth century and published just at the start of the 

nineteenth, Austen's novels offer telling exempla of this gradual shift from frank 

acknowledgments of sexuality in literature, poetry, and art to an era in which, as Foucault 

has it, "we say, with so much passion and so much resentment against our most recent 

past, against our present, and against ourselves, that we are repressed.... What led us to 

show, ostentatiously," he goes on to ask," that sex is something we hide, to say it is 

something we silence?" (8, 9). With a consistency that validates Foucault's argument, 

generations of critics worked busily, with only a few exceptions, to efface Austen's keen 

awareness of sexuality and desire by lamenting its absence, and by insisting repeatedly that 

the 'novelist of manners' would never create a protagonist who did not keep her legs 

politely crossed.^* 

It seems that in the waning of our own century, a similar cultural enterprise is 

afoot (and abyte). Its followers are devoted to maintaining Austen's position as a "mother 

of the novel," and mothers, as everyone knows, do not have much to do with sex—not 

anymore. Even Castle makes this claim in her notorious review, albeit obliquely, when she 

asserts 
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It is always surprising to realise that Jane Austen had a mother, who indeed 

outlived her: when she is mentioned, rarely, in the letters, it is only as a kind of 

background presence—someone there, but half-fbrgotten Cassandra, one 

might say, was her real mother. And to the degree that Austen's fictions are works 

of depth and beauty and passionate feeling—among the supreme humane inventions 

of the English language—one suspects in turn it is because she loved and was loved 

by Cassandra (6). 

For all of her reliance on scholarship asserting the homosocial proclivities of late 

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain, and her insistence on foregrounding the 

female-female bond. Castle does to Austen's mother what so much of literature does to 

mother as a narrative figure or trope: Castle effaces her, replaces her with Cassandra, and 

then disavows Cassandra, as well, for her unthinking destruction of her sister's valuable 

letters. This narrative tendency to "work" mother places protagonist Elizabeth Bennet into 

a sexualized (and temporary) adult subjectivity—one that I argue will be replaced by partial 

to total effacement when she enters her own incipient motherhood by the novel's close. 

Many of those critics who, unlike Casde, overlook the erotic commotion of 

Austen's narratives, have applauded as a refi-eshing development in literature her 

departure fi-om plots in which a heroine is "regularly exposed to being forcibly carried off 

like a Sabine virgin by some fi-antic admirer" (Scott qtd. in Southam 60).^ Others, like 

Twain, have simply dismissed the author as a prude. Even Virginia Woolf, when she 

celebrated Austen's achievement in a complimentary essay, wove into the fabric of her 
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remarks a slender thread of derision. "[Austen] had ail sorts of devices for evading scenes 

of passion," Woolf wrote, and she predicted that had Austen lived to write six more 

novels, she '^vould not have written of crime, of passion, or of adventure ..(205-

206).^ As late as 1964, an inexpensive edition of Persuasion with an afterward by 

Marvin Mudrick featured a biographical preface describing Austen's life as 'Uneventful, 

placid, and circumscribed," in a restatement of her brother Henry's hagiographic 

introduction to the posthumous publication of Northatiger Abbey and Persuasion. And 

lest we wonder whether the placid Austen ever experienced a passionate moment, we are 

assured that "the author died, as quietly and serenely as she had lived" (Signet Classic 

edition, 1964). Yet, while Austen's novels restrict descriptions of the physical to 

generalities, and tend to refer to the ailing or invalid body as often as they focus on the 

healthy and/or concupiscent one,^^ they do not hide or silence sexuality in the least. Henry 

James' complaint that "where [Austen's] testimony complacently ends, the pressure of 

appetite within us presumes exactly to begin,"^ may actually point up a readerly prurience 

that springs from the narrative intensity of Austen's sexual innuendoes and asides. 

In order to examine this abundance of sex in a body of nineteenth-century novels 

whose author could capture the attention of the late twentieth-century media described 

above, we might proceed as Woolf suggested in A Room of One's Own, and consider 

Austen's protagonists by thinking back—not through their mothers, as Woolf had it, but 

about their mothers, or more precisely, fi'om the textual positionality occupied by their 

mothers, as it were.^ The primary business of Austen's novels, like "the business of [Mrs. 
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Bennet's] life" in Pride and Prejudice, is "to get her daughters [or in Austen's case, her 

heroines] married" (2). For though every Austen heroine leaves the narrative as a wife or a 

wife-to-be, she is introduced as a daughter whose prospects for matrimonial or any other 

kind of bliss are limited by her immediate family's position. The biological or surrogate 

mother of this Austen heroine spends much of the narrative either fostering or thwarting 

(and it is often difQcult to distinguish which) the matrimonial proclivities of the text, while 

father and siblings may also offer impediments to the protagonist daughter's connubial 

interests or designs. In general, courtship provides the basic structural element on which 

the other issues important to Austen's fiction are articulated, and through which we come 

to know her heroines." Because walking or dancing serve both as metaphors that may 

signify sexual congress or desire and as plot devices that bring men and women together 

for the tacit purpose of matrimonial selection, the neighborhood ball at a country estate or 

the social commerce in the public rooms at Bath become very important in Austen's 

novels. They offer logical opportunities for her characters to sample their potential life and 

sexual partners in advance, by dancing, strolling, or talking with them. 

At such a narrative moment we learn of Mr. Collins' unsuitability as a lover in 

indubitably sexual terms. This same moment serves as one of Elizabeth Bennet's most 

poignant moments of shame, (seconded only by her repeated embarrassment in the 

company of her mother). Mrs. Bennet applauds her cousin's proposal to Elizabeth, and 

indeed would have applauded Mr. Collins' proposal to any of her daughters, so worried is 

she about the family entail which will leave Longboume to Mr. Collins at Mr. Bennet's 
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death. The dance scene between Elizabeth and her would-be suitor bears an uncanny 

resemblance to her discomfort over Mrs. Bennet's constant public embarrassments. The 

connection between Mr. Collins and Mrs. Bennet will become important shortly. For now, 

I would like to turn to a reading of the sexual content of Elizabeth's mortifying dance at 

Netherfield. 

But Elizabeth was not formed for ill-humor; and though every prospect of her own 

was destroyed for the evening, it could not dwell long on her spirits; and having told 

all her griefs to Charlotte Lucas, whom she had not seen for a week, she was soon able 

to make a voluntary transition to the oddities of her cousin, and to point him out to her 

particular notice. The two first dances ... brought a return of distress; they were 

dances of mortification. Mr. Collins, awkward and solemn, apologising instead of 

attending, and often moving wrong without being aware of it, gave her all the shame 

and misery which a disagreeable partner for a couple of dances can give. The moment 

of her release fi-om him was exstacy." (63) 

This scene, so suggestive of what Dorothy Van Ghent imagined in one of the earliest 

acknowledgments of Austen's sexual rhetoric as "the grampus-like erotic wallowings of 

the monstrous Mr. Collins" (366),^* employs the somatic of dance and the psychology of 

shame to indicate Elizabeth's visceral and emotional repulsion for the apologetic 

clergyman, and to point up her preference for the more dashing Wickham, who turns out 

to be the seducer of this work (all suggestions about the lack of sexuality in Austen to the 

contrary, each of her novels features an active rake). The pun on the word "formed" 
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suggests both the rational, satirical disposition Elizabeth inherits from her father and the 

physical manifestation of female beauty she inherits from her mother. While not 

emotionally "ft)rmed for ill-humor," Elizabeth is certainly "formed" for a corporeal 

"exstacy" she would be unlikely to find in Mr. Collins' conjugal embrace. We remember 

that Darcy has already remarked upon the "beautiful expression of her dark eyes" and 

been "forced to acknowledge her figure to be light and pleasing," despite his assertion on 

the night of their introduction that, apart from the Bingley sisters, "there is not another 

woman in the room, whom it would not be a punishment [to him] to stand up with" (6). 

Among the colloquial uses of the verb "stand" in the OED are the definitions "to dance" 

and "to be married," while a more obscure usage applies to breeding horses.^ 

On both a metaphorical and literal level, horses play a significant role in the 

maternally-orchestrated courtships of Jane and Elizabeth Bennet. Jane's extended stay at 

their neighbors' home takes place after Mrs. Bennet urges her to travel to Netherfield on 

horseback "because it seems likely to rain, and then you must stay all night" (20). The 

mother's plan succeeds. Jane sends a note to Longboum the next morning to say she is ill. 

Elizabeth, who "was no horsewoman" (to which I would add the crass sexual caveat not 

ye() is compelled by the unavailability of horses for her father's carriage to walk the three 

miles from Longboum to Netherfield after a rain, so that she arrives to visit Jane "with 

weary ancles, dirty stockings, and a face glowing with the warmth of exercise" that mark 

her clearly as a sexual creature in Austen's corporeal/sartorial rhetoric (20). Though 

Darcy claims when prompted by the Bingley sisters not to have noticed her muddy skirts 
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and ankles, and remarks merely that her "fine eyes" "were brightened by the exercise," 

Elizabeth's future suitor indicates his distinct awareness of her physical being not long 

afterwards, when he describes his sister Georgiana's height by comparing her in size to 

Elizabeth (24)—both appraisements we might imagine the rich young gentleman making 

afler a tour of the equestrian stables on a fHend's estate. Elizabeth herself is not disinclined 

to assert that she has more to offer than mere wit. When Miss Bingley declares that "Miss 

Eliza Bennet... despises cards. She is a great reader and has no pleasure in anything 

else." Elizabeth cries out to the contrary. "I am not a great reader, and I have pleasure in 

many things" (25). 

The dance with Collins is surely not among them. The language of this passage 

suggests that the bumptious Collins would perform his marital duties as "awkward(ly) and 

solemn(ly)" as he perfonns his ballroom partnership. In its parallel to the moment of 

sexual climax, the ultimate sentence of this paragraph, rhythmically and aurally stressed in 

the series of climactic nouns "moment, "re/ease" and "exstacy," indicates metonymically 

the selfish pleasure of one sexual partner in a union where the other feels only tedium or 

distaste. The notion might be applied to the novel's marriages of convenience or of 

passion cooled: the union between Charlotte Lucas and Mr. Collins, the marriage of Mr. 

and Mrs. Hurst, the relationship between Lydia and George Wickham, or the notorious 

marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Bennet. It is against such unhappy domestic entrapment that 

Pride and Prejudice explicitly warns. Considering that Mr. Collins appears willing to carry 

Elizabeth off without regard for her honest rejertion of his proposal, his potential for 
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sensitivity as a lover appears particularly unlikely. And though Elizabeth remains well 

aware of herself during the mortifying round with Collins, she accepts Darc^s invitation to 

dance shortly afterward "without knowing what she did" (63), another reference to the 

"exstacy" implied in the series of sexually-charged signifiers with which the passage ends. 

The late Latin extasis meant "terror," a definition which adds the element of perceived fear 

or violence to a passage in which Elizabeth fears both personal embarrassment and injury 

to her reputation. But unlike her literary predecessors Clarissa and Pamela, Elizabeth need 

not fear being forced to marry Collins to counteract the entailment of the Bennet estate, 

or to preserve her honor because she has been raped. Yet Austen's heroine reacts with a 

certain fright, horror, and exasperation to Collins' insistence on procuring her as wife and 

resistance to her refusal: an insistence remarkably similar to that of Mrs. Bennet in her 

disbelief that Elizabeth refuses to marry him. Mrs. Bennet is adamant in her demand that 

Mr. Bermet "come and make Lizzy marry Mr. Collins, for she vows she will not have him, 

and if you do not make haste he will change his mind and not have hef (77-87), and she 

entreats her husband to "tell [Elizabeth] that you insist upon her marrying him" (78). But 

the dance passage informs the reader in no uncertain terms of Elizabeth's disinclination to 

become the suffering partner of a husband and bed mate who would always be "moving 

wrong without being aware of it" and "apologising instead of attending." 

Given the stark sexuality of the dance passage, the historical inclination of scholars 

either to bemoan or to venerate the absence of the body/bawdy in Austen, and rarely to 

acknowledge or to analyze its presence, suggests that an investigation of her encoding of 
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sexual themes might help to map the process of developing nineteenth-century beliefs and 

mores, particularly as they intersect with the cultural narratives of heterosexual family 

romance articulated in the novel. Austen's frequent linkage of guilt, shame, sex, and 

drawing room dramatics reveals a pattern of increasingly telescoped female roles in this 

family romance, most markedly when that female is a parent. A closer look at the sexuality 

smoldering beneath the genteel witticisms of Austen's intelligent heroines and other 

characters points up a particular foreclosure on the function of the mother, that figure who 

became responsible in nineteenth-century literary imagination for shepherding her 

daughter's "move out of the private ... world of her family into the social world where 

she will take her place as a woman—ready to marry and mother in her turn" (MacDonald 

59).^° My focus in considering sex in Austen now turns away from sexuality per se, to 

examine the conjoining in Austen's work of sex and shame, sex and humiliation, sex and 

the vexations undergone by the Austen heroine on her journey toward womanhood, which 

is to say matrimony, in Austen's terms. 

As they move through the ironies of a system in which woman-as-property seems 

to flinction more often as pursuer than as prize, the "truth universally acknowledged" of 

Pride and Prejudice's famous first line^' evolves from the "want" that signifies material 

lack, into the 'Svant" of psychosexual desire. But not without numerous pauses along the 

way for a good deal of what Susan Fraiman has called "humiliation," taking her term from 

the title of a 1959 essay on Austen's Emma by Mark Schorer, "The Humiliation of Emma 

Woodhouse." In "The Humiliation of Elizabeth Bennet," Fraiman argues that Austen's 
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wimpy wifedom, but she departs radically from Schorer's conviction that Enmia 

Woodhouse's "reduction to her proper place in the whole scale of value... is very 

beautifiil" (Schorer 102), by suggesting instead that Austen's proto-feminist heroines go 

down kicking and screaming all the way—(no ravishment puns intended).^ Fraiman's 

argument for the reluctant diminution of the Austen heroine is brilliantly convincing as far 

as it goes. But her study of Austen's place in the female bildungsroman tradition Fraiman 

is examining^^ overlooks or chooses to ignore the Austenian mother, that frumpy, feeble, 

fraught, or memorialized creature who primes the pump of her daughter's humility and 

sets her up for endless variations on the shame that coincides with, or acts as a prelude to, 

the moment of (sexual) "exstacy" figured by Elizabeth's "moment of release." By 

providing a narrative vacancy that can be frlled with the heroine's shame, humiliation, 

blushes, modesty, or halting reticence, the mother of Austen's fiaion propels her young 

heroine towards the arguably unambiguous happy endings that mark Austen's marriage 

plots. Lacking a means to narrate the notion of Elizabeth's daughterly (virginal) desire, 

Austen uses Mrs. Rennet to suture what would otherwise be a gap in her narrative; the 

mother performs the same work accomplished by chivalry, or courtly love, which masks 

the lack of a sexual relationship between a woman and a man--"the lack of a 'between-

them"'~as Jane Gallop has argued in her explanation of the Lacanian term. Mrs. Bennet, 

like courtly versions of chivahic devotion, serves as "the supplementation of an absence, 

the joining of a gap by representation" (Gallop 44-45). It is a textual pattern that revises 
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the novel's usage of maternal positioning, but which will continue apace as the genre 

evolves. 

The mother of Austen's texts—be she living, be she dead, or be she surrogate-

teaches Austen's nubile protagonist to assert her desire as an independent, sexually-mature 

subject. This protagonist learns through her mother to set her sexual sights on the proper 

man, even i^ or perhaps because, the mother is unable to identify him as readily or as early 

as her daughter can, if the mother is able to identify him at all. The mother sutures the 

daughter's sexual desire. Fathers can also be an issue, certainly: a Mr. Woodhouse or a 

Sir Elliot might scare off a suitor or two; and Darcy notes "that total want of propriety 

betrayed ... occasionally even by your father" which may interfere with the marriagibility 

of the Bennet girls (137).̂  But as Mary Ann Doane argues in The Desire to Desire, 

In Western culture, there is something obvious about the maternal which 

has no counterpart in the paternal. The idea that someone might not have a 

mother is constituted as a joke; it is articulated in the mode of the 

ridiculous or absurd. For the suggestion questions the unquestionable, and 

the status of the unquestionable is, of course, the natural. Paternity and its 

interrogation, on the other hand, are articulated within the context of issues 

of identity, legality, inheritance—in short, social legitimacy. To generate 

questions about the [legal] existence of one's father is, therefore, to 

reproduce an insult of the highest order. (70) '^ 
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Mrs. Bennet and Nfr. Collins are paired in the representation of absurdity. As the 

joint purveyors of the giant's share of Elizabeth's embarrassment, and instigators of some 

of the most highly-charged sexual moments of the novel, they are birds of a feather. Mrs. 

Bennet's notes complacently that "I certainly have had my share of beauty, but I do not 

pretend to be anything extraordinary now. When a woman has five grown-up daughters, 

she ought to give over thinking of her own beauty" (2). This statement indicates Mrs. 

Bennet's awareness of her subordinate role in the family and the neighborhood: yet her 

looks had been "extraordinary" enough at one point to "captivate" Mr. Bennet despite her 

lower social status; Mr. Bennet is a gentleman, but Mrs. Bennet's father was an attorney; 

one sister has married his former clerk, and her brother, Mr. Gardiner, is in London trade. 

Mrs. Bennet's experience is a precursor to Elizabeth's social ascension by marriage, just 

as Austen's Mrs. "B" is a new and less refined version of the upwardly mobile beauty who 

marries the aristocratic Mr. B in Richardson's Pamela-, the literary descendent of 

Richardson's beautifiil housemaid, perhaps with an element of Fielding's Shamela and her 

mother thrown into the mix.^ But unlike her literary predecessors, Mrs. Bennet lacks the 

means to sustain her husband's amorous or domestic interests. Beauty, youth, and the 

"good humor" Mr. Bennet thought he discerned in his fiiture wife notwithstanding, Mrs. 

Bennet's "weak understanding and illiberal mind, had very early in the marriage put an end 

to all [her husband's] real affection for her" (162). Our introduction to Mr. Bennet finds 

him on the verge of disappearing into his library, "fatigued with the raptures of his 

wife"(4), which suggests that Mrs. Bennet's sexual energies may fluctuate as wildly as her 
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psychosomatic aches and pains. It also hints at a time when Mr. Bennet found his wife's 

"raptures" less fatiguing, (especially when we remember that "rapture," in its Old French 

definition, meant to abduct or to carry ofl^ and that another early defim'tion gives "rapture" 

as a synonym for rape). Mr. Bennet's disaffection has not prevented the couple fi-om 

producing five daughters spaced fairly close together, although at some point in the 23-

year marriage, there has apparently been an end to the efforts to try for the son who would 

have prevented the loss of the Longboum estate, entailed to Mr. Collins in default of 

Bennet heirs male. Mr. Bennet's "loss of affection" obviously includes a dwindled interest 

in things sexual, and there is a dual meaning in the remark that "Elizabeth .. . had never 

been blind to the impropriety of her father's behavior as a husband," and that she observes 

a "continual breach in [Mr. Bennet's] conjugal obligation" (163). It appears that Mrs. 

Bennet isn't getting any, and she transfers her own frustration onto the lives and future 

marriages of her five daughters. Her "favorite" daughter is the "stout" Lydia, whose 

"animal spirits" are developed enough to result in an elopement, while Elizabeth is Mrs. 

Bennet's "least dear" child (73). But Elizabeth, too, has an appreciation for "stout" love, 

and says as much in a statement just two paragraphs before this description of Lydia as a 

sensualist, and in direct refutation of a throwaway remark by her mother about a potential 

suitor who had "written some verses on [Jane], and very pretty they were." 

"And so ended his affection," said Elizabeth impatiently .... "I wonder who 

first discovered the efiScacy of poetry in driving away love!" 

"I have been used to consider poetry as theyboc/of love," said Darcy. 
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"Of a fine, stout, healthy love it may. Every thing nounshes what is strong 

already. But if it be only a slight, thin sort of inclination, I am convinced that one 

good sonnet will starve it entirely away." 

Darcy only smiled; and the general pause which ensued made Elizabeth tremble 

lest her mother should be exposing herself again. (30, my emphasis) 

In Pride and Prejudice, the category of mother is an empty but active one, a pure 

representation that fills a narrative vacancy. There may be a sexual body to be exposed, or 

an embarrassing body to be avoided, but not a powerfiil body; not an authoritative one. 

The joke to which Doane refers—'that someone might not have a mother"--is played out 

(and on mothers) in the majority of Austen's narratives, and often works in tandem with a 

series of other jokes, as Jean Ferguson Carr has argued in her study of Mrs. Bennet's 

thwarted comedic role.̂  ̂ Austen's other novels function similarly. The heroines of Sense 

and Sensibility have a biological mother who, however ignorantly and innocently, fosters 

the rake Willoughby's potential seduction of her daughter Marianne. Marianne and Elinor 

spend much of the novel in the company of the good-heaned but simple Mrs. Jennings, 

whose biological daughter Lady Middleton is the only Austen character we ever encounter 

visibly pregnant, and who is as much of a simpleton as the meaning of her mediocre 

surname implies. Emma's mother "had died too long ago for [Emma] to have more than 

an indistinct remembrance of her caresses, and her place had been supplied by an excellent 

woman as governess, who had fallen little short of a mother in affection." Emma 

"esteem[s] Miss Taylor's judgment, but [is] directed chiefly by her own" (I), and indeed. 
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throughout the novel Miss Taylor/Mrs. Weston serves as straight woman for the humor 

Austen generates via Mr. Woodhouse's lamentations over the horrors of married life, 

while Miss Bates as comedic mother, Mrs. Elton as off-stage hysteric mother, and Isabella 

Woodhouse as semi-capable mother add fiiel to the maternal pyre. Fanny Price's mother in 

Mansfield Park is a vulgar, uneducated layabout who can't keep her younger daughters 

from fighting over a pocket knife (all Freudian readings do apply), while mother-

surrogates Aunt Norris and Lady Bertram bear the brunt of the novel's humor in their 

respective busy-bodyness and lassitude. Catherine Morland's mother is represented as a 

more respectable and responsible woman than most of the others—perhaps as a function of 

the "Mor(e)land" available to her through a husband who "was a clergyman without being 

neglected or poor"—, but Mrs. Morland becomes another joke mother, whose "time was 

so much occupied in lying-in, and teaching the little ones, that her elder daughters were 

inevitably left to shift for themselves" (Northanger Abbey 39). Catherine's long visit from 

home places her under the tutelage of the well-dressed but silly Mrs. Thorpe, while the 

Tilneys' dead mother provides an element of satirical black humor through Catherine's 

manufactured gothic haunting. In fact, in a suturing movement at several removes, 

Catherine relies on the gothic convention as told by Ann Radcliffe in htr Mysteries of 

Udolpho and burlesqued by Austen's in the novel: the narrative uses the text of Austen's 

literary "mother" to suture the dead parent of the unhappy Tilneys. Eleanor Tilney's litany 

that "A mother would have been always present. A mother would have been a constant 

friend; her influence would have been beyond all other" begs the question of the 
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predominant Austen mother who is never able to influence or affect her daughter's life 

unless, as in Mrs. Bennet's or Mrs. Price's case, she does so Inadvertently or in the 

negative (184), while Austen's parody of Radclifie's gothic text displaces the literary 

forebear in much the way Elizabeth Bennet moves through her mother's example, while 

negating it, to marry well in her own right. In Persuasion, the late Lady Elliot is 

represented as having su£fered Su* Elliot's pompousness and stupidity unto death without 

having done much else, and Lady Russell, while exhibiting more sense than many 

surrogate mothers in Austen's work, misunderstands Anne Elliot's predilections for 

Captain Wentworth and scarcely provides counterbalance for the specter of Mrs. 

Musgrove's "large fat sighings" over the death of her profligate son. 

None of which is intended in the least to malign Austen for her use or abuse of 

mothers. Rather, I am endeavoring to trace in Austen a pattern that exists through the 

development of the novel form, and into our own century, in which popular novels, the 

media, and film have generally continued to employ the maternal position in narrative to 

suture the viewer's identification with the speaking subject of text, or to foster its 

characters' identifications with one another. In the novel, this narrative tradition relies on a 

maternal figure or figures to facilitate the subject formation of the text's protagonist, as 

well as to suture the reader into identification with various characters and/or with the 

text's ideological content. In Austen, as in the novelists who preceded her and many of 

those who have come after, the heroine's individuation requires the mother's absence or 

disappearance fi-om the text so that the protagonist, separated from maternal flesh. 
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nurture, and control may learn to maneuver and arrange her own individuated (i.e., anti-

mother) destiny. In his foreword to George Holbert Tucker's recent biography of Austen, 

John McAleer asserts that the biographer's '^objective has been not to tell us more about 

Jane Austen as a novelist but to produce on Jane Austen, as a woman, a theme and 

variations." Because Tucker's important reference to Austen's literary sources, A Goodly 

Heritage, "gave Austen scholarship the solid footing it hitherto had lacked," McAleer 

continues, the biography is "not only a necessity but a gangplank to reality"(xiv).^* The 

notion the one can "produce on Jane Austen, as a woman" has an uncanny resemblance to 

the emailing "humble servant's" desire to push Austen onto his wife. The statement 

positions Austen as the fertile subject on which Tucker might beget his own 

textual/musical progeny, perhaps putting the "gangplank to reality" to good use in the 

cause. Robert Polhemus has suggested that we 

think of the unconscious but definite mother-daughter rivalry between Mrs. Beimet 

and Elizabeth for Bennet's regard, a kind of muted incestuous cold war of which 

Austen may have had some firsthand knowledge. Family means familiarity—and 

familiarity breeds eros as well as contempt. If, in the nineteenth century, literature 

taught that the child is father to the man, it also taught, as it does in this century, 

that the family is progenitor of the child's mate. (37) 

I am arguing for a complication of this suggestion, first by considering the ease with which 

Polhemus tosses ofFhis assertion that Austen writes a tussle between Mrs. Bennet and 

Elizabeth into the text, but does not go on to question the significance of his statement to 
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the mother/daughter positions in narrative; and second by questioning Pothemus' 

suggestion that Austen may have had some firsthand knowledge" of such a battle in her 

relationship with her own mother Cassandra Leigh. Polhemus refers to Mrs. Bennet as a 

"dunderhead"(38), explains in a note to the passage cited above that he takes the notion of 

mother/daughter strife from John Halperin's biography of Austen, which speculates based 

on the lack of extant letters from Austen to her mother that a squabble or conflict existed 

between the two (37, n.l 1 317)."*" Halperin goes to some trouble to point out this 

circumstance. "^Not one letter to her mother has ever been found, or even listed in any 

source. This may lend some credence to the hypothesis that Jane and her mother were not 

the best of friends," he argues. "If she did write and Mrs. Austen discarded the letters or 

[Jane's sister] Cassandra destroyed them, this reading of the relationship between mother 

and daughter is not materially damaged"(230, his emphasis). Recall that Terry Castle 

rejects Austen's mother, as well as the older sister who was "like a mother" to her, as 

models for Jane Austen, the writing subject. 

Maybe not. But what work does this assertion do for Halperin, or for our 

understanding of Austen or her novels? I suggest that Halperin, and Polhemus after him, 

repeat Austen's and other writers' use of Mother as the category on which to write 

various versions of their protagonist: Austen in the case of the critics; Elizabeth in 

Austen's text. Halperin seems bent on representing Austen as an empty page on which to 

write his own, or the reader's own, fantasies. He muses in the 1988 essay "Jane Austen's 

Lovers" that "it is pleasant to think of the future George VI reading Jane Austen in his 
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various royal residences when he was not occupied with his mistresses" (8). This imaging 

allies Austen with '^e Prince Regent['^s]... pack of high-placed mistresses" (ibid) as an 

instrument of the Prince's pleasure (not to mention Halperin's). In this same essay, a 

propos of the many proposals of marriage Austen got, wished she had got, avoided, or 

turned down, Halperin remarks that "'maternal' is an adjective one is unlikely to apply to 

[Austen]" (24)/^ According to this description, Austen may be equal to a concubine in 

her capacity to please, but she does not run the risk of becoming Mrs. Bennet—pleasing to 

Mr. Bennet in her youth, eventually disappeared into the empty category of matemality. 

Nor is Jane Austen, as written by Halperin, an analogue of Mrs. Thorpe, Mrs. Churchill, 

or even Mrs. Weston, because to be so, Halperin seems to say, means to be "nobody," in 

the way Emma's Harriet Smith descends from "nobody" on the maternal side, for the 

novel tells us that Harriet is "the daughter of Nobody," but also that her father is a 

gentleman. For Halperin, Austen transcends the boundaries of motherhood; more than a 

'mere mother' who may be jealous of her daughter, suspicious of her daughter's writing, 

or liable to whatever negative qualities Halperin imagines about mothers in general, or 

Cassandra Leigh in particular, in these asides. Rather, Austen surpasses her own mother 

(and perhaps any mother), just as she surpasses her characters, and just as her protagonists 

surpass the other figures—especially the maternal ones—in her texts."*^ 

Polhemus' assessment of Mrs. Bennet as dunderhead is part of a long critical 

history: Scott called the figure "a foolish and vulgar mother" (Southam 64); Whately 

classes Mrs. Bennet among a list of "fools" that includes Mr. Rushworth and Miss Bates 
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(98); Henry Lewes writes in 1852 that "th[e] mother, Mrs. Bennet, is done to the life—a 

sort of Mrs. Nickleby, without the caricature," and in 1859 refines that statement by 

calling Mrs. Bennet "the perfect type of a gossiping, weak-headed, fussy mother" while 

Jane is "a sweet creature" and "Elizabeth a sprightly and fascinating flesh-and-blood 

heroine"(139, 165)"*^. In more contemporary criticism, Glenda A. Hudson cites the 

"gaucherie and jealousy of [Elizabeth's] sisters and mother" (106)^; and although 

Marianne Hirsch notes that Mrs. Bennet's "babble does contain some of the most radical 

criticism of the system to which [she is] subject," Hirsch goes on to argue that "Mrs. 

Bennet's silliness ... makes Elizabeth more sensitive to Darcy's graciousness and more 

eager to leave her parents' household" (48)"*^. Mrs. Bennet as scheming fishwife or 

blundering fool is a role accompli. If, as Woolf suggests, "women writing think back 

through their mothers," we might wonder why the absence of extant letters between 

Austen and Cassandra Leigh means we must hollow out Austen's mother, or turn her into 

a dunderhead in order to imagine Austen thinking back. What purposes do these 

considerations of a possible antagonism between Austen and her mother serve? Mere 

statements of fact, some may say. The letters exist. Or rather, iht absence of letters exists. 

But as the hint of absurdity underlying this last statement shows, there is as little textual 

evidence for the assumption of an antagonism between Austen and her mother as there is 

for the lack of one. Yet it gets written into the text of Austen's biography, just as she 

herself wrote such assumptions about mothers into her novels—and for precisely the same 

reasons. The irony of the situation becomes more pointed when we remember that to 
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become a wife in a novel like Pride and Prejudice means to become a mother in one's 

turn, as the MacDonald essay points out, and as the rapidity with which newly married 

women can turn up pregnant in Austen's novels indicates. 

In a discussion of hysterical symptoms resulting from repression, Freud writes that 

"the symptom gradually comes to be the representative of important interests; it is found 

to be useful in asserting the position of the self and becomes more and more closely 

merged with the ego and more and more indispensable to it" {Inhibitions, Symptoms and 

Anxiety 20).*^ Mrs. Bennet's aforementioned "raptures" include her psychosomatic aches 

and pains, which emerge in full force after Elizabeth's refusal to marry Mr. Collins, and 

are attendant upon Mr. Bennet's refusal to take his wife's part. 'People who suffer as I do 

from nervous complaints can have no great inclination for talking,' cries Mrs. Bennet. 

'Nobody can tell what I suflfer!—But it is always so. Those who do not complain are never 

pitied' (P&P 79). Mrs. Bennet's used of "nervous" symptoms is evident here, but less 

obvious is the text's use of Mrs. Bennet and her imaginary ailments as a placeholder for 

the very real anxieties of Elizabeth, who has by this time been frustrated in her desire to 

see and dance with Wickham, has been first offended by Darcy and then stimulated by a 

dance with him, has been teased by Mr. Collins when she assured him she was "a rational 

creature speaking the truth" about refusing his proposal (76), has been attacked by her 

mother for this position and has been informed by her father that "though prepared ... to 

meet with folly and conceit in every other room in the house, he was used to be free from 

them" in his library—which is not such a compliment to Elizabeth's sense as it might at first 
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seem (49). Mrs. Bennet's anxieties may be read as the repressed symptoms of Elizabeth's 

various woes; by displacing them onto the mother, the text allows Elizabeth to assert 

herself more readily as a "rational creature," and therefore an emergent subjectivity in the 

narrative of her own life. 

The figure of a mother, in Austen's work as in other novels, serves as the linguistic 

space in which the processes of subject formation, or suture, may occur. Rarely is this 

movement made more clear than in Mr. Bennet's articulation of Elizabeth's choices when 

she is called upon to respond to Mr. Collins' proposal of marriage. "An unhappy 

alternative is before you, Elizabeth," Mr. Bennet says. "From this day you must be a 

stranger to one of your parents.—Your mother will never see you again if you do not 

marry Mr. Collins, and I will never see you again if you c/o" (78). As the subject in process 

is made to articulate itself though the figure of the mother, and as Elizabeth has already 

somewhat achieved her individuation in her refiisal of the man that her mother not only 

wants her to marry, but whom her mother actually resembles; then whether or not Mrs. 

Bennet sees her child again makes no difference to Elizabeth's emerging selfhood. And as 

the text of Pride and Prejudice repeatedly points out, Elizabeth would be just as happy or 

happier if she did not have to endure her mother's company. Her eventual engagement to 

Darcy is fi'aught with concerns about the faux pas that may still be committed by her 

mother, by the sisters who take after her mother, by Mrs. Bennet's fiiends the Lucases and 

cousin Mr. Collins, and by her maternal aunt and uncle Mrs. and Mr. Phillips. The 

following passage demonstrates Elizabeth's concerns. 
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Mrs. Philips's vulgarity was another, and perhaps a greater tax on [Darcy's] 

forbearance; and though Mrs. Philips, as well as her sister, stood in too much awe 

of him to speak with the familiarity which Bingley's good humour encouraged, yet, 

whenever she did speak, she must be vulgar. Nor was her respect for him, though 

it made her more quiet, at all likely to make her more elegant. Elizabeth did all she 

could, to shield him from the frequent notice of either, and was ever anxious to 

keep him to herself^ and to those of her family with whom he might converse 

without mortification; and though the uncomfortable feelings arising from all this 

took from the season of courtship much of its pleasure, it added to the hope of the 

future; and she looked forward with delight to the time when they should be 

removed from society so little pleasing to either, to all the comfort and elegance of 

their family party at Pemberley. (265) 

Elizabeth can scarcely wait for her mother and all of her mother's kin not to see her. And 

to borrow the language of Freud's proposition, Elizabeth is defiant about it. She makes 

herself disappear by projecting herself onto the mirror of her mother's fondest desires for 

any of her daughters. When she learns of Elizabeth's engagement to Darcy, Mrs. Bennet 

exclaims, "Oh, my sweetest Lizzy! how rich and great you will be! What pin-money, what 

jewels, what carriages you will have! ... I am so pleased—so happy. Such a charming 

man!~so handsome! so tall!... Every thing that is charming! Three daughters married! 

Ten thousand a year! Oh, Lord! What will become of me? I shall go distracted .... 
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Elizabeth, rejoicing that such an efiiision was heard only by herself, soon went away. But 

before she had been three minutes in her own room, her mother followed her^ ( 261). 

What, indeed, will become of Mrs. Bennet? While we meet her siblings, and learn 

that her dead father's law establishment has been carried on by his son-in-law, there is no 

mention of the mother in whose invisible textual footsteps Mrs. Bennet is destined to 

follow, as she follows the exasperated Elizabeth in this scene. Like her mother before her, 

Mrs. Bennet is evacuated from the text, and her disappearance becomes more and more 

pronounced. On Darcy's next visit to their home, "Mrs. Bennet luckily stood in such awe 

of her intended son-in-law, that she ventured not to speak to him, unless it was in her 

power to offer him any attention, or mark her deference for his opinion" (262). Mrs. 

Bennet has effectively been silenced. Ultimately mute, she stands in the forefront of 

Austen's compendium of ridiculous or absent mothers, and perhaps at the fore of all the 

mute, ridiculous, and absent mothers in all literature in English who have functioned to 

suture a protagonist's subject formation. Another mother in this text. Lady Catherine, 

echoes Mrs. Bennet's distaste for an estate entailed away from female offspring, and Lady 

Catherine is presented as equally controlling and vulgar in her attempts to order the lives 

of her family and community. Teamed with Collins by dint of his having the living in her 

neighborhood, just as Mrs. Bennet is teamed with Collins by way of their joint ability to 

shame and embarrass Elizabeth, Lady Catherine's putative power in mothering is 

frustrated by her nephew Darcy's desire for Elizabeth. The wish of Darcy's dead mother, 

that he marry his maternal cousin the sickly Miss De Bourgh, comes to nothing. Even 
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Darcy's sister Georgiana gravitates away firom the dead mother's household toward 

Elizabeth's more interesting nurturance at Pemberley. Like the Bennet family. Lady 

Catherine de Bourgh's surname borrows the upwardly-mobilizing "B" from Pamela. She 

is another version of Mrs. Bennet with only the aristocratic "De" to mark her as purveyor 

of a different sort of vulgarity. And like Pamela's familial and surrogate mothers in 

Richardson's text, both of Austen's "lady" Bs are silenced, albeit still sputtering (for Lady 

Catherine it is a case of sputtering by correspondence), at the novel's end. 

Mrs. Bermet Amotions in the novel as pure representation, first as an example of 

what no 'lady' should want to be, and when extinguished in force by the novel's close, as 

the empty space in Elizabeth may write the story of her own heterosexual desire, 

represented as a "want" she will endeavor to satisfy without experiencing the fhistrations 

of her mother's life or developing the ironic removal of her father's. When she learns of 

her unromantic friend Charlotte Lucas' engagement to Mr. Collins, Elizabeth imagines 

"Charlotte the wife of Mr. Collins, [a]s a most humiliating picture!" For Elizabeth, the 

sexual connotations in this moment of fantasy loom large, a portent of the marital failure 

she hopes to avoid. Her fantasized image of Charlotte and Collins as "humiliating" echoes 

her own humiliation when Mr. Collins "moved wrong," and becomes a shadow of the 

primal scene with the parental figures reversed—the humiliated father/husband, the 

humiliating mother/wife. Like Elizabeth's father, Charlotte participates in a marital union 

that lacks affection, although Charlotte's decision comes from a lack of other 

opportunities rather than mere impulsiveness. But the unflappable Mr. Collins, like the 
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unabashed Mrs. Bennet, experiences conjugal life all unaware of his partner's distaste. Mr. 

Bennet's pronouncement to Elizabeth on hearing that she has rejected Mr. Collins' suit, 

-Your mother will never see you again if you do not marry Mr. Collins, and I will never 

see you again if you do'—sets up the maternal efifacement that will take place throughout 

the novel, and that allows Elizabeth to identify, across the absent/vacant/sexual body of 

her mother, with both the intelligence and humor of her father and the intelligence and 

sexual desire of her lover. In fact, Darcy seems offers a mix of both maternal and paternal 

qualities, for he is as sexual as any of the Bennet women (though more restrained in 

expressing it than Mrs. Bennet or Lydia), and as lacking in humor as his fliture mother-in-

law, while his interest in books is equal to Mr. Bennet's and his reason apparently 

superior. Mrs. Bennet certainly has as prominent a role in fostering Elizabeth's attraction 

to Darcy, both by encouraging Collins' proposal and by creating the suture for Elizabeth 

and Darcy's "between them," for the couple are united in their disapproval of the mother's 

decorum, habits, and tastes before their mutual sexual attraction becomes pronounced. 

We can return to Elizabeth's dance with Mr. Collins for one of many cues to Mrs. 

Bennet's place in the narrative as the absence in which Elizabeth will signify. Prefigured by 

his pretentious manner in their own drawing room, Collins' physical "oddities" come as no 

surprise to Elizabeth, and the "mortification" she feels during this dance—an emotion 

etymologically allied to humiliations of the flesh—are not new either. She has felt them 

before in the presence of her mother. When Mrs. Bennet visits Jane at Netherfield and 

demonstrates all the qualities Elizabeth finds embarrassingly inept, Elizabeth "trembles[s] 
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lest her mother be exposing herself again." (30) This double entendre signifies both Mrs. 

Bennet's manner and her access of physical sexuality and desire—however that desire may 

be displaced onto the futures of her children. After surviving her dance, Elizabeth tries to 

silence her mother in a way that only Darcy is at last able to accomplish. "In vain did 

Elizabeth endeavour to check the rapidity of her mother's words, or persuade her to 

describe her felicity in a less audible whisper; for to her inexpressible vexation, she could 

perceive that the chief of it was overheard by Mr. Darcy .... Nothing that she could say, 

however, had any influence. Her mother would talk of her views in the same intelligible 

tone. Elizabeth blushed and blushed again with shame and vexation" (69-70). Like the 

"good little boy" of Freud's fort/da game, the child who leams to distinguish itself fi-om its 

mirrored reflection, Elizabeth is learning in these scenes that to separate herself from her 

mother will be to achieve an autonomy that her mother can never reclaim, and that 

silencing her mother via a removal will be a way of speaking for herself. On her mother's 

first visit to Netherfield, Elizabeth "longed" to speak, but could think of nothing to say" 

(30), and on the second visit where she dances with Collins and her mother speaks 

condescendingly of Darcy, Elizabeth does speak, but "nothing that she could say ... had 

any influence" (70). Like her mother, Elizabeth's entry into language means not mastery— 

despite her tweaking of Darcy and hopes of making him "learn to laugh at himself" 

As I conclude my argument, I want to turn to the epigraph of this essay: the 

assertion in Pride and Prejudice that "happy for all her maternal feelings was the day on 

which Mrs. Bennet got rid of her two most deserving daughters" (265/ Before we join the 
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deserving" children, let us remember her double-edged question, "What will become of 

me?" "I wish I could say," remarks the narrator, "that the accomplishment of her earnest 

desire... produced so happy an effect as to make her a sensible, amiable, well-informed 

woman for the rest of her life; though perhaps it was lucky for her husband, who might 

not have relished domestic felicity in so unusual a form, that she still was occasionally 

nervous and invariably silly" (266). Before she is completely silenced, the "silly" Mrs. 

Bennet is asked to serve as the arbiter of Elizabeth Bennet's humiliation, the negative 

embodiment of Elizabeth's burgeoning sexuality, and the humorous underside of 

Elizabeth's rational wit. Ironically, her presence in the narrative reproduces Elizabeth as a 

version of herself, the successful and beautiful daughter who succeeds in marrying up and 

away from her own mother's socio-economic lot. Yet for the mothers of Austen's 

narrative, there is no escaping the eventual effacement that will foster the textual 

production of other subjectivities. The paradoxical suggestion that blames Mrs. Bennet for 

jettisoning the "most deserving" of her daughters without having realized their worth, 

without having learned from them how to behave (although they have learned from her 

how not to), asks Mrs. Bennet to identify with the narrator's moral stance, which for a 

non-subject like Mrs. Bennet is impossible. She is a narrative fool who lacks the reason 

and awareness that would allow such a comprehension. Her "maternal feelings," therefore, 

amount to precisely nothing, just as her character does. Mrs. Bennet is the what Doane 

has called "the zero-degree of textuality..., the placeholder in the narrative" {Femmes 
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Fatales 112-113).*^ She works the narrative, or is worked, as the space in which 

Elizabetli may signify, not as the representation of an adult female. But do we ever 

encounter the representation of a mature woman, who is also in some sense a mother, and 

not find the narrative functioning in this way? The answer remains open to question. But 

it doesn't look good. Elizabeth's subject status, like her entrance into adult sexuality, must 

be enacted at the expense of and the lampooning of the mother figure who begins and 

remains a fool, although she really has only her daughter's—and her family's—survival at 

heart. But the novel will not allow Mrs. Bennet to have—or to be—anything else. 
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Chapter 3 

"Never Was Bom!": 

Uncle Tom's Cabin and the Mothers of Persuasion 

If it were>*M/r Harry, mother, or your Willie, that were going to be 

torn from you by a brutal trader, to-morrow morning,—if you had seen the 

man, and heard that the papers were signed and delivered, and you had only 

from twelve o'clock till morning to make good your escape,—how fast could 

you walk? How many miles could you make in those few brief hours, with the 

dariing at your bosom,—the little sleepy head on your shouIder,-the small, soft 

arms trustingly holding on to your neck? 

Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom's Cabin (48) 

The identity that seems to be that of the subject is in fact a mirage arising 

when the subject forms an image of itself by identifying with others' 

perception of it. 

Juliet Mitchell, Feminine Sexuality (5) 

"Don't you know how old you are? Didn't anybody ever tell you? 

Who was your mother?" 
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"Never had nonel" said the child, with another grin. 

'^ever had any mother? What do you mean? Where were you 

bom? 

"Never was bom!" persisted Topsy, with another grin, that looked 

so goblin-like, that, if Nfiss Ophelia had been at all nervous, she might have 

fancied that she had got hold of some sooty gnome from the land of 

Diablerie.. 

Uncle Tom's Cabin (355-356) 

. . .  t h e  s e l f  i s  a n  i l l u s i o n  d o n e  w i t h  m i r r o r s .  

Jane Gallop, Reading Lacan (83) 

Harriet Beecher Stowe's biographers and critics often recall a famous anecdote 

about her meeting with President Lincoln in 1862, a decade after the publication of Uncle 

Tom's Cabin. According to this familiar story, undocumented but cited regularly during 

more than a century of Stowe scholarship, Lincoln welcomed the author to the White 

House with the exclamation, "So this is the little woman who made this great war!"^ The 

punctuation and wording of the statement vary slightly among the critical studies, 

biographies, and book introductions in which it appears; some descriptions represent 

Stowe as the "little woman who wrote the book that made this great war" (my emphasis), 

while a few replace "woman" with "lady," or alter the statement from declarative to 
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interrogative mode. ^ Whether or not Lincoln actually uttered some version of these 

words, they remain important as a sign of the iconographic endurance of the 'little 

woman' as literary trope, and an illustration of how maternal figures are manipulated to 

sustain some of Western culture's most cherished fictions. The remark attributed to 

President Lincoln, a figurehead of state and fundamental symbol of patriarchal, 

institutionalized authority, locates Harriet Beecher Stowe in the position traditionally 

occupied by a mother or maternal icon in Western narrative. As the suturing element of 

Lincoln's alleged sentence, Stowe exists to be displaced so that the primary subjects of the 

utterance—the war, the reader or auditor, and Lincoln himself~can sigm'fy more 

powerfully. 

Repeated citations of this anecdote have given it the status of legend, underscoring 

the familiarity and transparency of the linguistic function that constructs subjectivity 

through displacement of a representational mother. Stowe employs the maternal troping 

device as a primary discursive strategy in her first and most acclaimed novel. Uncle Tom's 

Cabin. In this chapter, I demonstrate how the maternal thematic of Uncle Tom's Cabin 

produces subjectivities by providing space where processes of identification can occur in 

language. The representation of mothers in the novel, rather than (or in addition to) 

symbolizing a revolutionary female or domestic power that becomes a catalyst for social 

change, as many critics have argued, serves to facilitate the construction of narrative 

identity for the characters, narrator, and readers of the novel, at the expense of the 

maternal position. This process takes place through an effacement of maternal subjectivity 
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that leaves absent space where Stowe's ideal reader can be invented. In deploying her 

abolitionist polemic via identification with a series of sentimental mothers, as well as 

through disavowal of non-maternal characters, Stowe empties the maternal model of any 

significance except that of producing the more puissant subject status of other characters 

and the reader. Margaret Homans has observed that: 

For the same reason that women are identified with nature and matter in 

any traditional thematics of gender (as when Milton calls the planet Earth 

"great Mother"), women are also identified with the literal, the absent 

referent in our predominant myth of language ... This positioning of 

the literal poses special problems for women readers and writers because 

literal language, together with nature and matter to which it is 

epistemologically linked, is traditionally classified as feminine, and the 

feminine is, fi*om the point of view of a predominantly androcentric culture, 

always elsewhere.... A dualism of presence and absence, of subject and 

object, structures everything our culture considers thinkable; yet women 

cannot participate in it as subjects as easily as can men because of the 

powerfiil, persuasive way in which the feminine is again and again said to 

be on the object's side of that dyad." (Homans 4-5) 

The woman Homans describes in this passage suffers the same lack that Stowe suffers in 

the anecdote about her meeting with President Lincoln. She is prevented fi-om acceding to 

the fully-realized, linguistically- and socially-significant existence that Mary Ann Doane 
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has called the " îllusion of coherent and controlling identity which becomes most important 

at the level of social subjectivity" (11, her italics). An illusion, perhaps. But as Doane 

notes, "the woman does not even possess the same access to the fiction as the man" (11). 

Stowe's novel provides an ecemplary series of scenes and representations to illustrate 

Doane's idea. 

The anecdote in which Lincohi characterizes Stowe as a little woman participates 

in the dynamic that denies subject status to woman generally, and most particularly to the 

figure of mother. This dynamic, endemic to both the novel form and to the narratives of 

the periodical press where Stowe first published, accords 'presence' or subjectivity to 

masculine positionality, while requiring the feminine position to occupy a subordinate 

textual space, typically marked as maternal, and always necessary as the referent that 

assures access to the symbolic ground of language in Western narratives. Within the 

linguistic space created by maternal representations in Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, and by 

the little woman of Lincoln's alleged statement, the constitutive processes of subjectivity 

take place. When a reader or character identifies with, incorporates, disavows or rejects a 

narrative mother, that maternal figure is displaced. The reader can then imagine his or her 

own identity reflected in the space that the mother's representation once occupied. In 

other words, this space is not an "absence," per se, but a place in which a very complex 

process occurs: a place similar to the one made by real mothers for real children making 

real identities. This same process occurs intratextually, among non-matemal characters 

who identify with maternal ones in order to be recuperated from negative traits such as 
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pro-slavery sympathies, indifiference to and ignorance about slave conditions, or religious 

disbelief. As Juliet Mitchell describes this process in the epigraph above, "The identity 

that seems to be that of the subject is in fact a mirage arising when the subject forms an 

image of itself by identifying with others' perception of it," {Feminine Sexuality 5). 

Jacqueline Rose articulates the process slightly differently: 'language can only operate by 

designating an object in its absence," she explains {Feminine Sexuality 31). I argue that 

the space filled in by the mother is not simply an absence or emptiness, but a place full of 

activity that is made possible only by removing someone (usually a mother) from this 

place. This active and continual removal from significance constitutes the mother's 

ideological and narrative function in Uncle Tom's Cabin, as well as in the Lincoln 

anecdote. 

Stowe as **111116 woman" 

When she becomes the "little woman" of the Lincoln story, Stowe is thrust into the 

position of the textual mother employed to mediate Lincoln's reference to affairs of state. 

The President's literal meaning when he characterizes Stowe as architect of the Civil War 

masks the statement's latent power in effacing the maternal from textual meaning, and 

preventing the little woman from attaining subject status. Lincoln seems to denote the 

author as a fully present, signifying individual who effected political change. In historical 

terms, his purported statement appears apt: Stowe's novel doubtless did help to engender 

public support for the 1861 military action against slave-holding states, if nothing else. 

However, in the majority of citations where the phrase "who wrote the book" is omitted. 
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Stowe becomes simply "the little woman who made this great war," her act of inscription 

as author not stated. Moreover, the President's initial description of Stowe as a "little 

woman" immediately modifies the activities with which he credits her work, placing her 

into the sustaining role that Stowe herself often adopted in authorial voice, public 

statements, and private correspondence. '^Little woman" is a term of subordination that 

refers to one's wife, an 'odd job' woman such as a manicurist, or a private seamstress, 

according to the OED. Stowe's location as the "you»" of Lincoln's utterance—in 

distinction to Lincohi's (and the reader's) "F—positions the author-as-feminine-ideal in the 

role of absent (m)other who sutures Lincoln as the speaking subject of the sentence, 

according him the illusion of coherent selfhood that Stowe as woman/mother is denied as 

a presence: she may be a coherent identity, but she must remain absent from narrative 

activity in order for the subject construction of the reader or other characters to occur. 

Likewise, the reader of the statement displaces the "little woman," in order to identify 

with the President. Within the sentence, Lincoln displaces the "little woman" to identify 

with the book that made the war which readers know he actually declared. In accordance 

with the laws of an androcentric system of language, the little woman is effaced fi^om 

meaning so that the reader or auditor can imagine the scene from the President's more 

powerful point of view.^ 

Numerous scholars have celebrated the domestic ideology and matriarchal focus of 

Uncle Tom's Cabin as models for female empowerment during a period when 

opportunities for women were relatively constrained, as the experiences documented in 
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Stowe's biography and correspondence will attest. * But in using mothers as suture for the 

abolitionist subjects her novel aims to construct, Stowe maintains a textual tradition of 

"working" mother as an trope through which readers of the novel, as well as recalcitrant 

fictional characters within it, may be "bom" into subjectivity (or constructed as subjects) 

by way of narrative identification with a maternal ideal. 

Uncle Tom's Cabin 

Stowe's first novel is an exemplary text for the study of the literary pattern that 

constructs subjectivity by repressing the mother. The narrative of Uncle Tom's Cabin 

relies heavily on mothers as mediating figures who foster readerly identification with 

Stowe's abolitionist polemic. Stowe's omniscient narrator encourages readers to 

understand the mother's emotions as accurate reflections of their own sensibilities, and 

characters within the text alter their perspectives on slavery when they are encouraged to 

understand the "peculiar institution" fi-om what Stowe posits as a maternal point of view. 

Elizabeth Ammons pinpointed this structural element of the novel when she argued in an 

influential 1977 essay that "Stowe's insistence on maternal experience as the generative 

principle of Uncle Tom's Cabin identifies the ethical center of the novel" ("Heroines" 

153). Ammons' groundbreaking essay offered new insights for the history and study of 

American literature, but it did not fully consider the cultural and literary implications of 

Stowe's focus on maternal models.^ Although her argument inaugurates an important 

critical perspective on Stowe's work, Ammons follows Lincoln's example in crediting 

"maternal experience" as generative of great works, and in celebrating rather than 
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To be "generative" means to be productive, usually in terms of offspring, and Uncle Tom's 

Cabin is both a product and a producer of novelistic patterns that displace matemality in 

order to allow new subjectivities to emerge. Anmions credits Stowe's matriarchal focus 

with producing the "ethical center" of a text that in Ammons' words, "enlists the cult of 

motherhood in the unorthodox cause of challenging, not accommodating, the patriarchal 

status quo" (153). Despite its challenge to the patriarchal institution of slavery, however, 

Stowe's novel does accommodate the patriarchal status quo, because the status quo 

requires mothers to support meaning, rather than to make it. Mothers are "generative of 

in the passive rather than the active voice, they are articulated rather than engaged in 

articulation. They prop the construction of narrative subjectivity rather than themselves 

emerging as powerful actors in the text, with significant, sustained roles in social, political, 

or even domestic life. In this novel, mother does her work to keep the children safe from 

slave holders and then fades into the household scenery while male family members come 

forward to dominate the political activity Stowe's narrator proposes. Eliza and Cassy are 

the novel's bookend examples; Mrs. Shelby, Mrs. Bird, and the Quaker women also 

perform this function within the work, and Ophelia St. Clare operates as a sort of good-

mother-in-process.® If a mother is unable to save her family, and remains outside the plot 

manipulations that restore Eliza's and George's families in Canada, the mother will jump 

into the river off a boat going down the river, like the slave woman Lucy after her child is 

sold away from her by Haley (208-211), be beaten and starved to death like the alcoholic. 
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bereaved Pnie, or declare that there's no good in beseeching God for help when her child 

is sold away from her, like Aunt Hagar. Even those mothers whose families do survive 

lose force upon the familial recovery. Cassy recuperates from the "insane light that 

glanced in [her] heavy black eyes" (522) after losing her children to the slave trade and to 

the infanticide that seems the single alternative, only to become her daughter's child. 

Formerly wild and powerful, Cassy fades into docility when her role as Emmeline's 

rescuer has ended. At novel's end, "Eliza's steady, consistent piety, regulated by the 

constant reading of the sacred word, made her a proper guide for the shattered and 

wearied mind of her mother. Cassy yielded at once, and with her whole soul, to every 

good influence, and became a devout and tender Christian" (607). Eliza herself tends to 

cooking and housekeeping while George creates a study in their modest Canada abode 

and continues his education, and Mrs. Shelby, Mrs. Bird, and Rachel Halliday also lose 

power once the moment of their domestic influence has subsided. Rescuing does 

constitute activity, of course, but it is an aaivity propelled by threats to the family and 

halted immediately upon the preservation of the family unit, or of individuals within it. 

Yet these same individuals will thereafter require the mother's removal from the scene. 

Mother's activity in saving the family is merely a preface to the evacuation that narrative 

will then demand of her in order to construct the identities of those she has saved. 

Reared in a household of fiiture preachers and reformers under the tutelage of 

firecracker preacher Lyman Beecher, Stowe was a canny observer of popular culture with 

a journalist's instinct for le dernier cri. She understood how to move an audience, and 
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sympathetic characters with whom readers could identify on an emotional level, in order to 

be influenced on a sodal and political one. Composed after the passage of the 1851 

Fugitive Slave Law that led Stowe's sister-in-law Isabella Beecher to declare, "Hattie, If I 

could use a pen as you can, I would write something that would make this whole nation 

feel what an accursed thing slavery is" (C.E. Stowe 145), Uncle Tom's Cabin blends the 

genres of jeremiad, domestic novel, and romance in a story founded on nineteenth-century 

Anglo-American ideals about the sanctity of motherhood, home, and the Christian family. 

The immediate and overwhelming success of the book, which sold 300,000 copies in 

America and 1 million in England during its first year of publication, lay in Stowe's ability 

to make readers experience the scenes of human suffering projected in her narrative from 

the point of view of an idealized sentimental mother. When readers experienced what 

Stowe called the "/mng, drcmatic reality" of slavery through identification with the 

suffering mothers of her narrative, they would come to "feel what an accursed thing 

slavery is," to use Isabella Beecher's terminology (JJTC 622). Stowe's use of maternal 

troping to suture the reading subject into identification with her anti-slavery polemic is 

most directly manifest in passages of direct address such as Eliza's escape scene quoted in 

my epigraph. When readers are denoted as mothers in the phrase, "If it vi&cQyottr Harry, 

mother," they face an emotional appeal to both personal and popular ideas of family 

sentiment, as well as an invitation to enter the text as the loving, nurturing mother who 

will do just about anything to keep Harry fi-om being sold. The example of mothers like 
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Eliza persuades the reader to accept Stowe's model characters as accurate reflections of 

their own subjectivity--or rather, of an activist, anti-slavery subjectivity that Stowe wants 

readers to adopt. The suturing process by which the subject is constructed has been 

defined by Jane Gallop as "the supplementation of an absence, the joining of a gap by 

representation" (DS 45). The myriad maternal characters in Uncle Tom's Cabin fill in the 

gap between Stowe's proposed and projected subjectivities and the readers' notions of 

themselves before the novel reinvents them in the role of abolitionist mothers, but without 

the familial positioning that would require their own annihilation for the novel to proceed. 

The primary ideological gap that Uncle Tom's Cabin sets out to join is the distance 

between the belief systems of those who supported, practiced, and protected slavery as a 

legal institution on one hand, and the suffering slave families and Northern abolitionists 

represented in Stowe's narrative on the other. To effect that join, Stowe employs a 

strategy of convincing readers to think like mothers, while inviting them at the same time 

to bask in the love and acceptance reflected fi-om the "eye" (or the "I") of the sentimental 

mother proposed as the model of morality in this work. The reader becomes both the 

comforter and the comforted through identification with the novel's maternal characters. 

Slave mothers like Eliza invoke the pathos of the family torn asunder, while ideal mothers 

like the Quaker women present an alternative model of governance that maintains mother 

as the fundamental ground on which meaning can be constructed, because her primary 

purpose is to support the ideology of domestic life in which women are responsible for 

morality at home while men operate in the public world. Superadded to the political. 
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social, and economic space between pro- and anti-slavery subjectivities in Stowe's work 

are the distances between believer and atheist, as illustrated by George and Eliza Harris in 

chapters titled "The Mother" and "The Husband and Father." This gulf in belief and the 

social problems it causes also takes shape in the flashback between Simon Legree and his 

mother on the Red River Plantation, and the scenes of domestic harmony at the Quaker 

homestead contrasted with the chaos personified in the ontological mystery of Topsy. 

"Never been born" 

Stowe demonstrates the importance of motherhood for the narrative construction 

of subjectivity early in the plot of Uncle Tom's Cabin, when disgruntled and abused slave 

George Harris wishes he had "never been bom," foreshadowing Topsy's more prosaic 

claim of pre-birth status with her famous "never was bom" announcement. George 

introduces a phrase that will recur in the narrative, most often when a female slave has 

been separated from her child. The notion that one might never have been bom at all 

displaces mothers and maternity altogether, and complicates Stowe's reliance on maternal 

iconography. Finally, however, the claims of prebirth status support motherhood's 

centrality to the narrative—which is to say that the term "never been bom" supports the 

perpetual efifacement of motherhood from narrative authority and power. To claim a 

prebirth status is a movement of desperation limned with an element of absurdity. Mary 

Ann Doane notes that "in Western culture, there is something obvious about the matemal 

which has no counterpart in the paternal. The idea that someone might not have a mother 

is constituted as a joke; it is articulated in the mode of the ridiculous or absurd. For the 
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suggestion questions the unquestionable, and the status of the unquestionable is, of 

course, the natural" (70). George's impossible notion of life without physical birth 

(becoming less impossible in the current century) reinforces in Uncle Tom's Cabin the 

importance of the maternal body in bearing the child, and of the maternal trope in "bearing 

the word," to use Margaret Homans' useful formulation. The phrases "never been bom" 

and its near analogue, "wish I was dead," operate as shorthand for Stowe's argument that 

slave life constituted a living death in material and spiritual terms. Physical conditions were 

brutal; no slave community could aspire to the systematized households celebrated by 

Stowe and her sister Catherine in the 1869 domestic guidebook 'The American Woman's 

Home, and a lack of religious instruction prevented slaves from obtaining the spiritual 

salvation prized by Stowe and her religious family.^ This theme takes shape in an early 

scene where Eliza Harris' piety and domesticity is juxtaposed with her husband George's 

disbelief and desire to flee a home where domestic comforts do not exist. George comes 

despondently to the Shelby plantation to tell Eliza that he intends to escape to Canada 

rather than obey his master's command to marry a slave on the Harris plantation. When 

they meet, Eliza is happy to see her husband and attempts to draw his attention to the 

beauty of their growing son. But George prefaces the announcement that he is running 

away with an exclamation that effaces both father and child from history. 

The boy stood shyly regarding his father through his curls, holding close to 

the skirts of his mother's dress. "Isn't he beautiful?" said Eliza, lifting his 

long curls and kissing him. 
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"I wish he'd never been bom!" said George, bitterly. I wish I'd 

never been bom myself!" (59). 

Surprised and frightened, Eliza sat down, learned her head on her 

husband's shoulder, and burst into tears. 

"There now, Eliza, it's too bad for me to make you feel so, poor 

girl!" said he, fondly; "it's too bad: O, how I wish you never had seen me— 

you might have been happy!" {UTC 59) 

Eliza's response demonstrates her belief in a Christian system of ethics where despair 

constitutes a venal sin. George has not been 'educated' by Mrs. Shelby to have religious 

faith as Eliza has, and he cherishes no spiritual hope of better times to come. He explains 

his outburst with the news that his owner "has been saying that he was a fool to let me 

marry off the place; that he hates Mr. Shelby and all his tribe, because they are proud, and 

hold their heads up above him, and that I've got proud notions from you; and he says he 

won't let me come here any more, and that I shall take a wife and settle down on his 

place" (63). When Eliza protests that "you were married to me, by the minister, as much 

as if you'd been a white man," George rejoins: 

"a slave can't be married ... There is no law in this country for that; I can't 

hold you for my wife, if [the master] chooses to part us. That's why I wish 

I'd never seen you,—why I wish I'd never been born; it would have been 

better for us both,—it would have been better for this poor child if he had 

never been bom. All this may happen to him yet!" (63) 
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George is right about little Harry's immediate prospects, of course, for their son has 

already been sold to the trader Haley when the couple's conversation takes place. This 

scene juxtaposes Eliza's innocent ^th with George's more knowing cynicism, the pathos 

of the Harris leave-taking with the irony that Harry's sale is already arranged, and the 

family's slim hopes of eventual reunion with George's life-annulling statement about his 

redundant birth. With the prospects of both present and after-life for George and Harry 

already threatened according to Stowe's economy of belief—for George is already an 

atheist, and Eliza cannot instruct Harry in Christian living if he is sold down the river-

Eliza becomes the central point on which the meaning of the passage depends. Eliza 

provides a locus of identification for Stowe's ideal reader, first in trying to uphold a moral 

stance, and then in determining to escape to Canada like her husband, in order to preserve 

that morality when it is clear her white mistress has failed her. 

Mr. Shelby runs the family's plantation, and although Emily Shelby is the model 

for Eliza's moral motherhood, the white mistresses' power inheres in moral symbolics 

alone, not in direct activity to alter material conditions, which she can only affect through 

influence. Eliza's mistress laments the sale of Harry and Uncle Tom by crying that she has 

"tried—tried most faithfully, as a Christian woman should—to do my duty to these poor, 

simple, dependent creatures. I have cared for them, instructed them, watched over them, 

and know all their little cares and joys for years ... I have taught them the duties of the 

family, of parent and child, and husband and wife; and how can I bear to have this open 

acknowledgment that we care for no tie, no duty, no relation, however sacred, compared 
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with money?" Mrs. Shelby has provided Eliza with a maternal model, instructing the slave 

woman "about her boy~her duty to him as a Christian mother, to watch over him, pray for 

him, and bring him up in a Christian way*^ (83). Her inability to save Eliza and her family 

from the vagaries of her husband's financial planning—though she succeeds in delaying the 

slave trader at dinner to buy Eliza some time—illustrates Stowe's use of the maternal 

representations as suture for the subject construction of others. Mothers in Uncle Tom's 

Cabin either induce identification through sympathy, or in the case of a 'bad' mother, 

persuade the reader to reject and disavow her. Both movements leave a narrative void 

where the maternal subject might otherwise have existed. But the mother cannot exist as a 

sustained subjectivity and still be employed to produce the subject status of other 

characters and the reader. 

It is significant that the Christian Eliza does not share George's self-negating wish 

to blot out his existence. Usually expressed by or about mothers and always in regard to 

family, the statements "I wish I had never been bora" or "I wish I was dead" are never 

placed by Stowe into the mouth of a maternal paragon like Eliza Harris, who functions to 

provide the narrative space in which the sympathetic reader can be constructed. She serves 

as a key figure in urging readers to sympathize with the narrator's point of view, as my 

opening epigraph illustrates. Here, the narrator appeals to "you," "mother," in an 

invitation to the reader to experience the escape through Eliza's perceptions. The suicidal 

and pre-birth impulses that punctuate the text are expressed only by non-Christian 

characters whose desire to die indicates their need for maternal nurturing and care. They 
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been bom into the subjectivity that Stowe envisions as a salvo for the nation. The death 

or prebirth wishes foreshadow a series of conversion experiences that, like the reader's, 

will take place through the example set by endlessly loving, spiritually and morally flawless 

representations of the sentimental mother. Reader and "never been bom" characters 

exemplify the subject-in-process that can be recuperated and transformed by idealized 

maternal nurturing. Eliza does not need this reconstitution; her narrative space is always 

already fixed as recuperative nurturer: Uncle Tom and Little Eva play similar roles.* Eliza 

has been "raised" by her white mistress Mrs. Shelby to treat the state of marriage very 

seriously, but for some of Stowe's readership, the demands of George's owner would 

have made a bmtal economic sense. Because slave children "followed the mother" into 

slavery and become the property of the mother's owner, Mr. Harris' demand that George 

find a partner on his plantation would result in potential increase in Mr. Harris' labor 

force. From the humane, maternal viewpoint that Stowe's novel invites the reader to 

share, the disregard George's owner shows for the sacred institution of marriage is sheer 

evil, and Stowe uses Eliza to persuade readers to share this perspective. George has 

already been removed by his master fi-om a job in a factory where he had enjoyed and 

taken pride in his work. His indignation and helplessness when assigned to menial labor on 

the plantation and ordered to renounce his wife and son creates a powedlil moment, but it 

is the mother Eliza who does the narrative work of producing readers who can feel 

George's despair, Stowe intends to paint the man himself in tones too strident to 
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encourage readerly identification with his character. The supple, "trembling" mother is a 

more likely identificatory model. Unlike Uncle Tom, who withstands separation from first 

one family in Kentucl^ and then another in New Orleans with a Christ-like forbearance 

that marks him as perhaps the novel's best sacrifidal mother, George has no resources to 

deal with his suffering. He can only take the pro-active movement of escape. Eliza's 

escape is not presented as an action so much as it constitutes a reaction provoked by 

necessity: she escapes out of what is presented as a '^natural' maternal protectiveness and 

wifely concern. She has been well treated and cared for by the Shelbys, and believes "that 

I must obey my master and mistress, or I couldn't be a Christian" (61), so she escapes to 

preserve her child's Christian upbringing and to maintain her family bonds. That she 

escapes in the name of principles instilled by her white owners is an irony that should not 

go unnoticed. 

The two journeys of George Harris and Eliza thus serve different but 

complementary purposes in the narrative: Eliza provides a heroine that solicits 

identification with a highly sympathetic slave woman, her character works to encourage 

readerly identification so that readers may come to feel the emotions attributed to Eliza. 

The immediacy of her situation as she flees with her child is designed to engage readers on 

a visceral level that encourages them to occupy Eliza's place. George's escape, on the 

other hand, does not solicit identification in the same way or with the same intensity. We 

are not invited to be George, nor to sympathize as immediately with his plight except 

insofar as it reflects on the drama played out through Eliza's attempt to save their son. 
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Disguised as a wealthy Spanish traveler, George demonstrates during his escape the 

dignity of a man who intends to reclaim a male prerogative to protect his household and 

child. In the chapter titled "In Which Property Gets Into An Improper State of Mind," 

George arrives at a tavern as a '^veil-dressed, gentlemanly man ... with a colored 

servant" and" a well-formed aquiline nose, straight thin lips, and the admirable contour of 

his finely formed limbs [that] impressed the whole company instantly with the idea of 

something uncommon" (180). Stowe's tendency to identify slave morality and success 

along the lines of anglo characterizations, has been discussed elsewhere:' I am concerned 

in this scene with Harry's "negligence" in his disguise—a nonchalance so complete that he 

is able to approach a former employer and fnend calmly while the man, who recognizes 

the fugitive through his disguise, "star[es at George]... with... an air of blank 

amazement and alarm" (181). George is in his element, commanding "colored" servants 

and ordering the best rooms at the inn, while Eliza's dash across the ice floes is presented 

as a selfless desire to preserve the identity of her child, or to obtain freedom from her own 

enslaved condition, about which she has no real complaint. George's escape is propelled 

by a desire for personal, familial, and economic freedom and authority. 

In these introductory narratives, Stowe presents the mother's transgression of 

patriarchal law as a selfless act in the service of the infant, while the father escapes out of a 

need for freedom for himself and for the right to possess the family he views as his 

property. "O Eliza," George cries, as they prepare to leave the Quaker settlement on the 

last stretch of their journey toward Canada; "if these people only knew what a blessing it 
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is for a man to feel that his wife and child belong to him\ I've often wondered to see men 

that could call their wives and children their own fretting and worrying about anything 

else. Why I feel rich and strong, though we have nothing but our bare hands" (285). Eliza 

operates as her husband's prop and support and her children's selfless guide: she may 

belong to him, but even in the courts, and even were she white, he and their children do 

not belong to her. In Stowe's era, notes her latest biographer, "Married women and 

slaves had no legal identity in the courts, where their only mouthpiece was their husband 

or master" (Hedrick 107). And in The Americcm Woman's Home, Catherine Beecher 

writes that "The family state then, is the aptest earthly illustration of the heavenly 

kingdom, and in it woman is its chief minister. Her great mission is self-denial, in training 

its members to self-sacrificing labors of the ignorant and the weak" (20). This great 'self-

denial is not only prescribed in conduct books like this one; we find them in novels as 

well. Stowe's figurative mothers are responsible for the symbolic birth of the bourgeois 

subject, but their own figuration as subjects is wanting. Eliza's cultural responsibility as a 

narrative mother consists in an endless repetition of the symbolic work of providing an 

empty referent that allows subjectivity to be bom. 

Reproduction of the subject and the ̂ unborn' 

Reproduction of all kinds was important to Harriet Beecher Stowe, who had three 

babies within her first three years of marriage to theological scholar Calvin Stowe, and 

was able to limit the total number of children she bore to seven only by living apart fi'om 

her husband for almost half of their long marriage.'" Housekeeping and child-rearing were 
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constant problems in Stowe's life, yet Uncle Tom's Cabin careMy and consistently 

promotes the reproduction of a nineteenth-century ideology that maintained female 

allegiance to an exclusively domestic role for women and female subordination to 

husbands, fathers, and brothers who worked outside the household. At the same time, 

Stowe's reproduction of domestic values argues that a nation that thinks like a mother will 

find slavery intolerable, because its citizens will understand how slavery destroys the 

family system for slaveholders and slaves alike. These broad concerns are manifest in 

Stowe's careful accounting of the family histories of her characters, where attitudes like 

Simon Legree's brutality and George Shelby's humanitarianism are reproduced through 

parental instruction and interaction with their family members. Patterns of parental and 

sibling influence define the positive and negative poles of Stowe's narrative world, with 

slave families, anti-slavery mothers, good fathers, and abolitionists on one side; and profit-

driven plantation owners, slave traders, overseers, and the clergy who defended chattel 

slavery with biblical readings on the other. Family relationships often indicate the 

difference between good mothers who generate unconditional love for family in selfless 

devotion to the household, and what Stowe represents as lesser women. The most harshly 

criticized mother of the novel, Marie Benoir St. Clare, is described by the narrator as 

"indolent and childish, undersystematic and improvident" (309). She cares little for her 

dying child or her apathetic husband, except as they reflect and respond to her own desires 

and views of herself. Marie is not a good housekeeper, "nor was her mother before her" 

(309), as Stowe's narrator carefully points out, and Mr. Benoir spoiled both wife and 
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elevation and purity of character, and he gave to his child his mother's name, fondly 

fancying that she would prove a reproduction of her image" (243). The influence of this 

mother, as well as that of Augustine St. Clare's saintly daughter Little Eva, accounts for 

St. Clare's humanitarian attitudes and the indulgence of the slaves he owns. But his father 

was "an inflexible, driving, punctilious business man" (334), and the contradictory 

elements in his parents' partnership, Stowe implies, results in St. Clare's inability to act on 

behalf of his slaves. He never finds time to free the slaves, even though he reviles the 

system that allows him to possess human beings as property. A worse father than St. 

Clare, Sr. accounts for the evil nature of Simon Legree, whose soul is so riddled with 

depravity that even his devoted mother cannot save him. In a flashback at Red River, 

readers learn how Simon Legree's mother tried to redeem him from profligate ways; "one 

night, when his mother, in the last agony of her despair, knelt at his feet, he spumed her 

from him,—threw her senseless on the floor, and, with brutal curses, fled to his ship" 

(529). The mother fails, and the reader rejects Legree and identifies with her. Emmeline 

has been raised by her mother not to capitulate to Legree's sexual urges if she can help it. 

But the jaded Cassy asks scornfully "What use is it for mother to say anything? You are all 

to be bought and paid for, and your souls belong to whoever gets you. That's the way it 

goes" (534). Cassy becomes an inter-textual representative of the process Stowe is trying 

to instill in the reader; Cassy gets sutured in as Emmeline's mother by witnessing the 

younger slave's sentimental stirrings and suffering. In another example, readers are 
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encouraged to reject slave trader Dan Haley, who "would sell his own mother for a good 

per centre" (86). And although good mother Mrs. Shelby succeeds in raising a son who 

swears after his father's death to "do what one man can to drive out this curse of slavery 

from my land!" (593), leaving Mrs. Shelby to be evacuated from the narrative and 

replaced by the emergent subjectivity of her abolitionist son. 

We get some details of the parentage of Stowe's slave characters, but the narrative 

makes clear that we can have only partial slave genealogies, because the stories of slaves' 

physical birth and heritage have little meaning to the slave's white owners: black bodies 

figure only in the physical, quotidian world that Stowe calls "the tide-mud of the real." 

Until the group of slave mothers are reunited with their grown children at the novel's 

Canadian denouement, adult slaves simply have no parents that they can recall clearly or 

acknowledge, as their fathers were often their white masters who will claim them as 

property, but not as kin. The forlorn slaves bereft of family ties or any connection to a 

human conununity where they can find love and acceptance often experience the same 

agony of despair expressed in George Harris' desire to opt out of his misery by wishing he 

had "never been bom." The phrase is uttered most memorably by the comic, impish 

Topsy, the orphaned slave who teaches Ophelia St. Clare how to feel maternal love, and is 

repeated throughout the novel by characters who share a need for material and spiritual 

rejuvenation. To wish that one had "never been bom" is to wish for a spiritual and physical 

annihilation more obliterating than death. It is an apt response, perhaps, for victims of the 

slave system; a wish to escape life by total efFacement, not just from the present, but from 
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history, makes sense for the slave who has no father, no mother, and no ties that can be 

considered permanent or dependable. The desire to be unborn constitutes a longing for 

non-identity, formlessness, lack of connection or coherence, perhaps a return to the 

symbiotic relationship with the mother's body, though that desire also indicates a terror of 

incorporation by the mother that such a return would imply. 

The statement "I wish I'd never been bom" and its analogues generally are spoken 

by a female slave who has arrived at a desperation beyond hope, and who desires only to 

obliterate all feeling. There are two exceptions; the dramatic pronouncement of George 

Harris already noted, and the threat of slave trader Tom Loker on the banks of the frozen 

Ohio River, where he is planning Eliza's capture with colleagues Dan Haley and Mr. 

Marks. Tom Loker boasts to his colleagues that he holds his fist to the face of any slave 

mother who laments the impending sale of her children at auction and commands her to 

keep quiet or "I'll make you wish you'd never been bom'." (125). Other appearances of 

this phrase as an expression of sheer despair are spoken by women, and it is important for 

Stowe's thematics of identification through matemal figures that there is always a female 

audience when the man utters the phrase, and that there is always a child involved in the 

sorrow that leads to the announcement. 

Religion and Rebirth 

The distinction between a longing for death and the desire to have avoided life 

altogether—to have "never been bom"~marks the limit of what Stowe envisions as 

redeemable. Characters who are hopeless in their despair and wish for death without 
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"only remaining son... the only survivor of a large family, who had been successively 

sold away from her to a southern market" cries "Buy me too, Mas'r, for de dear Lord's 

sake!—buy me.—I shall die if you don't!" (197), but Haley, whom, we remember, "would 

se l l  h i s  own mother"  pays  no  heed .  Prue  cr ies  "O Lord!  I  wish  I ' s  dead ,  I  do ,  I  wish  I ' s  

dead, and out of my misery!" after the death of her last baby (320), and Topsy, who could 

be one of the children Prue bore in the ownership of "a man [who] kept me to breed 

chil'en for market, and sold 'em as fast as they got big enough" (323), claims first that she 

"never was bom" and after having learned to love Little Eva, mourns at her friend's death 

"I wish I's dead too,~I do!... I jist wish I hadn't never been bom ... I didn't want to be 

bom, no ways; and I don't see no use on't" (431). The slave woman Lucy, purchased by 

Simon Legree to be a mate for one of his men, refuses to be subordinated. "'I an't your 

woman, and I won't be"! said the woman, with the sharp, sudden courage of despair, "you 

go long!"" With a show of spirit that recalls Eliza's determined escape from the Shelby 

estate, Lucy declares she won't cook for Sambo, adding, "Ye may kill me, if ye choose,— 

the sooner the better! Wish't I was dead" (496). The Red River Plantation slave called 

Lucy seems a reincarnation of another enslaved Lucy depicted earlier in the novel. The 

first Lucy's suicide by jumping off a boat on which she has been sold down the river 

serves as prolepsis for the second Lucy's anger and resolution on Simon Legree's 

plantation. The first Lucy is a young slave mother who has been coaxed onto a boat by her 

master in the belief she has been hired as a cook in the same town as her husband. While 
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When the boat stops near the town where her husband works, she stands at the side of the 

boat to watch for him. Hal^ then delivers the infant to a man who has bargained for it 

during the river joum^, and the baby is whisked off the boat. Lucy takes the news quietly 

when she returns, for "the shot had passed too straight and direct through the heart, for 

cry or tear" (208). The slave woman's desperate calm at the loss of her child serves to 

encourage the reader's identificatory movement toward her initially. That movement is 

soon transferred to Uncle Tom, who hears the splash when she follows her child over the 

side of the boat to drown herself in the river. While Lucy does not verbally wish herself 

unborn or dead, her active self-destruction indicates the same desire in action; clearly, 

Lucy has no religion to sustain her when separated from the people she loves. 

Tom observes the sale of Lucy's baby, and the reader can share his indignation 

without feeling the despair that propels Lucy into the river. The reader learns that "Tom 

had watched the whole transaction from first to last, and had a perfect understanding of its 

results. To him, it looked like something unutterably horrible and cruel, because, poor 

ignorant black soul! he had not learned to generalize, and to take enlarged views" (209). 

That night, Tom hears the young mother moaning. Around midnight, he wakes when 

"something black passed quickly by him to the side of the boat, and he heard a splash in 

the water... The poor bleeding heart was still, at last, and the river rippled and dimpled 

just as brightly as if it had not closed above it."(2l0-2l I). Readers experience the young 

mother's sorrow through her own response first to the news that she has been sold, and 
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then to the sale of her baby. But they experience her suicide from the perspective of the 

matemalized, loving Uncle Tom, whose willingness to sacrifice his needs and his life to 

preserve his beliefs create the absent narrative space in which the reader can be 

reconstituted as the abolitionist subject Stowe's novel projects as an ideal audience. In 

other examples, beautifiil young Emmeline cries in her room at the Red River Plantation, 

where Legree has brought her to be a concubine, that she "wish[es she] had never been 

bom!" And the abused Cassy, who has grown as cynical as George Harris after years of 

mistreatment and the loss of three children—two to the slave trade, and one to death by her 

own hand to prevent its sale into slavery—replies to Emmeline "I wish Fd never been bom! 

.. . That's an old wish with me .... I've got used to wishing that. I'd die if I dared to" 

(535). 

The characters who despair without hope and lack the intervention of a spiritual 

model do not survive the tale, and they do not become martyrs, either. Prue dies shortly 

after we meet her. The despairing mother whose son is sold while she pleads with the 

slave trader is advised to "Trust in the Lord, Aunt Hagar" when her son is marched off in 

Haley's coflQe. "What good will it do?" Hagar asks. "Lord, how ken I?" (197). The second 

Lucy is left to her fate on the Red River plantation, where Uncle Tom's death at the hands 

of Legree provides a Christian martyr for the tale, but leaves Legree's slaves without a 

spiritual leader. Lucy is part of a plot line that remains unresolved, although the Red 

River Plantation seems headed for dissolution after George Shelby's visit to say good-bye 

to the dying Uncle Tom. But those slaves who actively overcome the death wish through 
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identification with a Christian mother who clings to her belief and urges them to join her, 

are able to find or regain a belief in God's salvation, and they survive to be reunited with 

families they sometimes didn't even know existed. These figures include George Harris, 

Emmeline, Cassy, and Topsy, all of whom are recuperated after asking not for death, but 

for the circumvention of all existence. They don't ask merely to be "out of their mis'ry," 

as Prue puts it, but to go back to a time before birth to a nothingness beyond the invention 

of slavery, physical suffering, and sin, a place that precludes even the blissful serenity of 

the Quaker Settlement where George Harris finds salvation. 

The psychic space experienced by the dejected, hopeless slaves is analogous to 

Kristeva's theory of the abject as oppositional to the "F' (Powers of Horror I). The abject 

is "something rejected from which one does not part, from which one does not protect 

oneself as from an object," Kristeva writes (4). Abjection marks "a frontier, a repulsive 

gift that the Other, having become alter ego, so that "I" does not disappear in it but finds, 

in that sublime alienation, a forfeited existence.... We may call it a border; abjection is 

above all ambiguity" (9). The state described by a character who claims or wishes to have 

"never been bom" might also be described as ''above all ambiguous," as well. Kristeva 

writes. 

It is not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what disturbs 

identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, 

rules .... If it be true that the abject simultaneously beseeches and 

pulverizes the subject, one can understand that it is experienced at the peak 
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of its strength when that subject weary of fhxitless attempts to identify with 

something on the outside, finds the impossible within; when it finds that the 

impossible constitutes its very being, that it is none other than abject. The 

abjection of self would be the culminating form of that experience of the 

subject to which it is revealed that all its objects are based merely on the 

inaugural loss that laid the foundations of its own being. There is nothing 

like abjection of self to show that all abjection is in fact recognition of the 

want on which any being, meaning, language, or desire is founded (4-5, her 

italics). 

The "want" of Kristeva's formulation is the desire for the mother who is always already 

absent in our narrative systems, as Stowe's novel demonstrates in both its narrative 

patterning and its representational troping of the maternal. Characters who wish for the 

ambiguity of pre-birth, or who claim it as Topsy does, can be said to occupy the realm of 

the abject. The Quaker settlement represents the apex of earthly paradise, and it is here 

that the previously abject George Harris overcomes completely the wish that he had 

"never been bom," in order to gain spiritual hope and salvation. George overcomes his 

nihilistic prebirth wish when he experiences for the first time an approximation of the 

smooth-running domestic economy advocated in A Treatise on Domestic Economy and 

ihs American Woman's Home. The Quaker settlement provides the novel's model 

definition of "home," echoing and improving on the description of home life run by Aunt 

Chloe in the eponymous cabin on the Shelby plantation. George's newfound selfhood as a 
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Christian grows directly out of a mother abnegating her own significatory position to 

create a space where he can become a signifying subject. 

George Harris's gratitude for the Quaker's beneficence to his family leads him 

toward Christian salvation and a new identity as a believer through his identification with 

Rachel Halliday's matriarchy. On the morning after the Harris family's reunion, "when 

George and Eliza and little Harry came out, they met such a hearty, rejoicing welcome... 

it seemed to them like a dream" (223). Rachel reigns supreme in the dreamy, nurturing, 

womblike domesticity of the homestead. 

Rachel never looked so truly and benignly happy as at the head of her table. 

There was so much motherliness and fiillheartedness even in the way she 

passed a plate of cakes or poured a cup of coffee, that it seemed to put a 

spirit into the food and drink she offered," Stowe enthuses (223). . "This, 

indeed, was a home,~Aome,—a word George had never yet known a 

meaning for, and a belief in God, and trust in his providence, began to 

encircle his heart, as, with a golden cloud of protection and confidence, 

dark, misanthropic, pining atheistic doubts, and fierce despair, melted away 

before the light of the living Gospel, breathed in living faces, preached by a 

thousand unconscious acts of love and good will. (224) 

In and through the figure of Rachel, a maternal paragon, George is able to find a spiritual 

vision that strengthens his will and resolve, and he stands up to the slave traders in the 

ensuing escape, wounding one and defying them all loudly. He attains selfhood as the 
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patriarchal subject and as protector of his family by way of this motherly woman, whose 

narrative function supports production of subjectivities like George's. Rachel is both an 

efficient and comfortable homemaker, and a proficient farm manager according to her 

husband, who replies to his son's concerns for his safety, "Couldn't thee and mother 

manage the farm? .."Mother can do almost everything," said the boy. "But isn't it a 

shame to make such laws?' (224). The juxtaposition of "mother" and "laws" in this 

passage is important. Rachel exists before and beyond the law, but not in direct 

conjunction to it. She is not in danger of going to prison, nor can she be expected to 

"make such laws" or the legislation that would counteract them. And in fact, Rachel's 

example is a model her (male) children will live to outgrow, as she herself suggests when 

Simeon Second speaks uncharitably of Southern slaveholders. 

"Well, I hate those old slaveholders!" said the boy, who felt as 

unchristian as became any modem reformer. 

"I am surprised at thee son," said Simeon; "thy mother never taught 

thee so. I would do even the same for the slaveholder as for the slave, if the 

Lord brought him to my door in affliction." 

Simeon second blushed scarlet; but his mother only smiled, and 

said, "Simeon is my good boy; he will grow older, by and by, and then he 

will be like his father." (224). 

In being like his father, of course, Simeon will actually be more like his mother than the 

male models Stowe holds up for criticism, but it is significant that the mother must be 
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removed from her son's story in order for him to achieve this status as motherly patriarch. 

George Shelby also grows up to be more like mother than father, having followed Uncle 

Tom's advice from his boyhood: 

Al'ays keep close to yer mother. Don't be gettin' into any of them 

foolish ways boys has of gettin' too big to mind their mothers. Tell ye 

what. Master George, the Lord gives good many things twice over; but 

he don't give ye a mother but once. Ye'Il never see sich another 

woman, Mas'r George, if ye live to be a hundred years old. So, now, 

you hold on to her, and grow up, and be a comfort to her, that's my 

own good boy, —you will now, won't ye? (172) 

The phrasing used by Tom to guide George Shelby is almost identical to that used by 

Rachel Halliday to guide Simeon the younger. Despite their influence, these sentimental 

mothers remain in the service of their son's emergent subjectivity as Just and humane 

citizens. This development is especially true for Emily Shelby, whose work in the narrative 

has ended by the time George takes the fore as liberator of his family's slaves. The mother 

is kept out of any political and social role other than that of family monitor and 

housekeeper so that the son can evolve. Both George Shelby and George Harris become 

moral subjects by incorporating their own mothers: George Shelby through the 

incorporation of Emily Shelby, and George Harris through the incorporation of Rachel 

Halliday. In both cases, the young men's construction as citizens effaces the mother's 

position from the text. The only words Rachel utters after George Harris' conversion 
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scene follow Simeon's exchange with his father, when Rachel remarks, '^He will grow 

older by and by, and then he will be like his father" (224). Likewise, Mrs. Shelby never 

reappears in the narrative once her husband is dead and George assumes charge of family 

business. 

Besides George Harris, the only male character who uses the phrase ''never been 

bom" is Tom Loker, who employs it as a threat. The sole white character to utter these 

words, Loker resembles an animal with his "coat of buffalo-skia, made with the hair 

outward, which gave him gave him a shaggy and fierce appearance, perfectly in keeping 

with the whole air of his physiognomy" (122). Stowe describes him ruminating on a 

potential partnership with Hal^ "as a big dog closes on a piece of meat, and [he] seemed 

to be digesting the idea at his leisure" (128). But Loker has a good mother, and he 

remembers her in his life's crisis, when he's been shot by George Harris and abandoned by 

his fellow traders. Like George Harris, Augustine St. Clare, Sambo and Quimbo, 

Emmeline and Cassy, Loker is recuperated through his association with a mother. As he 

lies bleeding in the dirt after a failed attempt to capture the Harris family and two other 

fugitive slaves, Loker calls moumfiilly on the memory of his own mother, while cursing 

the partner who left him for dead. '"I believe I'm done for,' said Tom. 'The cussed 

sneaking dog, to leave me to die alone! My poor old mother always told me't would be 

so'" (303). Significantly, the slave mothers Loker was endeavoring to capture—Eliza 

Harris and the elderly mother of fiigitive slave Jim—extend the first hand towards his 

salvation, in complete disregard of the danger with which he has threatened them, and 
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which they still face at the hands of his cohorts. Overlooking Loker's intent to separate 

them from their families, sell the Harris' child, and return them immediately to slavery for 

the cash reward, the women respond to Loker's suffering with sympathetic kindness. '"La 

sakes! jist hear the poor crittur. He's got a mammy, now' said the old negress. can't help 

kinder pityin' on him'" (302). And when Eliza Harris cries, "O, I hope he isn't killed!," her 

Quaker guide and protector disagrees. "'Why not?' said Phineas; 'serves him right."' 

(301). Eliza's reply is consistent with the characteristic Christ-like heroism characteristic 

of a Stowe's redemptive mothers. "Because after death comes the judgment," she says. 

Her sentiment is reinforced by the older mother. "'Yes,' said the old woman, who had 

been groaning and praying, in her Methodist fashion, during all the encounter, 'it's an 

awfiil case for the poor crittur's soul' (302). 

Loker is the single dealer in "living property" and the "great market for bodies and 

souls" that Stowe chooses to redeem in Uncle Tom's Cabin. His redemption is effected 

through maternal sympathy. Introduced to readers as a "bull dog," who boasts of cowing 

slave mothers with violence as he sells their children, Loker is a tough prospect for 

Stowe's narrative pattern of salvation through maternal sympathy. "I buys a gal, and if 

she's got a young un to be sold, I jest walks up and puts my fist to her face, and says "Look 

here, now, if you give me one word out of your head, I'll smash yer face in,"' Loker boasts 

to his friends earlier in the story. 

"I won't hear one word—not the beginning of a word." I says to 'em, "This 

yer young un's mine, and not youm, and you've no kind o' business with it. 
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Fm going to sell it, first change; mind, you don't cut up none o' yer shines 

about it, or IH make you wish ye'd never been bom." (125) 

Despite his harsh words, Loker has benefited in his youth from the care and teaching of a 

loving mother. Unlike Simon Legree, who cruelly rejects his mother's attempts "with 

passionate prayers and entreaties, to win him from a life of sin, to his soul's eternal good" 

(528), Loker remembers his mother's lessons and yearns after her wisdom in his hour of 

need. Loker's redemption is effected through his willingness to be swayed by maternal 

nurturing and empathy "under the motherly supervision of Aunt Dorcas," a stalwart 

Quaker healer who calls Loker "Thomas" and instructs him in proper language "as she 

quietly rearrange[sl the bed" where he recuperates from his bullet wound and an attendant 

rheumatic fever. Readers are invited to join Loker in identifying with the heroic, 

sympathetic Quakeress, "a tall, dignified, spiritual woman, whose clear muslin cap shades 

waves of silvery hair, parted on a broad, clear forehead, which overarches thoughtful gray 

eyes. A snowy handkerchief of lisse crape is folded neatly across her bosom; her glossy 

brown silk dress rustles peacefully, as she glides up and down the chamber" (542). The 

processes of narrative identification allow Loker to see himself reflected in the eyes of this 

quiet mother figure as the childlike, redeemable "Thomas," and the image is so comforting 

that the brutal exterior of the slave trader falls away. Slave traders Dan Haley, Marks, and 

Simon Legree resist the 'sentimental power* represented by Stowe's maternal characters. 

But in the face of the Quakers' forgiving, maternal love, Tom Loker offers information 

that helps the fugitives to escape. He "arose from his bed a somewhat sadder and wiser 
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man; and, in place of slave-catching, betook himself to life in one of the new settlements." 

And instead of damning his proffered salvation as Legree does, Loker "^always spoke 

reverently of the Quakers. "Nice people,' he would say. "Wanted to convert me, but 

couldn't come it, exactly. But tell ye what, stranger, they do fix up a sick fellow first rate,-

-no mistake. Make jist the tallest kind o' broth and knickknacks'" (544). 

The images of valiant motherhood that redeem Loker to honest living, if not 

Christian salvation, maintain the pattern of evacuating mother from narrative and keeping 

her distinct from subjectivity, reinforcing cultural ideals of maternal power as an always 

absent power that can only influence from afar and perhaps more importantly, can only act 

through others' self-incorporation over that space. The process becomes a kind of 

narrative ventriloquism in which the newly-constructed identity assumes a moral position 

that the mother has modeled but is not allowed to maintain or actively deviate from, while 

the new-bom subject takes up a positionality within the space where mother once stood 

and spoke. The heroism of Stowe's mothers inheres not in heroic acts and deeds, but in 

their Christ-like willingness to be effaced and subordinated in the service of another 

character's rebirth as a repentant or righteous subject. Stowe's heroic mothers embody a 

bravery that is always sacrificial and apart, exerting a strong moral influence, but 

maintaining motherhood as distinct from the world of men, politics, and events, unable to 

signify in this patriarchal space as actor, while highly significant as influence and moral 

symbol. These uses of mother as the representation that provides the join between the 

reading subject and the constitutive subject of narrative reinforce the patterns of language 
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that keep mother figures from assuming linguistic or political significance, while 

strengthening a cultural symbolics that maintains the maternal category as a repository of 

morality that can recuperate both individuals and nations. The suturing mothers are always 

absent figures at the novel's end. 

Topsy and the ^natural* 

Like Tom Loker in the tavern, the vagabond slave girl Topsy seems an unlikely 

prospect for Christian conversion when we meet her in Augustine St. Clare's New Orleans 

mansion. Introduced as an incorrigible child who believes in nothing but her own survival, 

Topsy at first claims she never was bom, and later wishes she had never been bom. The 

distinction is important, because Topsy's attitude towards her ontological status begins to 

change when she experiences the motherly influence of angelic little Eva, who is wise and 

nurturing beyond her years. Eva's love and concem converts the impish Topsy fi-om bad 

child into future missionary, and makes possible Topsy's constmction in the narrative as a 

repentant, moral subject. At first, Topsy provides a source of humor and mischief that 

relieves the austerity of Miss Ophelia's domestic mle in the St. Clare home, but her style 

changes under Eva's gentle mle. As an example of transgressive female transformed, 

Topsy becomes a powerful figure for Stowe's reigning pattern of domestic, maternal love. 

Miss Ophelia sets about transforming the "goblin-like" Topsy into a domesticated version 

of ideal Victorian femininity, but the uncivilized slave girl's moral and behavioral 

reconstmction poses more problems than the business-like housekeeper has anticipated; 

the slave girl vacillates between compliant, if somewhat mocking, obedience and 
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nonchalant dismissal of her new mistress' rules, shrugging ofiTNfiss Ophelia's lackluster 

whippings and refusing to be easily molded. Topsy presents a singular problematic in this 

narrative that venerates motherhood as a panacea for the social ills of an entire nation. 

Bred and raised specifically for the slave market, Topsy claims literally to have no mother. 

Like George Harris, Tom Loker, and the other "never been bom" characters, Topsy 

challenges the maternal nurturance that Stowe posits as a corrective to slave ownership 

and trade. She thus becomes a paradox in the narrative pattern that Stowe creates by way 

of motherhood. As I have been arguing, however, the paradox itself serves to support the 

evacuation of maternal models as the space where subjectivity can be constructed. Tops^s 

irregular parentage, described in my third epigraph, leads to the girl's conclusion that she 

"spect[s] she grow'd," and although Ophelia is scandalized by this pronouncement, 

Topsy's example strengthens the maternal troping pattern when she realizes that she is a 

child that motherly Eva can love, a recognition that propels her toward Christianity (356). 

Defiantly claiming an existentialist view of her own ontological status, Topsy at 

first presents a dangerous threat to the vision of domestic Utopia Stowe seems to posit as 

antidote to a social system that views black slaves not as people, but as commodities for 

market transfer, and to which Ophelia tenaciously adheres. Clever and entertaining, Topsy 

is by no means unappreciated in the St. Clare household, yet there is no place in Miss 

Ophelia's domestic empire for a child who has no mother and no family, and therefore 

possesses no proper sense of lineage, hierarchy, or order generally; all qualities which 

appear to be indispensable in the house-keeping systems of Miss Ophelia and which 
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accompany the gentle authority of idealized and domesticated motherhood in Stowe's 

narrative. By the end of the narrative, however, Topsy has been transformed through 

Eva's intervention. Both she and Ophelia learns the lesson of motherly love by way of 

Eva's maternal suture. Topsy's utter disbelief in any kind of authority—spiritual, parental, 

proprietary—belies the existence of motherhood altogether, and echoes the statements of 

other non-believers noted above. George, Topsy, Prue, and Cassy reject the Christian 

belief system that Stowe wants readers to hold dear, and on which she bases the scenes of 

exemplary motherhood and Christian domestic bliss that invite the reader to identify with a 

sympathetic sentimental mother. But each of these characters comes to identify with such 

a mother eventually, carving from her position of pure representation in narrative a space 

where subject construction can occur. 

Topsy is no exception, although she may at first seem like one. With a name taken 

from the sixteenth-century term "topsy-turvy," which means to throw into chaos or turn 

upside-down, Stowe's character has come to be a moniker for anything bom of 

spontaneous generation, or developed without order, strategy, and planning. When on the 

eve of her death Little Eva tells the previously recalcitrant Topsy "O Topsy, poor child, / 

love youl" the angelic child allows the enslaved Topsy to envision herself as a "bright 

angel," instead of as the negative entity represented in the parentless slave girl's earlier 

self-assessment: 

"Couldn't never be nothing' but a nigger, if I was ever so good," 

said Topsy. If I could be skinned, and come white, I'd try then. 
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But people can love you, if you are black, Topsy. Miss Ophelia 

would love you, if you were good." 

Topsy gave the short, blunt laugh that was her common mode of 

expressing incredulity. 

"Don't you think so?" said Eva. 

"No, she can't bar me, 'cause I'm a nigger!... There can't nobody 

love niggers, and niggers can't do nothin'l I don't care," said Topsy, 

beginning to whistle. (409) 

Eva's reply offers an example of the mother's function in producing narrative subjectivities 

such as the fleeting, illusory, and compelling figure of Topsy, who is one of the most 

memorable figures of the novel, engendering her own definition in the OED and starring 

roles in the many "Tom" plays that drculated the US through the last half of the 

nineteenth century. The plays sometimes offered twin Topsys to double her humorous 

effect. This moment in the novel, however, is serious. Eva supplicates the orphan child: 

"O Topsy, poor child, I love you!" said Eva, with a sudden burst of feeling, 

and laying her little thin, white, hand on Topsy's shoulder. "I love you, 

because you haven't had any father, or mother, or fiiends;~because you've 

been a poor, abused child! I love you, and I want you to be good. I am 

very unwell, Topsy, and I think I shan't live a great while; and it really 

grieves me, to have you be so naughty. I wish you would try to be good, 

for my sake;~it's only a little while I shall be with you." (ibid.) 
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At this point, Topsy experiences a conversion similar to George Harris' renewed vision of 

his life at the Quaker settlement. George's rebirth as a Christian is sutured thorough 

Rachel Halliday, Topsy's rebirth as a Christian is sutured through Eva. Their earlier 

desires to circumvent birth altogether indicate more than a simple longing for the end of 

life's misery, because in Stowe's Christian ideology, the end of physical life meant a new 

beginning—an eteinal life with a maternal God. Eva St. Clare, her father Augustine, and 

Uncle Tom all reach this new life in their beatific death scenes. The author herself longed 

for such transfiguration in her later years: she wrote to a fiiend in 1881, "I am come to 

those years where I may hope before long to join that circle of fiiends beyond the river 

that is every year growing larger and more inviting—All the companions of my early youth 

with but here and there an exception are there—and some of my children—Of four sons but 

one is now living—living here, I mean. I wish to find them all again—" (Letter to Annie 

Fields, Nov. 30, 1881, Huntington Library). But George, Topsy and the other characters 

here noted can wish for absolute aimihilation—not an existence that ends, but a life that 

never was—because they do not share Stowe's belief in the salvation of a living God, and 

have no desire to continue living in a world with no promise of better days to come. The 

notion of cancelling or avoiding birth altogether indicates a movement antithetical to the 

matriarchy that drives the novel; the idealized status of sentimental motherhood that 

Stowe privileges on the surface of the text is challenged and threatened by these 

fascinating characters who talk themselves out of the birth and life cycle altogether. The 

phrase "never was bom" efifectively eliminates motherhood as a meaningful category and 
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relation. To have come into existence without conception, growth within the maternal 

womb, and the passage from physical symbiosis with an adult body to the status of 

independent personhood means to exclude motherhood from comprehension. The comic 

introduction of Topsy under Ophelia St. Clare's flununoxed questioning demonstrates 

Mary Ann Doane's observation that "in Western culture, there is something obvious about 

the maternal" (70). Doane explains. 

Knowledge of maternity is constituted in terms of immediacy (one only has 

to look and see). Knowledge of paternity, on the other hand, is mediated— 

it allows of gaps and invisibilities, of doubts in short. It therefore demands 

external regulation in the form of laws governing social relations and the 

terms of inheritance. Maternity is self-regulating, it has its own internal 

guarantees. The logic of the sexual division of labor in relation to the 

upbringing of children derives its force, more than any other aspect of 

sexual difference, from a purported fidelity to the dictates of the biological. 

Although the connotations of the maternal as social position far surpass its 

biological aspects, the biological nevertheless infuses it with meaning and is 

activated as an anchor to prevent any slippage of the concept. The 

biological fact of motherhood is utilized to reduce all argumentation to the 

level of the "obvious," to statements (e.g., "Men cannot have babies") 

which, in their sheer irrefutability, block or preclude all analysis. These 

"obviousnesses" then lend credibility to another level, a different order of 
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interpretation of sexual difference which assigns fixed positions to mother, 

father, and child—positions authorized by the weight of a primal 

configuration." (70-71) 

Topsy introduces a crack in the smooth sur&ce of maternal ideology that Stowe employs. 

Her suggestion that she never was bom questions her upbringing by a speculator and 

demands an accounting for this inhuman treatment of a potential Christian soul. The 

questioning of maternal parentage by Topsy and other characters delineates a position of 

complete despair which Doane calls "a complete loss of identity, homelessness" (ibid. 190, 

n. 1). Stowe works against this positionality by aligning mothers and the familiar domestic 

comforts they are supposed to provide with the realm of the 'natural.' Stowe's alliance of 

maternal nature with lives lived 'naturally' (by which Stowe means 'properly') exemplifies 

Christine van Boheemen's argument that "The novel, more than other forms of narrative. 

.. fimctions psychologically to cover up the scars left by separation from nature" (17). 

Topsy's parentage, with its lack of family ties and home pleasures, is depiaed as an 

'unnatural' thing, straight "from the land of Diablerie" (356), while Uncle Tom condones 

Eliza's escape from the Shelby plantation as a mother's "natural," inalienable "right," 

although he will not go himself He says, 

"No, no—I an't going. Let Eliza go—it's her right! I wouldn't be the one to 

say no—'tan't in natur for her to stay; but you heard what she said! If I 

must be sold, or all the people on the place, and everything go to rack, why 

let me be sold. I s'pose I can b'ar it as well as any on 'em." (90) 
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Other passages that directly align mother and nature include the narrator's description of 

Rachel Halliday as "just the face and form that made ^mother' seem the most natural word 

in the world" (216) and John Van Trompe declares that Eliza's escape is "natur now, poor 

crittur! hunted down now like a deer,—hunted down, jest for having' natural feeling's, and 

doin' what no kind o' mother could help a doin'!" (160). Maternal nature thus serves as 

the grounding point for the structuration of individual identities. 

Eliza's flight scene demonstrates particularly well how this "natural" behavior by 

mothers functions to foster the processes of identification that formulates narrative 

identity. Specific features of the description of her escape from the Shelby plantation—the 

intimate physical details, the direct address of the reader as "mother," and the questions 

that can only be answered from Eliza's point of view—construct a subject position for 

readers who must displace Eliza's character in order to recognize, and accept as their 

own, the sentiments of a sorrowful, indignant, and courageous mother who risks 

everything for her child. Stowe's use of the culturally loaded figure of motherhood to 

construct subjectivity for an empathetic reader deflects attention from the linguistic 

structure of the narrative, masking the fabrication and arrangement of the fiction with the 

nurturing maternal icon that seems natural and obviously true. When Stowe's narrator 

asks, "if it -wextyour Harry, mother,... how fast could >'cm/ walk?," she invites readers to 

experience the scene from the point of view of a badly fnghtened but determined parent, 

hurrying away to prevent the impending sale of her son. What's not to like about this 

loving figure? The reader has already repudiated slave trader Haley, who "would sell his 
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own mother at a good per centage" and who demonstrates no concern for the "feelings of 

living property," the title of an early chapter about the sale of Uncle Tom (86). By 

displacing Eliza in order occupy her space in the narrative, the reader learns to feel her 

determination and her fear, and thus to oppose slavery from a mother's purported world 

view. From the linguistic space that Eliza represents, readers experience the slave 

mother's personal tragedy and physical sensations through the figure of her senses and 

intellect, and recognize sentiments similar to those they have felt themselves. 

The descriptive phrases employed in this passage; "the darling at your bosom,—the 

little sleepy head on your shoulder,--the small, soft arms trustingly holding on to your neck" 

evoke an intimate, somatic encounter with what Stowe later calls "the magic of the real 

presence of distress" (156). In the face of Eliza's distress as a "real presence," the Christian 

terminolosr for the actual presence of Christ's body and blood in the sacrament of the 

Eucharist, Senator Bird alters his position fi-om that of a supporter of the Fugitive Slave 

Law, which he has defended in Congress, to the new subjectivity constructed in and 

through the novel; the sympathetic subject who feels with and for and through mothers. 

The Senator identifies with Eliza's desire not to lose her son, because he recognizes in her 

desperate flight the sorrow he feh when his own infant son died some months earlier. When 

Senator Bird haltingly suggests that Mrs. Bird might locate clothes for little escapee Harry 

Harris in "that drawer fiill of things —of—of—poor little Henry's," readers are invited to 

identify with the figure of a powerful white legislator, now made sympathetic through the 

sorrow of the grieving wife and mother. Mrs. Bird can think of no better use for her dead 
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son's clothing than to "give them to a mother more heart-broken and sorrowful than I am" 

(154). Stowe follows this scene with a direct entreaty to readers, whom she twice 

addresses as "mother^ in this brief aside; 

And oh! mother that reads this, has there never been in your house 

a drawer, or a closet, the opening of which has been to you like the 

opening again of a little grave? Ah! Happy mother that you are, if it has 

not been so. (ibid.) 

Stowe first presents Mrs. Bird's sympathetic, mother-to-mother emotional bond with 

Eliza, then introduces a chastened and helpful Senator Bird, a man made moral by his 

wife's good example, despite his own legislative position in defense of slavery. In fact, this 

"patriotic senator" "had been all the week before spurring up the legislature of his native 

state to pass more stringent resolutions against escaping fugitives, their harborers and 

abettors!" (155), Stowe writes. Confronted with Eliza's plight as modulated through Mrs. 

Bird's sympathy, however, the Senator experiences the fugitive slave as a human woman 

and mother via a process of identification, sympathy, and religious transformation similar 

to that Stowe urges upon the reader. For Senator Bird, Eliza's presence begins to work 

magic . 

The magic of the real presence of distress,—the imploring human eye, the frail, 

trembling human hand, the despairing appeal of helpless agony,—these he had 

never tried. He had never thought that a fugitive might be a hapless mother, a 
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defenceless child,—like the one which was now wearing his lost boy's little well-

worn cap.... (156) 

Senator Bird's consciousness is altered through the "real presence" of Eliza, as readers are 

altered by engagement with the 'presence' of Stowe's text. Encountering Eliza, the 

Senator can suddenly find the means to empathize with the "mother that reads this,'' as 

well as the fictional slave mother within the narrative. He leams to inhabit her subject 

position when he views the slave child dressed in the clothes of his own dead son, and 

"open[s] again [the] little grave" (154). 

Senator Bird's curious identification with Eliza heightens during the rocky carriage 

ride where it is difficult to determine the point at which Eliza stops and the Senator begins: 

"... senator, woman, and child, revers[e] their positions so suddenly as to come, without 

any very accurate adjustment, against the windows of the downhill side ..., senator, 

woman, and child all tumble promiscuously on to the fi-ont seat... [and then] ... over on 

to the back seat, his elbows encountering her bonnet, and both her feet being jammed into 

his hat, which flies off in the concussion" (157). The OED defines "promiscuous," fi-om 

the Latin promiscere ("to mix up"), as "consisting of members or elements of different 

kinds grouped or massed together without order; of mixed and disorderly composition or 

characters, of various kinds mixed together." If the successful white politician can so 

"promiscuously" "reverse his position" in a scene of bodies and articles of clothing that 

'fly* about the carriage in a description which calls to mind Henry James' description of the 

novel as "a wonderful "leaping" fish, [that] had simply flown through the air" (A Small 
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Boy and Others 160)," perhaps readers have little to lose in considering a reversal of their 

own, especially if they have not yet learned to abhor the system of slavery. The Book of 

Leviticus insists on not mixing elements or characters, but maintaining items such as 

foodstuffs in separate and distinct categories to prevent uncleanliness. The laws of 

Leviticus require food to be kept distinct and eaten only "according to its kind " What 

makes items such as shellfish 'Unclean," Mary Douglas has argued, is the mixing of 

qualities that prevent the "fish that crawls" fi'om fitting into easily-definable categories, or 

that places it into two categories at once/^ In Uncle Tom's Cabin, these categories of 

definition are quite deliberately transgressed. There is for slave mothers "no classified 

condition" except that imposed by the unjust slave masters who own them, and by the 

protectors of the "^peculiar institution' that permits such authority. The transformational 

mixing that occurs on the carriage ride, like that elsewhere in the text, encourages the 

reader to occupy the subjectivity of Stowe's characters, so that readers come like Senator 

Bird to empathize with the slave mother who, as the property of another human being, has 

not been treated "according to her kind," i.e., as a member of the human race. But in 

reversing positions, switching from the role of observer or legal guardian to that of fellow 

mourner and fellow conspirator. Bird remains an outsider to Eliza's distress no longer. 

Instead, he is the empathetic and even physically "promiscuous" partner of the runaway 

slave mother. The carriage ride becomes the sort of "possession" that recalls Henry 

James' notion, expressed in the preface to The American, that "complete possession of one 

being by another" is the highest aim of the novel as a form {Art of the Novel 21). The 
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reader, like Senator Bird, is asked to share Eliza's point of view completely, to "possess" 

her black skin: not in the sense of owning it, but of wearing it, sharing it, becoming "one"' 

with it; to see the world from the point of view as the woman who wears it. The mother's 

identity functions to possess and inhabit the reader in repeated scenes such as the carriage 

ride, and invites readers to view the situation through the eyes of the ideal abolitionist 

subject that Stowe's narrative works to create. 

We leam to identify anew with Eliza from the perspective of John Von Trompe. 

"Once quite a considerable land-holder and slave-owner in the State of Kentucky," Von 

Trompe has seen the error of his ways, moved across the river to Ohio, freed his slaves, 

"sent them oflF to settle down," and followed this bit of moral housekeeping by becoming 

a way station master on the underground railroad. Welcoming Eliza into his home. Von 

Trompe advises her to "go to sleep now, as quiet as if yer mother was a-rockin' ye" {UTC 

160). After hearing a brief version of her story from Senator Bird, Von Trompe remarks 

knowingly; "Handsome "uns has the greatest cause to run, sometimes, if they has any kind 

o' feelin', such as decent women should" (ibid.) The former slave master recognizes that 

this beautiful mulatto (the product of another promiscuous mingling) runs a serious risk of 

meeting the destiny obviously suffered by her own mother: rape by a white man who is 

what Von Trompe has been, a slave owner. In fact, readers have already been made 

aware of this possibility through the trader Haley, who discusses Eliza's potential value on 

the slave market in terms of her sexual appeal. Von Trompe's acknowledgment of Eliza's 

physical attractiveness bears this same imprint of desire, but Von Trompe modulates the 
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taint on his honest Christian character by foregrounding Eliza's motherhood. He finds 

refuge from his own conceivably lustful view of her, that is, in the "natur[al]" fact of her 

maternal position, adding a new element to the idea of maternal '^natur" examined above. 

We find an opposite example of mother "nature" in Marie Benoir St. Clare, whose 

character sutures through negative example and disavowal. Selfish Marie is dismissed by 

everyone but her daughter Eva as hopeless. She bears similarities to the slave mother 

Prue: both women are maternal figures fallen by the way. Marie declares "it's we 

mistresses that are the slaves, down here" (260) and appears constrained by her emotional 

life from playing the maternal part, just as Prue—perhaps a representative figure of Topsy's 

biological mother and her probable fate—is constrained by illness and cruelty from nursing 

her own child, who cries itself to death one night. In faa, Marie's maiden name is 

"Be«o/r" (black in French), and the descriptive language in which she is portrayed 

resembles that used to describe female slaves. Both the metonymy "a fine figure and a pair 

of dark eyes" and the words "tall, dark-eyed, and sallow" suggest Marie's aflRnity with 

other purchased females in the narrative; she appears to be as trapped by the society that 

has formed her as the slaves are trapped by the households which own them. Such details 

explain the failure of these women either to meet or to be transformed into Stowe's 

maternal ideal. But while readers may have felt sympathy for Prue, they are disgusted by 

Marie, who supports by negative example the paradigmatic figure of mother as a remedy 

for the problems of slavery. Marie exemplifies the opposition to the sympathetic mother 

that sutures the narrative subject in the novel: she complains to her husband "I wish you 
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would have some kind of sympathy for my trials; you never have any feeling for me" 

(272). Unlikely to foster the identification on which the narrative relies for the 

incorporation model of maternal suturing, Marie functions as a negative case. The reader 

is asked to reject her model completely. Like Jane Austen's vulgar Mrs. Bennet in Pride 

and Prejudice, Marie serves as a model so negative that she operates similarly to the 

sentimental mother. She is evacuated to provide absent space in the narrative where the 

ideal subject can be produced as a figure antithetical to her. 

Stowe's narrative depends for its effectiveness upon American ideals about 

motherhood as "natur,": a stable center around which the nuclear family coheres. Uncle 

Tom himself is both in and out of "nature" as an emblem of the living embodiment of 

Christ in Stowe's narrative, but as critics have amply demonstrated, Stowe meant Tom to 

signify a maternal Christian love. She wrote of Uncle Tom's Cabin: "This story is to show 

how Jesus Christ, who liveth and was dead, and now is alive and forever more, has still a 

mother's love for the poor and lowly, and that no man can sink so low but that Jesus 

Christ will stoop to take his hand" (qtd. in C. E. Stowe 154). Stowe relies upon this 

super-idealized figure of a maternal Christ, as well as upon the more quotidian expected 

functions of mother within the family circle, to redeem a nation straying from God and 

home towards selfish and materialistic aims. But what happens to Eliza, and to Stowe's 

other models of matemality, when the reader comes to inhabit the position in the narrative 

these mothers once occupied? Eliza, of course, takes her place at the center of the Harris' 

domestic circle and disappears fi'om significance, subsumed within her marriage to the 
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newly intellectual and revolutionary George. While recent critics have noted that Stowe's 

"idealized matriarchal domain ... has its boundaries drawn for it by the larger culture" 

(Askeland 789), none has yet delineated how Uncle Tom's Cabin relies at a basic 

structural level on a Western symbolics of self-fashioning that requires the mother's 

absence to construct subjectivity in narrative. The maternal paragon whom Stowe calls 

into service throughout the novel flmctions as midwife and progenitor of the moral, 

abolitionist individuality the novel endeavors to invent. That this subject must annihilate 

motherhood's representatives to assert its own presence does not concern Stowe, who 

like most of her predecessors in the novel form manipulates the maternal icon without 

cognizance of the repercussions of the use she makes of the maternal category. Operating 

at a primary level of the novel's discourse, as Arnold Weinstein has argued, is "the project 

of self-making, on the one hand, and reconceiving the environment, on the other, [that] is 

at the heart of our [American] literature" (Weinstein 49). Self-making in and of a 

domestic narrative environment requires three-elements: an "I," a "you," and a figure that 

creates a relation between the two, allowing the "r' to exist through its reflection in 

"your" response or solicitation. The figure creating this relation in Uncle Tom's Cabin and 

other novels is the mother. Maternal icons suture the abolitionist subject in Uncle Tom's 

Cabin by fostering identification with the sentiments of good mothers who believe with 

Stowe's narrator that 

over and above the scene [of slavery as a benign, patriarchal institution] 

there broods a portentous shadow—the shadow of law. So long as the law 
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considers all these human beings, with beating hearts and living aff^ions, 

only as so many things belonging to a master,—so long as the failure, or 

misfortune, or imprudence, or death of the kindest owner, may cause them 

any day to exchange a life of kind protection and indulgence for one of 

hopeless misery and toil,—so long it is impossible to make anything 

beautiful or desirable in the best regulated administration of slavery. (UTC 

51) 

Mothers operate as an antidote to this male-imposed "law," opposing to the profit motives 

of patriarchy a generous, charitable institution of motherhood, always ready to donate 

food, drink, and the clothing of dead children toward preserving the sanctity of family. 

The novel's formula for subject construction is also readily apparent in Stowe's 

final chapter of "Concluding Remarks." Here, her omniscient, prophetic narrator directly 

addresses the "men and women of America," naming a series of geographic, economic, 

and social categories, and asking the members of each in turn whether slavery is "a thing 

to be trifled with, apologized for, and passed over in silence?" (623). Stowe's narrative 

has already answered this question unequivocally in the negative, supporting her 

vituperation of slavery with example after example of inspired white mothers filled with 

righteous indignation over slavery's destruction of the American home, and forlorn black 

mothers bereft of home, family, and religion due to the vagaries of their white male 

masters. In these final passages, Stowe focuses on constructing the reader as a subject 

who will answer her query, "But, what can any individual do?," with the following 
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response; "There is one thing that every individual can do.—they can see to it that they 

feel right." (624) Stowe's narrator invites readers to become the implied "you" to whom 

this series of questions is addressed. She targets "men and women of the South," "farmers 

of Massachusetts, of New Hampshire, of Vermont, of Connecticut," "sailors and ship

owners of Maine," "men of New York, farmers of rich and joyous Ohio, and ye of the 

wide prairie states," until finally, having noted geographical areas from all over the 

country, Stowe directs her narrator's speech to "you, mothers of America," the catch-all, 

unifying category employed throughout the novel to foster readerly identification with the 

suflfering caused by slavery (622-632). This final address pulls the list of categories 

together in a symbolic, empathic symbiosis of identification with mothers; 

And you, mothers of America, you who have learned, by the 

cradles of your own children, to love and feel for all mankind,—by the 

sacred love you bear your child; by your joy in his beautiful, spotless 

infancy; by the motherly pity and tenderness with which you guide his 

growing years; by the anxieties of his education; by the prayers you breathe 

for his soul's eternal good;—I beseech you, pity the mother who has all 

your affections, and not one legal right to protect, guide, or educate the 

child of her bosom! By the sick hour of your child; by those dying eyes, 

which you can never forget; by those last cries, that wrung your heart when 

you could neither help nor save; by the desolation of that empty cradle, that 

silent nursery,— I beseech you, pity those mothers that are constantly made 
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childless by the American slave trade! And say, mothers of America, is this 

a thing to be defended, sympathized with, passed over in silence? (622-

624). 

Stowe's statement overlooks the feet that no "mother of America" enjoyed a legal identity 

in the courts, and that the white woman's "legal right to protect, guide, or educate" her 

children was hers only by the "sympathy" of her husband. The white mother's "right" is 

not legal; it is sentimentally endowed via the sacred feelings she is supposed to feel 

towards her children. This passage imbues motherhood with a symbolic power that Stowe 

herself longed for as a frustrated young mother of three. Writing to a friend shortly after 

the birth of her third child, Stowe complained, "I am a mere drudge with few ideas 

besides babies and housekeeping. As for thoughts, reflections, and sentiments, good lack! 

good lack! I suppose I am a dolefully uninteresting person at present, but I hope I shall 

grow young again one of these days, for it seems to me that matters catmot always stand 

exactly as they do now" (C.E. Stowe 92). 

Things did not always stand as they did at that writing for Harriet Beecher Stowe; 

ten years later, she was a lionized author who had traveled to Europe, collected thousands 

of donations from English citizens to benefit the antislavery cause, and published 

prolifically, bringing in most of her family's income and making most of its decisions. But 

her most famous and influential novel. Uncle Tom's Cabin, depends for its effectiveness 

on employing the maternal in the project of self-making that, as Weinstein argues, "with 

reconceiving the environment... is at the heart of our [American] literature" (49). The 
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narrative pattern Stowe employed to celebrate female influence helps to lock 

representations of mother out of meaning-making discourse and into the symbolic 

function upon which the novel has long relied as a means of creating its readers. 

' Many critics omit the phrase "who wrote the book." See note 2. 

^ The first Stowe biographer to mention the meeting between Lincoln and Stowe was 

Annie Fields, wife oiAtlantic Monthly editor James T. Fields and a close friend of 

Stowe's during her tenure as a writer for the Atlantic. "It was left for others to speak of 

Mrs. Stowe's interview with President Lincoln," Fields writes in Life and Letters of 

Harriet Beecher Stowe. "Her daughter was told that when the President heard her name 

he seized her hand, saying, 'Is this the little woman who made this great war?'" (New 

York: Houghton Mifflin, 1897, pp. 268-269). Forrest Wilson's 1941 biography transmutes 

Fields' anecdotal rendering of the incident into statement of fact; "Lincoln must have been 

surprised at the diminutive size of the Titaness who had influenced his nomination. 'So this 

is the little lady who made this big war?' he exclaimed, as the family story has it" 

{Crusader in Crinoline, New York, J. P. Lippincott, 1941, p. 484). Edmund Wilson's 

well-known rediscovery of Uncle Tom's Cabin in 1962 echoes Forrest Wilson's: "As for 

[the novel's] influence, it is enough to remember the greeting of Lincoln to Mrs. Stowe 

when she was taken to call on him at the White House: 'So this is the little lady who made 

this big war.'" (Patriotic Gore: Studies in the Literature of the American Civil War, New 

York, Oxford UP, 1962, p. 3). Eric Sundquist, while giving a later date of 1863 for the 

encounter, follows both Wilsons with the quotation: "so this is the little lady who made 
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this big war," and like Edmund Wilson omits the interrogative ('^Introduction," New 

Essays on Uncle Tom's Cabin, New York: Cambridge UP, 1986, p. 10). Arm Douglas' 

1981 introduction to the Penguin edition of the novel states "Lincoln was not being 

altogether facetious when he greeted Stowe in 1863 as 'the little lady who made this big 

war'" ("Introduction," Uncle Tom's Cabin or Life Among the Lowly, Ann Douglas, ed.. 

New York: Penguin, 1981, p. 19), but Alfred Kazin writes in his introduction to an edition 

of the novel published that same year, that "Lincoln greeted [Stowe] as 'the little woman 

who wrote the book that made this great war,'" ("Introduction" Uncle Tom's Cabin, New 

York: Bantam Books, 1981, p. vii). Arnold Weinstein's argument for the canonical 

validity of Uncle Tom's Cabin includes as a criteria of the novel's influence the note that 

"its author [was] greeted famously by Lincoln as 'the little lady who made this big war'" 

(Nobtxfy's Home: Speech, Self, and Place in American Fiction from Hawthorne to 

Delillo, New York: Oxford UP, 1993). Joan D. Hedrick's 1994 biography opens her 

preface with the statement: "When she met Abraham Lincoln at the White House in 1862, 

the lanky angular president is said to have greeted Stowe, who stood less than five feet 

high, with the words, "So you're the little woman who wrote the book that started this 

great war!" {Harriet Beecher Stowe: A Life. New York: Oxford UP, 1994, p. vii). 

Hedrick writes later in the text, "One would give a good deal to know the details of this 

meeting ... but the accounts leave almost everything unsaid." (ibid. 306). 

^ Kaja Silverman's explanation of how subjectivity is produced in language describes the 

process illustrated in Lincoln's greeting. "Without language there would be no 
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subjectivity," Silverman writes. "[Linguist Emile] Benveniste insists that the individual 

finds his or her cultural identity only within discourse, by means of the pronouns and 

'you.' He or she identifies with the first of these, and is defined in opposition to the 

second.... The subject relies upon ... the personal pronoun 'you'~for its meaning and 

value" (7%e Subject of Semiotics 45). 

* See Elizabeth Ammons, "Stowe's Dream of the Mother-Savior: Uncle Tom's Cabin and 

American Women Writers Before the 1920s" {New Essays on Uncle Tom's Cabin), pp. 

155-195; Ruth Bloch, "American Feminine Ideals in Transitions: The Rise of the Moral 

Mother, 1785-1815," {Feminist Studies, 4.2, June 1978), pp. 101-126; Ann Douglas, The 

Feminization of American Culture, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977); Stephanie Smith, 

Conceived by Liberty: Maternal Figures and Nineteenth-Century American Literature, 

(Ithaca, Cornell UP, 1994); Jane Tompkins, Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of 

American Fiction, 1790-1860, (New York, Oxford UP, 1985); and Barbara Welty, "The 

Cult of True Womanhood: \S20-\S60," (American Quarterly, 18, 1966), pp. 151-174. 

For biographers' statements about Stowe's attitudes toward women's role and her 

experiences with domestic life, and for evidence fi-om her correspondence, see Fields, 

Hedrick, C.E. Stowe, and Forrest Wilson. 

^ See especially Elizabeth Ammons' essay "Stowe's Dream of the Mother-Savior: Uncle 

Tom's Cabin and American Women Writers Before the 1920s" in New Essays on Uncle 

Tom's Cabin, pp. 155-195, for an example. Ammons argues that women's writing in 

America, following a tradition inaugurated by Uncle Tom's Cabin, posed "an important 
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and radical challenge to the emerging industrial-based definition of community in the 

nineteenth century as something organized by work, ruled by men, and measured by 

productivity" with mothers at the helm (157). Ammons does problematize Stowe's 

matrifocal ideals to a certain extent, but she concludes that "^Stowe's dream of matrifocal 

reorganization, her dream of reconstituting society in the image of maternal rather than 

paternal values, placed woman at the center of a radical script for social change. 

Intellectually, Stowe used the new conservative ideology to argue against the very premise 

on which it rested: father rule" (159). I would argue that "placing woman at the center" of 

any script preserves the "fether rule" that maintains woman, or mother, as the central ideal 

on which language and meaning rests. 

" Ophelia will learn from Topsy what it means to love unconditionally, but she does not 

play the absent mother's role as readily as the other domestic women of the narrative. 

^ The American Woman's Home (New York, J.B. Ford & Co., 1869) was originally 

published by Stowe's sister the activist and educator Catherine Beecher, in 1841 as ^4 

Treatise on Domestic Economy. It was revised to include Catherine's more famous sister 

as co-author 1869. 

* The shift in focus in the chapter titled "The Mother," which begins by narrating Eliza's 

story, but quickly changes to a concentration on George, indicates the extent to which 

Stowe believed that a woman's social and economic destiny was inextricably tied to her 

husband's in a subordinate position upon marriage, and that a wife was always dependent 

upon her husband's decisions and abilities. Stowe's own married life belied this model, of 
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course. Tom and Eva have ties to earthly families, but both are really more married to God 

than to their human relations. 

' See Karen Sanchez-Eppler, Touching Liberty: Abolition, Feminism, and the Politics of 

the Bocfy. (Berkeley, University of California P, 1993) and Robyn Weigman, American 

Anatomies: Theorizing Race and Gender (Durham, NC, Duke UP, 1995) for excellent 

discussions of race in the novel. 

Biographer Hedrick writes "Of the first fifteen years of their marriage, Harriet and 

Calvin spent approximately half apart, for they found sexual abstinence more likely to 

succeed under these circumstances. It was the only method they used to limit their family" 

(117). 

" James writes in A Small Boy and Others, "Uncle Tom, instead of making even one of 

the cheap short cuts through he medium in which books breathe, even as fishes in water, 

went gaily roundabout it altogether, as if a fish, a wonderfiil "leaping" fish, had simply 

flown through the air" (New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1913) p. 160. 

See Maiy Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Amlysis of the Concepts ofPollution and 

Taboo, especially "The Abominations of Leviticus" chapter, pp. 41-57. 
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Chapter 4 

"Ten thousand dollars of income and the most charming eyes": 

Mothers and Aunts in Washington Square  ̂

Kaja Silverman has remarked that "James' fiaion prioritizes a maternal over a 

paternal positionality, and strips the male look of its masculine pretensions" {Male 

Subjectivity at the Margins 11). Silverman's statement applies particularly well to 

Washington Square (1880), a text not considered in Silverman's analysis. This early 

James' novel tells the story of two arrogant men locked in battle over the affections of 

heiress Catherine Sloper, daughter of one antagonist and matrimonial object of the other. 

Catherine is introduced as a dull, plain-faced, docile young woman, who harbors a sensual 

nature that she satisfies by "devot[ing] her pocket money to the purchase of cream cakes" 

(34) and romantic inclinations that she indulges with a "lively taste for dress." 

Unfortunately, according to the narrator, "her judgment in th[is] matter [of dress] was by 

no means infallible; it was liable to confusions and embarrassments" (37), and Dr. Sloper 

thinks his daughter not only dull-witted, but "both ugly and overdressed" (38). The novel 

focuses on Catherine's development in the face of her father's autocratic efforts to protect 

her fi-om marriage to an attractive man who has no profession, and of her lover's selfish 

desire to marry her for her money. Catherine becomes engaged to the "beautiful" fortune-

hunter Morris Townsend despite her father's commands against the engagement and his 
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threat to change his will if she goes through with the marriage. Even though Catherine's 

dead mother, Catherine Harrington Sloper, has left $10,000 a year to her namesake, the 

Doctor's pledge to prevent Catherine from inheriting another $20,000 a year from his own 

income as a physician, prompts her lover to jilt her. Deeply wounded, and perhaps duly 

warned of what can happen when a woman puts her fate into the hands of men whose 

motivations cannot be trusted, Catherine settles into spinsterdom, refusing to renounce 

Morris when her father orders it, but also revising Morris when he comes back to renew 

the relationship after Dr. Sloper's death. Catherine's decision to bow to the will of neither 

father nor lover marks the lesson and the triumph of this tour de force of American realist 

fiction. The stolid, heavy "decidedly not clever" daughter resists her powerful father's 

demands that she renounce her suitor, but when upon that same suitor's reappearance, 

Catherine holds just as steadfastly to the life she has created for herself in middle age. It is 

a simple life, filled with charity work, social engagements, nieces and nephews, and 

embroidery. Morris, now fat and bald, has had a series of financial failures and a failed 

marriage, but he offers his hand with the pronouncement, "Catherine ... I have never 

ceased to think of you" (217). Having "quite taken her place as an old maid," however, 

Catherine offers an unequivocal reply (203). 

I can't forget—I don't forget... You treated me too badly. I felt it very 

much; I felt it for years.' And then she went on, with her wish to show him 

that he must not come to her this way, 'I can't begin again~I can't take it 
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up. Everything is dead and buried. It was too serious; it made a great 

change in my life. I never expected to see you here. (218-219) 

Morris has no choice but to go away disappointed, and Catherine, in one of the most 

resonant last lines of American fiction, "meanwhile, in the parlor, picking up her morsel of 

fancy-work, had seated herself with it again—for life, as it were" (220). It is not a tragic 

end, but a triumph for Catherine, and for the daughter figure. If the triumph is somewhat 

lonely and hollow for some readers, perhaps James was suggesting that a life of "fancy-

work"—like a life of writing—must needs be a solitary one. The novel also suggests, like 

the other narratives in my study, that such a life is never allowed to mothers. 

Catherine Sloper's mother has been dead since her infancy. Yet Catherine 

Harrington Sloper exercises a strong influence on the narrative specifically because she is 

absent, characteristic of the mother's narrative role. To begin, she is a model of 

womanhood that Catherine can never hope to match: "Mrs Sloper was amiable, gracefiil, 

accomplished, elegant"; she possessed "ten thousand dollars of income and the most 

charming eyes in the island of Manhattan," and Dr. Sloper was for five years of his life "a 

devoted and a very happy husband" (28). Moreover, Mrs Sloper has bequeathed to 

Catherine the $10,000 annual income that allows her daughter to begin to exercise some 

of the independence her father would deny her if he was able. This financial arrangement 

hints that the mother's strength may have been passed on the daughter as well, for the 

maternal money is not under the Doctor's control, and it gives Catherine fi'eedom to stage 

her quiet rebellion. 
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Mother figures like Mrs Sloper play an important function in producing Catherine 

as a woman who carries the story in the end, outshining both her father and Morris 

Townsend for strength of character and dominance of will. These maternal characters 

mclude Mrs Sloper, dead for twenty-two years when the novel opens; Mrs Almond and 

Mrs Penniman, Dr. Sloper* s respectively clever and sentimental sisters; and Mrs 

Montgomery, the widowed sister of suitor Morris Townsend who provides him a home in 

exchange for Spanish lessons that her New York toddlers can scarcely require. The 

mothers in this novel operate conventionally. They provide sentimental ideals or silly 

points of departure (Mrs Penniman); a combination of rational thinking and resignation to 

life in patriarchy (Mrs Almond), and the all-suffering purity of a madonna, beleaguered on 

every side (Mrs Montgomery). These mothers work within the narrative, and are worked 

by the reader's and narrator's expectations for the story, to produce subjectivity for 

Catherine, Dr. Sloper and Morris Townsend, and the reader via processes of identification, 

incorporation, and disavowal. These processes always result in ejecting the mother from 

narrative. Yet James is an author who manipulates these familiar patterns with an 

awareness of the mother's function. 

Susan Griffin has written that Washington Square  ̂demonstrates a 

characteristically Jamesian attitude toward matemality. "If there is no overt attack on the 

mother in Washington Square, the novel does reflect a fear of the maternal" (135), Griffin 

argues. "James focuses on a child who becomes its own mother" (136).'' I want to 

consider both Silverman's provocative notion about the mother's positionality in narrative. 
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with which I opened this chapter, and Griffin's incisive point about fears of incorporation 

by the mother as represented in this early James novel. Serialized simultaneously in 

Comhill and Harpers' New Monthly Magazine and published as a novel that same year, 

Washington Square demonstrates James' awareness of the ways consciousness and 

identity are constructed in language, and his efforts to write fiction that reflected this 

insight. The Portrait of a Lady, composed on the heels of Washington Square and 

published in serial and novel form in 1881, also grapples with these issues of narrative, and 

offers a study, among other things, of Western culture's reliance on the figure of woman 

as the absent referent on which meaning can be founded. Visiting Isabel Archer after her 

unfortunate marriage to inveterate colleaor Gilbert Osmond, for example, Ralph Touchett 

observes that 

the free, keen girl had become quite another person; what he saw was the 

fine lady who was supposed to represent something. What did Isabel 

represent? Ralph asked himself; and he could only answer by saying that 

she represented Gilbert Osmond. "Good heavens, what a fijnction," he then 

woefully exclaimed. He was lost in wonder at the mystery of things. (331) 

Washington Square offers a preparatory study for this larger work, and though heroine 

Catherine Sloper bears little outward resemblance to the "great swell, psychologically a 

grande nature" as James described his work in Portrait (qtd. in Edel 251), she 

demonstrates a more powerful resistance to social pressures than Isabel Archer does, and 

moves from a position of weakness, when "her deepest desire was to please [her father]. 
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and her conception of happiness was to know she had succeeded in pleasing him" (34), to 

the middle-aged acknowledgment that "the great facts of her career were that Morris 

Townsend had trifled with her affection, and that her father had broken its spring .... 

Nothing could ever undo the wrong or cure that pain that Morris had inflicted on her, and 

nothing could ever make her feel toward her father as she had felt in her younger years" 

(203). Catherine does not choose to be jilted by Morris Townsend. The fact that it 

happens, however, results in her ability to avoid being "strangely married" to him. 

Moreover, Catherine's consistent refusal to capitulate to her father's demand that she 

promise not to marry Morris Townsend afler her father's death—even though Catherine 

has long since renounced Morris privately—prevents her from e.xperiencing the "horrible 

life" that marriage to such a man would have been, as Isabel is to discover in her marriage 

to Gilbert Osmond {Portrait 363). Catherine's anger that her father seems to believe her 

incapable of inspiring a lover's passion on any grounds other than fortune-hunting, and her 

pain at Morris' betrayal, prevent her marrying anyone at all. Instead, she "became an 

admirable old maid. She formed habits, regulated her days upon a system of her own, 

interested herself in charitable institutions, asylums, hospitals, and aid societies; and went 

generally, with an even and noiseless step, about the rigid business of her life" 

(Washington Square 203). It is very possible, and in fact well advised, to look at 

Catherine seated in the parlor over her morsel of fancy-work "for life, as it were" as a 

triumphant rather than a tragic figure, as critics have begun to suggest. 
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How does Henry James create a sense of the subjectivity of "stolid" Catherine in 

the novel? How does he compose in narrative this woman who is "decidedly not 

clever... not quick with her book, nor indeed, with anything else," and who, "on most 

social occasions, as they are called" could be found "lurking in the background" (34)? To 

produce the figure of Catherine Sloper, as well to create a positionality for the reader 

addressed in this mini-bildungsroman manque, James relies on the familiar narrative 

pattern of evacuating mother so that other subjectivities can be constructed in the space 

she has occupied. The difference between this novel and the other texts in my study, 

however, is that James writes with an awareness of the literary and linguistic patterns he is 

employing to create subject positions for readers and various characters. Margaret 

Homans notes that "androcentric culture controls not merely the daughter's perception of 

the mother, but also her very construction" (287) as an absent referent. James 

acknowledges traditional representations of women as the lacuna in which the subjectivity 

of other characters may be written, and if he does not answer Homans when she wonders 

if' "it [is]... possible to stop excluding and killing the mother for the sake of 

representation's projects?" (287), James' work is remarkable among its contemporaries 

for the author's awareness that the question exists to be asked. 

James' representations of woman's narrative function as the absent referent on 

which patriarchal meanings are founded undermines routine assumptions about the figure 

and role of women and mothers represented in the novel, as James undoes conventional 

narrative tropes by exaggerating them or refiising to provide expected closure. We thus 
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find Mrs Penniman, Catherine's aunt and companion, insisting that love afiTair between the 

heiress and bounder Morris Townsend must assume the qualities of a clandestine, gothic 

romance, an idea in which she has a faith so strong that it cannot be broken even when 

Morris loses patience with her in a tryst at an unromantic oyster bar, or when Catherine 

refuses to grow thin and wan over her father's objection to the match, but eats and sleeps 

regularly, remaining indomitably healthy in spite of her emotional woe. Mrs Penniman's 

unrealistic flights of fancy prompt her to insist on a story line that is potentially damaging 

to her young companion, while Catherine wishes to believe in Morris' love with a naive, 

honesty that, the reader soon comes to realize, is unwarranted. Mrs Penniman is 

represented as the sort of mother figure presented in Pride and Prejudice : she is the 

"type," as James would say, of silly mother Mrs. Bennet, without the rational concerns for 

her daughter's welfare that Mrs. Bennet possesses in tandem with her vulgarity. Like 

Mrs. Bennet, Mrs Penniman is endlessly dismissible, but at the same time, the reader 

identifies with her desire—in fact, her need—for the conventional romantic denouement. 

Dr. Sloper, Mrs Aknond, and Morris' sister Mrs Montgomery see the truth about 

Morris' interest in Catherine, but fi"om different perspectives. Mrs Almond recognizes 

Morris as a bounder, but she also recognizes her brother's desire for power over his 

daughter's destiny and her niece's psychological strength. Mrs. Montgomery is presented 

as a weak woman who can't control her brother and despairs of getting rid of him. And 

Dr. Sloper represents an inordinate demand for control of the daughter's exchange value— 
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a desire in which Catherine refuses to participate, and that Luce Irigaray has described as 

follows: 

Woman-as-commodities are thus subject to a schism that divides them into 

the categories of usefulness sand exchange value; into matter-body and an 

envelope that is precious but impenetrable, ungraspable, and not 

susceptible to appropriate by women themselves; into private use and 

social use.. . . Commodities, women, are a mirror of value of andfor 

man. (176-177, her italics) 

Catherine "refiise[s] to go to 'market'" in Irigaray's words, as the sort of commodity her 

father would like. Catherine therefore avoids becoming subordinate to male concerns and 

desires in this exchange market. In fact, male interest in and respect for market 

commodities is one of the commonalties between the two primary male figures in the 

story, for Morris and Dr. Sloper resemble one another rather uncannily. As Catherine 

comes to recognize their mutual desire to prevent her from satisfying herself—her father by 

destroying Morris's interest and Morris by disengaging fi-om her unless he can gain access 

to her full inheritance, keeps her out of that market economy which is embraced by Mrs 

Penniman, tolerated with an ironic eye by Mrs Almond, and feared by Mrs Montgomery. 

It is perhaps not surprising, after all, that Catherine, whose father takes a dim view of his 

daughter's "imperfect sex" {Washington Square 32), should have to grapple with Morris 

even after the suitor disappoints Catherine and seems unlikely to return. Dr. Sloper was 

disappointed by the death of his firstborn son, the death of his wife, the "only woman who 
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ever dazzled him" five days after the disappointment of his daughter's birth, and his 

"moments of irritation at having produced a commonplace child, [that]... even went so 

far at times as to take a certain satis^ction in the thought that his wife had not lived to 

find her out" (35). But when Catherine is equally disappointed, she is equipped. She has 

learned fi'om her father to take as hard a line. 

The multiple mothers represented in Washington Square serve a narrative purpose 

similar to that of the plethora of mothers represented in Uncle Tom's Cabin, and the other 

novels considered in my study. Like silly mother Mrs Bennet in Pride and Prejudice and 

the female characters who share their cautionary tales with the editor of The Loiterer, the 

maternal figures of Washington Square exist to be effaced so that the "stolid," 

uncompromising character of Catherine Sloper, who will not become a mother herself, 

may emerge, and so the reader can be constructed through identification with various 

figures in the novel: Mrs Penniman, Mrs Almond, Mrs Montgomery, the narrator, the 

Doctor, and Catherine herself. Catherine Sloper emerges from this narrative melange as a 

female subject who simply refuses to be manipulated by the stories that her family, her 

lover, and her culture want to impose. This refusal results in the bittersweet ending of the 

tale. James leaves open the notion of whether or not Catherine's solitary pose over her 

needle-work, as the owner of her mother's fortune and the house in Washington Square, is 

preferable to the life she might have led as the mate of opportunist Morris Townsend or of 

suitors who come afterward. But if the examples of the men we encounter in the narrative 

are any indication, she will be happier on her own. 
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Catherine's dead mother and her paternal aunts, Mrs Penniman and Mrs Almond, 

provide versions of the mother story that are familiar to us from my analyses in the 

preceding pages, while Morris* sister, Mrs Montgomery, and Catherine's younger cousin 

Marian, also play small parts as maternal figures who must exit the narrative so that 

Catherine Sloper and the reader can be constructed as narrative subjects. Catherine's own 

mother—dead from her birth~is almost a narrative cliche. James clearly borrows Harriet 

Beecher Stowe's description of bad mother Marie Benoir St. Clare from Uncle Tom's 

Cabin, which he called "my first experience of grown-up fiction" in A Small Boy and 

Others, in his representation of Dr. Sloper's wife."* S Both Marie and Catherine Harrington 

are introduced in the terms of their market value at time of marriage: Stowe describes 

Marie as "a fine figure, a pair of bright dark eyes, and a hundred thousand dollars; and of 

course, everybody thought [her husband] a happy fellow" {Uncle Tom's Cabin 240), while 

James presents Catherine Harrington Sloper as "ten thousand dollars of income and the 

most charming eyes in the island of Manhattan. These eyes, and some of their 

accompaniments, were for about five years a source of extreme satisfaction to the young 

physician, who was both a devoted and a very happy husband" (Washington Square 28). 

Marie becomes immediately dismissible as a negative example of motherhood, creating a 

space in which the perfect Little Eva can be constructed as the ultimate model of young 

maidenhood, and where the reader can be produced as a kinder and wiser observer of 

slave life after seeing the negative example of Marie. Catherine Harrington Sloper 

undergoes the same evacuation, although she leaves a more positive legacy. 
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Catherine Harrington Sloper has already disappeared from narrative activity when 

James' novel opens, but her example remains important as the model that Dr. Sloper 

maintains as an ideal of womanhood, a category that he holds generally in low esteem. Of 

course. Dr. Sloper could have just as easily grown irritated by his middle-aged wife as he 

does by his commonplace daughter. Mrs Sloper functions as the absence that allows 

Catherine's emergence as less than the mother was in her own youth. The paired 

Catherines offer an inverse proposition to mother Mrs. Bennet and daughter Elizabeth, 

where the daughter will outshine the mother in the end. In addition, Mrs Sloper, unlike 

Mrs. Bermet, has some money of her own. She provides a fortune that Dr. Sloper cannot 

touch, leaving Catherine independent of his will. The Sloper mother is thus protective of 

her daughter in a way that Stowe does not allow Marie St. Clare to be of Eva and that 

Austen envisions for Mrs. Bennet only slightly. Mrs. Bennet is looking out for her 

daughter's future in trying to urge a marriage with Mr. Collins or anyone else, as there is 

no inheritance for her four girls, but she is made to do so with a vulgarity that stimulates 

Elizabeth's desires to develop in a different direction. Mrs Sloper's ability to provide 

exists because she is dead, so Catherine's strength grows out of her dead mother's 

absence. Mrs Almond is just as clever as her brother, but she as a living woman and the 

wife of a Mr. Almond whom we never meet, but whom, we presume, supports her, Mrs 

Almond wields less power than her dead sister-in-law. Mrs Almond can exercise authority 

only through her ironic wit, and the intellectual gravity that indicates to the reader her 

concern for the niece she cannot help. Dr. Sloper rarely takes her advice, and never 
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notices her concern for his daughter's emotional well-being, her sympathetic meffectuality 

provides readerly suture for production of Catherine as a strong subjectivity, and for 

readers who find themselves wanting Catherine to prevail. When Dr. Sloper visits Mrs 

Almond to report that Catherine "will stick" to Morris despite his promise of 

disinheritance, his sister, 'Vho, as we know, was clever," observes that the doctor is 

"shockingly cold-blooded" about his daughter's emotional life (137). We see how her role 

is curtailed by her position as a woman in the following exchange between her and Dr 

Sloper, for whom she serves as confidante. The quotation is long, but I quote almost in 

fiill because the exchange so clearly illustrates that even the "clever" woman is at a 

disadvantage in a society where Dr. Slopers and Morris Townsends prevail. 

"Young Townsend, indeed, is cool; I must allow him that merit." 

"I can't judge him," Mrs Almond answered; "but I am not surprised 

at Catherine." 

"I confess I am a little; she must have been so deucedly divided and 

bothered." 

"Say it amuses you outright. I don't see why it should be such a 

joke that your daughter adores you." 

"It is the point where adoration stops that I find it interesting to 

fix." 

"It stops where other sentiment begins." 
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"Not at all; that would be simple enough. The two things are 

extremely mixed up, and the mixture is extremely odd. It will produce 

some third element, and that's what I'm waiting to see. I wait with 

suspense—with positive excitement; and that is a sort of emotion that I 

didn't suppose Catherine would ever provide for me. I am really very much 

obliged to her." 

"She will cling," said Mrs Almond. "She will certainly cling." 

"Yes, as I say, she will stick." 

"Cling is prettier. That's what those very simple natures always do, 

and nothing could be simpler than Catherine. She doesn't take many 

impressions; but when she takes one, she keeps it. She is like a copper 

kettle that receives a dent; you may polish up the kettle, but you can't 

efface the mark." 

"We must try and polish up Catherine," said the Doctor. "I will 

take her to Europe!" 

"She won't forget him in Europe." 

"He will forget her, then." 

Mrs Almond looked grave. "Should you really like that?" 

"Extremely," the Doctor said. (137-138) 

Characterized by the narrator as Dr. Sloper's "wiser sister," Mrs Almond understands 

Catherine—and her brother—much better than they do themselves. But as a woman and 
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outside observer, she can only ofifer her thoughts as embellishments to what the Doctor 

has already decided to do, and as a cue to the reader that Catherine has positive features 

perceptible to those who care less for her economic value than for her personality and 

opinions. Mrs Almond appreciates Catherine's value apart from her money. She tells her 

brother earlier in the story that suitors are not interested in Catherine "because they marry, 

as a general thing, so young—before twenty-five, at the age of innocence and sincerity— 

before the age of calculation. If only they waited a little, Catherine would fare better.... 

Wait till some intelligent man of forty comes along, and he will be delighted with 

Catherine" (61). Mrs Penniman, similarly, tells the Doctor that Catherine has a "delightful 

nature." We remember, too, that Dr. Sloper was 28 when he married Catherine 

Harrington, and that her fortune was merely an addendum to other things he liked about 

her. Yet the financial match helped him immeasurably. The narrator tells us that "his easy 

domestic situation saved him a good deal of drudgery, and his wife's affiliation to the 'best 

people' brought him a good many of those patients whose symptoms are, if not more 

interesting in themselves than those of the lower orders, at least more consistently 

displayed" (29). Dr. Sloper does not come from a rich family himself, and he has married 

into wealth just as Morris Townsend would like to do. But he forgets this fact in his self-

absorbed desire to exchange his daughter—and thus, the fortune he will leave—where he 

wishes. Though Mrs Almond remains a consistent voice of wisdom throughout the 

narrative, and displays "a certain impatience" with her brother's obstinate persistence in 

uncovering Morris' motivations for his suit of Catherine Sloper, she cannot affect the 
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proceedings except as an observer and commentator. When the reader identifies with her 

wisdom, however, she is displaced from narrative so that the more knowing subjectivity 

that is able to estimate and reject the Doctor's coldness toward his daughter's heart can be 

produced in the space thereby provided. 

While employing these dispensable mothers in the traditional novelistic manner, 

James resists the overdetermined closure of the inheritance and/or marriage plots that his 

work retains as a way both to structure his stories, and to explode the conventionality of 

the very narrative patterns he uses as framework for his early fictions. As part of this 

project, James in Washington Square reveals the seamy slights-of-hand that mark "clever" 

suitors whose empty chivalry wins—or almost wins in this case—the story's most desirable 

(and desiring) girl. Dr. Sloper, we remember, has earned his reputation not so much (or 

not only) by his practice of healing (his skill), but by being "clever." The word "clever" 

reappears often in the narrative, primarily to describe Dr. Sloper, his wishes for his 

daughter (he wants Mrs Penniman to "make a clever woman" of her"), and the fortune-

hunter Morris. Mrs Almond is also described as "clever," but her cleverness is clearly 

limned with a humility that comes from her position as a woman in patriarchal society. A 

review of the etymology of "clever" in the American Heritage Dictionary reveals that 

being too clever is thought to be unwise, and support for this popular 

notion may be afforded by the fact that the devil seems to be the first 

"clever" one in English. The source of our word clever is probably the 

Middle English word "cliver," recorded only once in a work written before 
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1250, in which it is said that the devil is "cliver on sinnes." This means 

something like "skillfiil in respect to sins." 

Recall that Dr. Sloper's "learning and his skill were evenly balanced" (27), and that he 

describes his daughter's suitor with the epithet '^e has the assurance of the devil hintself' 

—a description that could apply equally well to the doctor, as the reader is soon aware 

(63). Cliver probably goes back to the Indo-European root gleiibh, which means "to cut, 

cleave." Again, we remember Dr. Sloper's incisiveness; he is always trying to get at the 

source of something, or as Mrs Almond says, he "sees through people to their bones."' 

Although the intermediate ancestry of cliver is unclear, the semantic connection has to do 

with penetration or incisiveness—that is, cutting through to the heart of the matter, just as 

a woodcarver or engraver cuts through material in order to realize a certain vision. 

The word "morris," the name of Catherine's lover, is derived from an English folk 

dance in which a story is enacted by costumed dancers whose identity is concealed. This 

word's history recalls the moment when the "mask" falls from Morris' face and Catherine 

recognizes him as an opportunist. One of James' influences in naming Morris may have 

been the American Robert Morris (1734-1806, who was an American Revolutionary 

politician and financier. A signer of the Declaration of Independence, Robert Morris 

raised money for the Continental army and was financially ruined by land speculation. We 

recall Townsend's military history and business failures, as well as his speculation in 

Catherine's eventual fortune, and the name becomes another precursor of his eventual 

desertiorL 
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As previously noted, Mrs Almond is also described as ^'^clever," but she is far 

different from Dr. Sloper, primarily because she is female, and has resigned herself to the 

woman's fate in patriarchal culture. She is named for a seed, the only figure in the 

narrative who has a germinative name (fecund, a seed), rather than a surname that 

conjures the notions of exchange (Penniman) or posture/attitude (Sloper) or an old 

Dickensian jilting lover (Arthur Townsend). Mrs Montgomery's name might be taken 

from the mid-century best-seller The Wide Wide World, by Susan Warner, a sentimental 

domestic romance that idealizes mother in a way James seems to be complicating in 

Washington Square. The heroine of The Wide Wide World is good girl Ellen 

Montgomery, and her mother, Mrs Montgomery, is at the mercy of both illness and an 

inadequate husband, so that Ellen is left to fare for herself for most of the narrative. Like 

James' Mrs Montgomery, she is presented as exceedingly moral, neat, and helpless, but 

unlike Catherine Sloper, she ends by marrying a delightful clergyman and acceding to the 

fortune he provides. 

Mrs Montgomery is not exceedingly clever; Mrs Almond's cleverness is curtailed, 

and Morris and Dr. Sloper are presented as the cleverest characters in the work. Yet 

Catherine outdoes them all in her solid adherence to matter, rather than form. Dr. Sloper is 

clever at creating an impression of his own design, while Catherine creates impressions 

she doesn't mean to with her lavish clothes. Dr. Sloper has had a difTerent experience; his 

cleverness at appearances belies solid truths, as the following passage illustrates. 
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For a man whose trade was to keep people alive, he had certainly done 

poorly in his own ^mily; a bright doctor who within three years loses his 

wife and his litde boy should perhaps be prepared to see either his skill or 

his affection impugned. Our friend, however, escaped cnticism; that is, he 

escaped all criticism but his own, which was much the most competent and 

most formidable. He walked under the weight of this very private censure 

for the rest of his days, and bore forever the scars of a castigation to which 

the strongest hand he knew treated him on the night that followed his 

wife's death. The world, which, as I have said, appreciated him, pitied him 

too much to be irom'cal; his misfortune made him more interesting, and 

even helped him to be the fashion. (30-31) 

Dr. Sloper in this description retains a moral integrity but also benefits from his success at 

seeming. Morris Townsend, equally talented at appearances—to the uninitiated, at least-

lacks the doctor's moral stance. He is purely self-satisfying and cares for no one. Dr. 

Sloper's major fault of maintaining a standard that his daughter cannot reach, and of 

proving capable of entertainment at her expense, weakens his character, but he is 

motivated as much out of concern for his daughter's welfare, as he is by a desire to 

prevent Morris fi'om obtaining the wealth that he has acquired both by hard work and by 

marrying well. Dr. Sloper grows embittered because he winds up with mere Catherine as 

solace for the loss of his wife and son, and because she is "of a sex which rendered the 

poor child, to the Doctor's sense, an inadequate substitute for his lamented first-bom, of 
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whom he had promised himself to make an admirable man" (16). He gets a '^stolid" 

daughter who "it must be confessed is a bit of a glutton" in exchange (as we are invited to 

view it) for the death of the promising son and elegant, wealthy wife. His earlier 

satisfaction is taken away from him, so he looks to Catherine to provide him, at least, with 

a modicum of entertainment, with a story, a narrative. James Ralph Touchett in Portrait 

of a Lady might be viewed similarly, as well as the manipulations of Mrs Tristram in The 

American. Yet each of the characters is viewed by the narrator with an element of 

sympathy that Morris does not enjoy. Dr. Sloper's own romance narrative is finished; he 

has eschewed further romantic ties. There remain to him only professional and parental 

duties, and he takes them both very seriously indeed. 

James presents us with these characters and this situation to create a novel of 

'impressions' plotted along the story lines of the sentimental melodramas Miss Penniman 

favors. Yet Washington Square swims with disclaimers by both characters and narrator, 

stressing that it is precisely not such a story, lest we should mistake it for the type. Still, it 

bears all the marks, contains all the elements. The controlling father, the opportunistic 

lover, the decisive but fearful daughter, the sympathetic aunt. But each of these characters 

has an unseemly twist. The controlling father is observing the story as it unfolds and 

somewhat perversely taking a measure of entertainment from the prospect. He likes the 

fact that his daughter sometimes surprises him. (Note that he does not particularly like 

her for so doing, however). The lover is actually somewhat one-dimensional but he is not 

a rake, being rather too fond of an oyster stew to fit the typology. He is in fact weak— 
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much weaker than Catherine turns out to be, and the reader wonders whether she might 

have been able to handle him in the marriage after all. The specter of Morris as a bald, fat, 

formerly beautiful man at the end of the novel is more than a little bit ludicrous. 

Throughout the narrative, the suffering daughter refuses to simper and swoon; she 

remains obstinately healthy even during the European tour) much to Mrs Penniman's 

chagrin, while her aunt, although sympathetic, is a meddling figure who stirs up what she 

ought to let lie. 

Mrs Penniman is described as a figure for Morris' mother, who like his father, is 

long dead when he is introduced in the narrative, having squandered his small property in 

traveling and pleasure. The narrator again places Mrs Penniman in a role similar to that of 

Austen's Mrs Beimet in Pride and Prejudice, when he describes Mrs Penniman as 

... fe[eling] as if she were Morris's mother or sister—a mother or sister of 

an emotional temperament—and she had an absorbing desire to make him 

comfortable and happy.... Even the maternal passion in Mrs Penniman 

would have been romantic and factitious, and Catherine was not 

constituted to inspire a romantic passion .... Sentimentally speaking, 

therefore, she had (though she had not disinherited her niece) adopted 

Morris Townsend, who gave her opportunity in abundance. She would 

have been very happy to have a handsome and tyrannical son, and would 

have taken an extreme interest in his love affairs. This was the light in 

which she had come to regard Morris. (172-173) 
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Typically, Morris does not appredate Mrs Penniman's misguided maternal concerns. (And 

neither does Elizabeth appreciate Mrs. Bennet's.) Though he uses Mrs Peimiman for 

access to the Sloper home during Dr. Sloper's and Catherine's European tour and depends 

on her to keep Catherine's interest stoked, Morris has no patience for her flights of 

romantic fantasy and finds her ridiculous. Mrs Penniman, meanwhile, "would have been 

very happy to have a handsome and tyrannical son, and would have taken an extreme 

interest in his love affairs" (171-172). But Morris "took his ease with her—as, for that 

matter, he would certainly have done with his own mother" (172), Mrs Penniman's role in 

the narrative motherwork of Washington Square is both to present the pleasures of 

conventional fairy tales and sentimental stories that the novel undercuts, and to provide 

space for the subject production of Catherine and the reader, for Morris, and for the 

Doctor. She provides this space by being ridiculous, and by rather stupidly encouraging a 

man who has only his selfish interests at heart, ignoring the emotions of Mrs Penniman's 

relation and ostensible charge, Catherine Sloper, except to use them. Mrs Penniman thus 

becomes a figure for maternal disavowal, in part because she insists on a gothic, romantic 

story line antithetical to the narrator's more ironical vision and realist project. In addition, 

Mrs Penniman demonstrates by negative example that Morris—as a representative man-

has as poor a view of "the female sex" (as later James heroines Olive Chancellor and 

Verena Tarrant would call it), as Dr. Sloper himself He has no respect for his mother, he 

does not even fear her. Perhaps this attitude explains why Catherine seems to turn into a 

version of her own mother, as Susan Griffin argues. As her mother, Catherine has evolved 
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beyond the shy young woman who would fall for Morris' line and who respeas a father 

who does not respect her in return. 

Washington Square makes its lack of afiSnity with conventional stories extremely 

clear. Catherine's first impression of Morris Townsend is that he talks ''the way a young 

man might talk in a novel, or better still, in a play, on the stage, close before the footlights, 

looking at the audience, and with everyone looking at him, so that you wondered at his 

presence of mind." (31). Catherine is astute, for Morris turns out to be as much an actor 

or fabricated character in relation to Catherine as any fiction might present. She learns not 

to rely on standard fictions through her difficulty. Dr. Sloper declares that "[Catherine] is 

past the age when people are forbidden, and I am not a father in an old fashioned novel" 

(79), yet he forbids her and acts tyrannical ail the same, paradoxically belying and enacting 

the novelistic model at once. "Morris agreed with [Catherine] that books were tiresome 

things, only, as he said, you had to read a good many before you found it out. He had 

been to places that people had written books about and they were not a bit like the 

descriptions. To see for yourself, that was the great thing, he always tried to see for 

himself He had seen all the principal actors ..." (43). And as much as Mrs Penniman is a 

character "in" a story, she is also someone who derives great pleasure from stories, as 

noted above. She 

delighted of all things in a drama, and she flattered herself that a drama 

would now be enacted. Combining as she did the zeal of the prompter with 

the impatience of the spectator, she had long since done her utmost to pull 
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up the curtain. She, too, expected to figure in the performance. It may 

even be said that there were times when she lost sight altogether of the 

modest heroine of the play in the contemplation of certain great scenes 

which would naturally occur between the hero and herself. (65) 

James seems to propose in Washington Square that human consciousness seeks in 

this or any story of romantic relationship "refuge" from '^a feeling of loneliness and 

danger" and "a vague horror from which [Catherine] recoiled" (131). This horror perhaps 

comes from the recognition that the "self' is an empty proposition—or that, as Rosalind 

Coward and John Ellis explain subjectivity, that the individual is created through family 

and social positioning that constructs the self in an empty space. They explain, 

Ideology produces the subject as the place where a specific meaning 

is realised in signification ... the socio-familial positioning in 

relation to discourse is likely to have primary importance in 

determining the definition and the reproduction of individuals as 

agents (subjects) for the mode of production from the place it 

assigns to them.... The conception of'freedom' is recognised to 

be produced and reproduced for the worker and the employer alike 

in education, law, ethics, and morality. But ... it results from a 

process if production of subjects who think and feel themselves to 

be free; it is because ideology can presuppose a consistent subject, 

the origin of ideas and actions, that we can represent ourselves as 
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free even when there is evidence to the contrary. It is this 

coherency, this sense of a unified being, which is produced in the 

work of ideology and fixes identifications and representations, and 

subjects in relation to these.... It is this coherent subjectivity 

which is specifically emphasised in bourgeois ideology. (68). 

Coward and Ellis conclude this passage with a statement that places Catherine Sloper's 

difficulties into high relief: "The social relations of capitalism are only possible with this 

notion of the subject as 'fi"ee' and consistent" (68). Washington Square demonstrates 

unequivocally that the subject is not "fi-ee," but bound by positionality within family, 

economy, society. Speaking and saying are absolutely fiindamentai in James as a mode of 

constructing that positionality. A subject is produced by many scripts and narratives, some 

of which are made by other people. When a subject becomes conscious of those 

narratives and decides to actively enact or resist those narratives, the script changes, as we 

see in Catherine's case. Mary Ann Doane notes in The Desire to Desire that 

"The male is the mover of narrative while the female's association with space or matter 

deprives her of subjectivity" (6), and while I cannot agree that even Mrs Penniman is 

"deprived of subjectivity," altogether, I do want to argue that the subjectivity of the 

maternal character, in this novel as in much of western narrative, is compromised by a 

cultural need the narrative's need to employ the maternal figure as a site of subject 

production for other, non-maternal figures. 
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Catherine's "horror" arises from her proximity to an abyss of non-meaning, 

perhaps similar to that expressed by the "unborn" characters of Uncle Tom's Cabin. This 

moment of fear comes for Catherine during her European tour, she sits in the Alps 

deserted by her father, who has climbed up to get a view. "She thought of Morris 

Townsend, and the place was so desolate and lonely that he seemed very far away" 

{Washington Square 153). Yet Morris is the only figure that occurs to Catherine here, on 

that lonely site. In fact, little else exists to reflect Catherine's sense of herself at this 

moment, stuck with her father on a year-long European tour meant to remove her from 

the one pleasure she most desires—her suitor's company—except the thought of Morris 

Townsend. She constructs her own identity by way of the romantic story, though a 

reliance on her dead mother's legacy. Her father returns from his hike and confronts 

Catherine with the bitter question, "Have you given him up?" He exhorts her to renounce 

the very figure by which she is able to define herself at that point, but Catherine replies 

simply, "I would if I could, father, but I can't." (154-55). 

Dr. Sloper announces that he is "very angry," and James then offers the terrible moment 

when Catherine "hardly went so far as to say to herself that it might be part of his plan to 

fasten his hand—the neat, fine, supple hand of a distinguished physician—in her throat. 

Nevertheless, she receded a step. 'I am sure you can be anything you please,' she said" 

(154). Can Catherine, too, be anything she pleases? The ending of the novel seems to 

promise that she can, even if the mothers of the narrative cannot. 
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If we agree with Coward and Ellis' premise that that subjectivity is created as a 

fimction of its difference from that which surrounds it, and out of its collisions with 

institutions and sodal organizations such as the ^unily, then we locate Catherine in this 

scene at a point where she cannot imagine her own subject status in opposition to her 

father, because he's ready to send her packing, to disinherit her, to destroy her. Thus, she 

clings to Morris more steadfastly. By becoming the future Mrs Townsend— by her mere 

persistence in the engagement, in faa-she would define herself against her father and in 

accord with the narrative that Mrs Penniman, and perhaps also the reader, has come to 

expect: the happy ending to the romantic novel of requited love. Of course the happy 

ending rarely happens in James' work. In Washington Square, his heroine denies both 

father and suitor. 

Despite borrowing from model narratives of romantic relationship some scenery 

that readers might expect to find as the novel unfolds, James does not present the 

sentimental denouement Mrs Penniman seeks. Washington Square will not be that "old-

fashioned novel" we might have been reading; rather, it is the last novel of the great many 

we have to read before we find out~if we ever do—that books are not in fact "tiresome 

things"—at least not if well constructed. Washington Square is constructed so that the 

reader can "see" what eludes various characters. Earlier in the narrative. Dr. Sloper has 

said he "saw through" Morris in a minute. He wants Catherine, to "see it" and says he 

"will present her with a pair of spectacles" (67) so that she can comprehend Morris' 

designs. Catherine wishes she could "see the situation all clearly before her" (73). Yet 
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she is unable, after the dinner with Morris and her father, to detect "the gleam of fine 

impatience in the sociable softness of his eye" when she tells Morris she could never 

contradict her father (64). 

Catherine's story does not end as we expect. In a mid-century sentimental 

melodrama like The Wide Wide Worlds Morris would go to an early grave and Catherine 

would find a decent man with whom to produce many children. Or Morris might become 

wealthy after finding religion and come back to marry Catherine, or he might please her 

father by becoming a fine physician in his own right and carrying the stolid lass away 

without any dowry, to support her on his own until the father came around. Instead, 

Morris backs out. We don't even have Mrs Penniman's perverse pleasure in seeing the 

wedding go through, though unhappiness would be its likely result. At the end of the 

narrative, we learn that Catherine has grown steadily more stolid and more massive, 

harder to budge fi'om her Washington Square home on the summer holidays, while Mrs 

Penniman's "ringlets, her buckles and bangles glistened more brightly with each 

succeeding year, and she remained quite the same officious and imaginative Mrs 

Penniman, and the odd mixture of impetuosity and circumspection, that we have hitherto 

known" (204). 

At the end of the novel, Catherine's father reflects, "Limited as her intelligence 

may be, she must understand perfectly well that she is made to do the usual thing" (203), 

the narrator responds, "She knew herself that she was obstinate, and it gave her a certain 

joy. She was now a middle-aged woman" (207). Catherine Sloper, finally, refiises to 
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capitulate to either her father's or her lover's demands. While the mother's story in this 

novel bears similarities to that of the other texts I have examined, Catherine does not fit 

easily into the narrative patterns I have traced. Other female figures in the novel do 

perform the work that allows her to resist the positionality as wife, mother, and 

subordinate that she is expected to assume in the patriarchal culture of Dr. Sloper's home 

and community, but she remains outside, a triumph of narrative composition. 

Both partaking of and rejecting the use of the maternal suture, Washington Square 

produces narrative subjectivities that demonstrate the author's awareness of how woman 

(or mother) is "worked" to bear cultural meaning or to facilitate the production of identity 

in and through narrative. But James participates in the textual process only as an author 

very much aware of its function; demonstrating this usage of the feminine is part of his 

project. 

' This essay grew out of the Henry James seminar taught by Lynda Zwinger at University 

of Arizona in Summer 1994, to which and whom I am greatly indebted. 

^ All references are to Henry James, Washington Square, (1880) London. Penguin, 1984. 

 ̂ See Susan Griffin, "The Jamesian Body; Two Oral Tales" Victorians Institute Journal 

17(1989);125-139. 

 ̂ See/i Small Boy and Others, (New York; Charles Scribners Sons, 1913), p. 159. 

^ Lauren Berlant has pointed out the linguistic proximity of clever and "cleaver" in an 

insightful reading of Catherine's resistance to both father and suitor. See her "Fancy-
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Work and Fancy Foot Work: Motives for Silence in Washington Square. Criticism. 29.4 

(1987): 439-458 
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Chapter 5 

Working Mother 

I conclude my study of the mother's role in subject formation in narrative 

literature with a review the construction of the maternal in feminist criticism, which 

has often claimed as its project a debunking of the mythical, mystical status of 

Mother. But as the following survey reveals, feminist criticism has sutured 

identification with its own arguments by using the maternal just as often and as readily 

as other critics have done. To begin, I cite a passage from a feminist publication 

produced in Mexico and reprinted in the American feminist magazine. Connexions. 

If you worry about being a good mother, now or in the near future, 

forget it! There is not the remotest possibility these days (or in the years to 

come) of being a good mother. This is not just pessimism; things are 

destined to turn out this way—it's simply impossible. 

Anilu Elias' 

Elias' statement would be anathema to the publishers of a contemporary popular magazine 

for mothers in the American work force. Working Mother. With its clean, well-lighted 

photographs of attractive women and children; slick advertisements for Comingware, 

Rice-a-Roni, and designer dgarettes; and glossy articles with titles like "The Power of 

Puppy Love: Those Early Crushes Are Practice for the Important Relationships that Lie 
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Ahead" and "Quick & Cool; Beat the Heat with These Summer Suppers," Working 

Mother could hardly be considered a "feminist" text.^ Yet feminist politics and 

philosophies have surely helped to create an atmosphere in which a monthly magazine 

targeted toward mothers in the labor force could flourish as Working Mother has done. 

Introduced in 1979 by the same publishing firm that owned McCall's. Sassy, Success, 

Working Woman, and Ms: magazines, established a circulation rate base 

of925,000 readers by 1995 ^ and boasted a proven ability to reach a target audience of 

"nearly 3 million" "^career-committed working mothers" across the nation in 1996/ With 

24.2 million women reported by the U.S. Census Bureau to be working at full-time 

employment while livmg with children under age 18 in their homes, ̂  Working Mother has 

managed to sell a magazine a month to one of every 25 women in its potential audience, a 

publishing coup by anyone's standards. And while public approval is no particular gauge of 

merit (a statement perhaps particularly true for feminists), the fact that so many people 

read this magazine regularly indicates a powerful need for a popular literature that 

addresses the issues faced by women endeavoring to be the "good" mother that Anilii 

Elias finds "simply impossible" in the epigraph above. 

Before you protest that Working Mother is produced for the primary purpose of 

selling advertisements and not for promoting female equality in the labor force or in the 

home, or even for discussing women's social and political roles in any depth; before you 

complain that the magazine's yuppified slick is more likely to reify existing constructions 

of motherhood than to challenge them, and that Working Mother has nothing to do with 
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the serious work of feminist scholarship on motherhood in any case, let me explain. [ am 

proposing here that feminists, academic and otherwise, have failed to deal adequately with 

the problem of motherhood in patriarchy despite a proliferation of published anicles, 

books, talks, and conferences on the subject. And I am arguing that we perform this 

failure using many of the same gestures found in Working Mother, the columns of which 

do manage to offer readers a chance to discuss the stressful nature of their lives and to let 

off steam, as it were, but which perform this function by tucking the untidy threads of 

guilt, worry, and overwork that stray out of reader letters and the mouths of interviewees® 

into tidy articles about responsible parenting or the "relaxed" family, and columns that 

offer "humorous" admonitions like the following passage fi-om a feature called "Wit's 

End": 

If you're thinking of having a baby, don't go into it blindly, as we 

did. Be cynical and suspicious. The first question you should ask yourself 

is: Why are there so many lullabies? ... 

Actually, there are lots of things people aren't telling you. Here's a 

helpful list: "Crying happens... Poop has a name ... Colds and flu are 

forever... You'll be late... Who is this man I married? ... 

The good stuff. Of course this is the part that absolutely nobody 

tells you about. How can anyone explain why the baby saying her first full 

sentence can make you bawl? How can anyone describe the unmitigated 

joy when the baby generously tries feeding her bottle to you? ... This is a 
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category of events that no researcher of any country can possibly interpret. 

However, there is an expression in Iceland for this phenomenon. It goes 

"Yada it, yada yada it." Which, loosely translated, means "Try it. You'll 

Uke it."' 

"Try it; you'll like it" is a singular way to consider the years-long project of raising 

a child. Yet similar suggestions about the joys of motherhood crop up with predictable 

frequency in the pages of academic feminist texts; the tender prefatory gratitude for a 

family set aside or cared for by others while mother fim'shed her book, the familiar 

dichotomy that targets mother for either idealization or censure in early critiques of the 

maternal role such as Jane Lazarre's The Mother Knot, * the suggestion in a questionnaire 

for graduate students with children that "your efforts as a parent conflict with your 

obligations as a graduate student,"' the footnoted sorrow that a successful academic 

career left no time for reproducing,'® or Elias' recommendation, echoed in the passage 

from "Wit's End," that mothers ought "above all, [to] enjoy it now. Their infancy will pass 

soon enough and later youH miss everything except the quarrels. And like fireworks, 

you'll forget why they drove you so crazy."" 

Given the propensity of the popular press to stereotype mothers, lampoon 

feminists, and satirize the yearly conference proceedings of the MLA, it is surprising (or 

maybe not), that the academics have a good deal in common with the journalists when it 

comes to mother. Admittedly, the question of mother is a problematic one. All women 

have mothers, and all women have the potential (and sometimes the expectation) to 
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become mothers in one form or another. Certainly the regularity with which women of a 

certain age are mistaken for mothers needs no explanation here. And perhaps a magazine 

like Working Mother performs a cultural function similar to that of the female/feminist 

academic mentor both magazines that "care" about working mothers and female 

instructors or professors who "care" about students may occasionally tend to rely on, and 

will certainly become at one time or another the emotive stand-ins for, the sentimentalized 

version of mother that readers and students alike often seek. But there are some women 

who choose not to perform the roles constructed by the "enormous amount of cultural 

work in taming, binding, dividing mother,"'^and who believe it may be possible to feed, 

clean, live with and help to foster the emotional and intellectual lives of children without 

becoming the mother her daughter inevitably learns to hate. Up to this point, however, 

and with only a few exceptions, feminist scholarship has invested itself primarily in 

trying to discuss motherhood without tarnishing the sanctity of the maternal position, 

unless of course the feminist critic in question is discussing her own mother, in which case 

mother becomes an enormous problem. 

The preface to Michelle Fine's anthology Disruptive Voices: The Possibilities of 

Feminist Research, for example, introduces the collection with a story about the editor's 

upbringing and maternal ancestry. She begins with the sentence, "I remember as a child 

watching my mother cry on the kitchen table," and states that her mother. Rose, "told me 

her secrets" while "I carried her silences."'"* Although the short essay aims primarily to 

introduce the essays in the collection and to dedicate the volume to four generations of 
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women from Fine's family, it does so in part by singling her mother out for distancing and 

blame, particularly when Fine reveals a moment of dialogue between Rose and a therapist 

during a session attended by Fine, her sister Sherry, and their mother. "At one point in the 

hour," Fine writes, "the therapist asked my mother for her thoughts about our 

conversation. It was probably then that this book was first conceived"(xi). Asked to 

"formulate an answer," Rose simply "couldn't," and in the "silence [that] echoed the 

countless, contradictory voices sedimented shut, nestled between the layers of Rose," Fine 

experiences a reproductive moment.'' She "conceives" an idea, and labors thereafter to 

bring forth a book. Fine states earlier in the essay that "since adolescence I have voiced 

[ray mother's] outrage,"'® and she identifies the essay collection as such a statement. Yet 

if Rose had given voice to rage, either in therapy or during her daughters' childhoods, 

would Fine have been able to write her conception/her mother? Or would Rose have 

become a species of the bad mother depicted in this (forgiving) statement from "The 

Laugh of the Medusa"? 

What about she who is the hysterical offspring of a bad mother? Everything 

will be changed once woman gives woman to the other woman. There is 

hidden and always ready in woman the source; the locus for the other. The 

mother, too, is a metaphor.... I don't mean the overbearing, clutchy 

"mother" but, rather, what touches you, the equivoice that affects you, fills 

your breast with an urge to come to language and launches your force; the 

rhythm that laughs you; the intimate recipient who makes all metaphors 
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possible and desirable; body... In woman there is always more or less of 

the mother who makes everything all right, who nourishes, and who stands 

up against separation; a force that will not be cut off but will knock the 

wind out of the codes. 

The accidental pun in the title of Working Mother magazine delineates the 

tendency I am trying to pinpoint here. I have no disagreement with the claim of editors 

Jean F. O'Barr, Deborah Pope, and Mary Wyatt in the introduction to Ties That Bind: 

Essays on Mothering ami Patriarchy that "few have investigated the institution and 

experience of mothering with more care, urgency, and insight than feminist scholars."'* 

Yet the feminist editors share with journalists, sentimental novelists, filmmakers, pop 

lyricists, and other purveyors of popular thought a startling willingness to "work" mother 

for all she's worth: intellectually, commercially, and often most of all, sentimentally. Or if 

not sentimentalizing mother, we frequently take an alternative route to the same symbolic 

usage, and, like Fine, disavow her, rejecting mother as a model of adult womanhood that 

we would never emulate. The Ties That Bind editors seem to prefer the sentimental 

version of motherhood. Admittedly, their introduction and the essays that follow do 

participate in "the complex and nuanced remapping of this literal and psychic geography, 

seeking to trace not the one high road but the multiplicity of routes."'^ And yes, the 

collection offers valuable insights into cultural constructs that "are not just the realities of 

mothers" but "exist as an inextricable manifestation of an ideology that fundamentally 

oppresses all women" because "no woman remains untouched by the coercive 
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prescriptions for gender behavior.... And mother is the [a?] core of femininity."^ But 

why, in the midst of this discussion, do the editors feel impelled to add too many lines of 

gooey tendresse to the mother they are writing? Why do they include a totalizing 

statement like "Motherhood is arguably the most profound life transit a woman 

undertakes, the deepest knowledge she can experience,"^' or a passage like the one quoted 

below, which makes redundant statements about mother's subject status simultaneously 

with invoking the same sort of sentiment the editors have targeted for critique? 

Often the essays are acts of retrievals, moments less of discovery than 

recovery, especially of the voice and subjectivity of those who actually 

mother. This reclaiming of voice is even more necessary where custom and 

discourse have suppressed it, as with women of color, lesbian mothers, and 

all whose identities lie outside the white. Western, nuclear model. Thus, 

while the material and rhetorical enforcement of patriarchal paradigms of 

motherhood is articulated in these pages, there are important, countering 

voices asserting their own claims of subjectivity and authority. This 

assertion proves to be historically deep and invariably culturally resistant; it 

is the insistent selfhood of those who actually mother: the travelers on this 

ordinary/extraordinary journey.^ 

Here's overkill in the touchy-feely department if you ask me, a sister "traveler" on the long 

road to the aduhhood of multiple children who finds the journey dismayingly "ordinary" 

on most days, and for whom it is difficult to understand why grown academics can't talk 
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about mothers without dredging up a magnitude of emotional glop. Such emphasis on the 

mother's "insistent selfhood" seems to me ironic when it appears in a genre of critical 

writing that continually projects the maternal "self' against an idealized backdrop of 

mother paragons, often paired with the saintly mother's evil twin—the mother witch. The 

actual mother, toiling at her endless round of responsibilities, always seems to come up 

wanting in these scenes, both in her own eyes and in the reminiscence of her adult 

children, as this essay will attempt to demonstrate. 

"It would seem that the concept of motherhood automatically throws into question 

ideas concerning the self, boundaries between self and other, identity," writes Mary Ann 

Doane in The Desire to Desire}^ Doane's statement about the problem of identity helps to 

explain the insistence of many feminist scholars on distinguishing themselves from their 

own mothers in print—the disavowal tactic mentioned earlier—, much as journalist and 

author Judith D. Schwartz does in The Mother Puzzle: A New Generation Reckons With 

Motherhood. Schwartz asserts that she is "completely different from my mother. How, 

then, could I become what she is—a mother? And would I want to?" Similarly, Nancy 

K. Miller notes in an article about two decades of feminism in the academy that she 

remembers a consciousness raising group in the early '70s where "We talk about how we 

don't want to be like our mothers, who, we believe, did not know what they wanted. Do 

we know what we want?" ^ And Patricia Meyer S packs employs a subtly damning 

anecdote about her mother in the 1994 Presidential Address to the National Convention of 

the Modem Language Association. Spacks's speech begins; 
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My mother taught me that So what? was a rude question, but I can't get along 

without asking it. What my mother objected to, of course, was its rhetorical usage, 

as a contemptuous judgment~not a question at all, really, but a derogatory 

statement. I, however, use the expression for serious inquiry, in the classroom and 

in my head. ̂  

When Spacks makes discursive use of her mother's homespun advice, distancing herself 

from the role of mother-teacher in the process, she pigeonholes the maternal position as a 

space in which, and by which, thinking is discouraged. She forgives mother, of course, 

with an explanation about what 'mother really meant to say.' But in ventriloquizing 

mother to serve her own rhetorical purpose of encouraging a national body of English 

professors to teach critical thinking to the masses, Spacks sharply distinguishes familial 

instruction in polite discourse—mother's work, after all—from the "serious inquiry, in the 

classroom and in my head" that she herself practices, and that she wants her students to 

learn. The passage implies that Spacks' mother taught her not to think critically, because 

thinking was somehow rude, and that Spacks has had to learn, on her own, to think and to 

speak the "So what?" that allowed her to evolve into the distinguished scholar she grew 

up to be. 

As Lynda Zwinger has observed, "What is dropping out of the equation here is 

that identification—the process by which we see ourselves in another or another in 

ourselves—is not an entirely pretty business."" Effaced from these statements is any 

attention to the fact that their writers are endeavoring to foster identification with their 
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points of view, and that this process of identification involves a large element of 

aggressivity. In his essay "The mirror stage," Jacques Lacan notes the "connection 

between the narcissistic libido and the alienating fiinction of the /. the aggressivity it 

releases in any relation to the other, even in a relation involving the most Samaritan of 

aid."^ Neither Spacks nor Fine, Schwartz nor CBarr et al.. Miller nor the friends she 

writes into "Decades," want to see themselves as their own mothers—or as anyone else's 

for that matter, as a survey of the years of feminist literature on mother will illustrate. We 

get around that problem, however, by "working" mother into our texts in the form of 

suture.^ 

Suture confers subjectivity through narrative. It "names the relation of the subject 

to the chain of its discourse," and figures within that discourse as "the element which is 

lacking, in the form of a stand-in."^° In much feminist writing on motherhood, the 

aggressivity inherent in identification is displaced onto the figure of mother, that saint/devil 

we love to love almost as much as we love to hate. It is our fantasized ideal of mother as 

a paradoxical, impossible mixture of loving, generous nurturer and controlling, repressed 

bitch that fills the gap, or in cinematic terms, the "cut" in the "shot/reverse shot" sequence 

as discussed in Doane's analysis^' and in Zwinger's argument Mother provides a handy 

bit of representational thread to mend the psychic wound caused when the reader absents 

herself from her "self' in order to occupy/inhabit the perspective of the fictional speaking 

subject or narrative voice, or to hover somewhere near these perspectives as a judgmental 

"Other" in relation to the text. 
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Kaja Silvennan argues that suture "attempts to account for the means by which 

subjects emerge through discourse."^ Jane Gallop defines it as "the supplementation of an 

absence, the joining of a gap by representation."^^ A problematic category in fiction, film, 

and popular culture, mother—or representations of her—becomes the trope of choice for 

writers, novelists, filmmakers, and critics who wish to align their readers with a particular 

point of view—to encourage those outside the text to identify with the subjects that speak 

it and the objects it portrays. Academic feminists, like the journalists who create Working 

Mother magazine, have relied on mother to suture, among other things, the idealized story 

of motherhood and family that it seems we still desire to believe. 

For women who attempt to live a life in which they must work for wages outside 

the home, while also raising children within it, electronic mail might serve as suture for 

relationships that could not otherwise exist, because these women simply do not have time 

to be in the same physical space in order to talk. The age of electronic discourses presents 

opportunities for interactive dialogue via e-mail, news groups, or listservs without the 

physicial maneuvering understandable to anyone who has ever taken their small child(ren) 

to a seminar (or movie, for that matter), hoisted a fifty-pound set of weights for a work

out, changed a tire on a busy road, hauled multiple sacks of groceries fi'om store to 

kitchen, or jammed 75 student essays into a backpack already filled with library books and 

carried it home—only to (return to top of list and sing to the tune of "row row row the 

boat")- The politics and practices of mothering, motherhood, and the maternal will thus 

obviously undergo re-interpretation, now in terms of the disembodied personal. But it 
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hasn't happened yet, and the texts on motherhood which I have highlighted, along with a 

vast profusion of texts that I haven't room to cite, indicate that many feminist scholars 

have continued to make mother do the textual/cultural work of suture in the service of 

some rather worn-out stories. 

Over the decades in which two generations of academic feminists have become a 

force for change in universities and the culture at large, these critics and writers have 

posited motherhood as a troubling and contradictory, but ultimately transcendent, 

experience—especially on the subjective level that often finds its way into the prefaces, 

introductions, or acknowledgments of their texts, and which employs the figure of hard-

fought battles in motherhood to suture the reader into identifying with an often wholly 

unrelated exercise in scholarship. Similarly, feminists in academe frequently have valorized 

the maternal as a superlative, empowering state which, as Elias argues, will turn out just 

dandy if you "Give your children that which comes from inside you, sincerely, and [that 

which is] is true to yourself .. [including] your doubts and contradictions."^'* Giving the 

children (the students?) our doubts and contradictions may seem a simple notion when it's 

a question of whether to let the kids eschew vegetables at dinner or have another round on 

the video game before bed, to study this author or that genre, to write a paper employing 

this theory or that; but how can our imaginary, suturing mother answer the questions that 

constantly plague the feminist scholars who have responsibility for children in my (virtual) 

neighborhood? 

20-APR-1994 10:06 
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I have already had the worst day of my life. I can't wait for the rest of it. 

Here's a teeny weeny sample: I have not one second to my name, dont 

know where any of my clothes are, havent writ one word of paper, have 

two guests from out of town coming in to stay tonight, coolers aren't 

working, toilet is broken and needs replacing. Cats peed on couch. Dog 

ate entire loaf of bread. I have to meet plane at 11 ;30. will not get 

worktime today. I smell. My teeth have a forest primeval on them. My 

hairs have needed grooming or sandblasting for days now. When I got 

back—have I mentioned that child wont take baths these days?~she had 

covered—I mean covered—herself with brilliant magic marker—fuschia and 

purple, all over legs, face, hands, even back. WHY I howled in anguish. 

There goes the 1.5 hrs I cadged this a.m. to work. It will take a long time 

to clean her up.— 

21-APR-1994 14:10 

I have had emergency call from sleeping baby despite babysitter presence. I 

am ax murderer, neglecting baby chile and STILL no essay, rotten 

me—five more years of therapy for her. tant pis pour nous.—L 

Here then, are the more important questions (well, some of them anyway): "Does 

mother work now and feel guilty about the children later? Or does she pay attention to 

children now and feel guilty tomorrow that she hasn't finished the work? And by the way, 

why is the work of child-rearing not validated by anyone in this culture?" And, "Is there 
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any better way to do this? Have you thought of one?" Because caring for children or 

caring physically and emotionally for anyone, really, who is relatively helpless in the world, 

requires enormous amounts of uncompensated time. Moreover, there's little to no 

material profit in the process, although some clever people are able to wrangle whole 

books out of examining its angles, cornices, and sides. Sure, mothers get love, they 

experience tender moments, but try turning that love into a seminar or a conference 

presentation; try making those tender scenes count towards tenure or signify study for an 

advanced degree. And without the seminar and conference papers, and the tenure for 

which one first must get the degree, there will be fewer tender moments as mother 

struggles to glean some meaning and enough pay out of a job taken, possibly, because 

there was no way to sustain a concentrated intellectual life and take care of young children 

without hiring more help than she could afford. Even in the professional child care 

industry, turnover is high and caregivers often suffer "burnout" or risk their emotional 

health by getting too involved, too 'motherly,' with the children in their charge.^'' Outside 

the industries of advertising and the popular press, outside sentimental movies and 

literature; and beyond a certain strain of feminist criticism, romanticizing mother won't get 

a mother very far. 

But instead of examining those questions, feminist scholars have suggested that 

while careers can interfere with having babies, there is always a way to keep babies fi'om 

getting in the way of careers; they have researched the "autonomous agency" of mothers 

in the 'play-group' setting^' and found that scientific analyses of mother/child "bonding 
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theory" overlook what mothers "know," but "have never been given [a] chance" to 

prove;^^ they have written volumes of personal/critical information about whether or not 

to mother and the consequences of that decision, and they have collaborated on an issue of 

Feminist Studies that "start[s] to invent... a feminist theory of motherhood ... with our 

hands on our pulses," but does not, writes Rachel Blau DuPlessis in her introduction to 

the poetry, personal essays, photographs, and critical readings that comprise the text, 

"turn out to be a practical issue of the journal"; 

Nothing here about child care, about parenting, about fathers, nothing about the 

choice not to parent, about the family as a unit. Somehow the questions raised 

here did not take on a problem-solving or strategy-laden dimension but rather 

concern the mothers, mothering, motherhood. As we found them inside us.'*" 

"Nothing here" but "mothers, mothering, motherhood." Nothing "practical." And yet the 

lives of people who care for children must needs be grounded in the practical, in the 

minutiae of details that keep small bodies alive and undamaged. A mother's life, in this 

text, is "nothing." It is a gap, a wound, an empty place in which to plug the 

representations of mother that answer a certain "poetics of discovery and telling, 

exploring and naming."*' We write mother with her hands on our pulses, or our temples, 

or wherever we expect our caretakers to lay cool palms whenever we have a sore head or 

a heart ache. We require mother to perform the textual tnck that sutures our 

identifications with something beyond (better than?) mother, to avoid or allay any 

potential for recognition of our own mothers in our own lives and stories. We work 
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mother, as Spacks' presidential remarks illustrate, to avoid the possibility of having to 

identify with those who do "mother's work," a traditionally non- or ill-paid labor in Euro-

american culture, and one that gamers little respea from other professionals, with its 

necessary proximity to the necessities of the flesh. This use of the maternal image may 

help to explain why feminist critics have largely ignored the nasty orts that comprise many 

a mother's working day: the lack of adequate and affordable daycare on or ofif campus,"*^ 

the constant fragmentation of time that makes the possibility of sustained thinking 

excruciatingly slim, the hands-on dealings with the abject matter that children are forever 

emitting at inconvenient times and in unfortunate places/^ And yet these contingencies 

are certainly more than half of what caring for children is all about. 

4-OCT-I993 09:38 

It's quite possible that said article reading made me sick, but it seems also to have 

made the girl sick too. We spent a very large portion of last night crying, 

walking the floor, and throwing up a truly astounding quantity of surprisingly 

smelly curdled milk puke. Not to mention the sponge bathing each of us 

required, and the bedding changing and the calming downing—her not me; I'm not 

yet. 

But you know all about this, so I won't blab on. It is uncanny, speaking of 

which, though, that this timing thing is always so perfect. How do they KNOW 

it's the night before class and you have everything to do?—L 

I9-OCT-1993 21:24 
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It's precisely the lack of distance the substance has traveled, metaphorically and 

otherwise that makes it abject to me. 

I can handle a good ol' smeary stinlgr diaper full of unimaginable end products 

(sic, sick) any time just fine. 

The other stuff makes me unsteady on my pins.~L 

3-AUG-1994 11:04 

uh oh gots to change serious poop. 

Can't expose bottom to sun also bee of mosquitoes. Big as airplanes. She looks 

like she fell in a cactus patch already po lil. And that WITH repellent. She's too 

busy scratching mosquito bites down to bloody nubs anyway.—L 

In light of the physical realities of having children in the house, and the textual 

evidence that feminists don't want to talk about that (in public, anyway), nineteenth-

century novelist Olive Schreiner's arguably autobiographical protagonist Lyndall, who has 

been called the "first wholly feminist heroine in the English novel,remains something of 

a revolutionary when she declares, "I am not in so great a hurry to put my neck beneath 

any man's foot; and I do not so greatly admire the crying of babies .... There are other 

women glad of such work, especially when this statement is considered against the 

foreground of representations of motherhood as "arguably the most profound life transit a 

woman undertakes, the deepest knowledge she can experience,"'*^ or as an experience that 

most women "want," and at which they will ultimately be successful however they ended 
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up having it, as Nancy Chodorow claims in The Reproduction of Mothering. Chodorow 

states that her study is an attempt 

to provide a theoretical account of what has unquestionably been true—that 

women have had primary responsibility for child care in families and outside of 

them; that women by and large want to mother, and get gratification from their 

mothering; and finally, that, with all the conflicts and contradictions, women have 

succeeded at mothering,*^ 

but I expect I could find a woman or two among the readers of this very essay who "by 

and large" do not "want to mother" and might even be persuaded to admit it, and I wonder 

how many of those who no longer have a "choice" about whether they are going to 

"mother" feel they are "succeeding" at the job? 

11-AUG-I994 05:52 

Well people don't seem to think that we make a conscious choice to be 

heterosexual (though the Bible belters do think that gay people choose or 

can choose not) so that is the angle I like the best and have been trying to 

get on paper: that whatever we say about motherhood had best not have 

an invisible grounding in "choice" at least not on individual level, and that 

we can't really ("really") talk about REAL motherhood but only narratives 

thereof 

we being litcrits for sure and prolly the rest of us too though maybe they 

don't know it. of course the litcrits don't hardly know so either.—L 
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All of which leads me to ask not the question posed at the outset of journalist Schwartz's 

The Motherhood Puzzle: "Why are so many educated women ambivalent about 

motherhood?""** nor the questions in the "Wit's End" column, but to rephrase the problem 

identified earlier in this paper What does academic feminism's continued desire either to 

sentimentalize or disavow motherhood mean when considered in light of Lyndall's claims 

(though Schreiner, too, uses mother as suture in the statement, "other women are glad of 

such work")—; what does it mean when considered in light of our own—and maybe I 

should say my own—objection to being constructed as entities who "want" to mother, who 

have a fighting chance of succeeding at the game if they find themselves playing it? Why 

do we continue to find an apparent resistance to clear-eyed analytical investigation of 

motherhood in our own generation, and what does this resistance imply for current and 

future generations of academic feminists, many of whom will rear children alone, having 

discovered that most women are single parents whether their domestic arrangements 

include partners or not?^' 

18-MAR-1994 21:25 

Wouldn't it be nice to live a life in which you could immerse yourself 

completely in your work and "know" that everything would still be there 

when you resurfaced?? — 

18-MAR-1994 21:27 

Subj: the best lil def of male/patriarchal priv is this: 
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That is a very good formulation of male privilege—have you said it before 

or should I extract it and send it back? -L 

Like Working Mother magazine, which claims to be invested in giving employed 

mothers a 'voice' while simultaneously selling them the expensive products and stylish 

mother/child images on its pages/' academic feminists have continued to purvey a notion 

of motherhood as an emotionally-resplendent experience, either in their own reproductive 

and family lives and book prefaces, or in the feminist Utopia they imagine for a far-off 

future generation. They seem to interrupt that portrayal only to despise its underside; the 

bad monster mama who was so often purportedly their own parent. Mary Ann Doane has 

more to say about the ticklish attempt to differentiate between self and other, that question 

of identity: "Perhaps this is why a patriarchal society invests so heavily in the construction 

and maintenance of motherhood as an identity with very precise functions—comforting, 

nurturing, protecting. And perhaps this is also why acadetiuc feminists work so hard at 

published assurances about the sanctity of their own motherhood, as prefaces to many 

feminist studies demonstrate.'^ 

1-FEB-I994 22:27 

It just occurred to me, prolly not for the first time but I dunno bee I am 

senile, that we try to keep mothers out of heterosexuality (as a culture I 

mean, per representation and blah blah) and in sentimentality, yes, but 

mebbe that is also a form of projection/denial/disavowal (like the mother 

wants to devour me thing)—what happens mebbe is that women's lives are 
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hard hard hard but they can just barely be done until motherhood puts them 

over the can't stand it edge, that is the added workload shoves our faces 

into the unfixability-unworkabUtiy-on-any-terms-but-theirs nature of the 

hetero contract... .—L 

2-FEB-1994 10:35 

Did you mean that mothers are complicit in being excluded from 

heterosexuality because they are just too tired to resist or fight to get in or 

something? Which smells suspiciously of a double bind.—R 

2-FEB-1994 11:11 

No, I mean that heterosexuality as a set of cultural/gendering/familial-

making practices doesn't really work very well if at all for girls, but there's 

lots o stories blurring that at our foundational sexual/gendered selve 

("selves") level. We don't want to know it doesn't work very well either. 

But then when Motherhood, as cultural practice(s), with all its double binds 

and double blinds and gaslight crap gets added to being a hetero girl, it all 

falls apart real quick—the "all" here being the stories—but we don't know 

that it is the fault of the practices in question bee there are all these cover 

stories that make it our own individual faults.—L 

2-FEB-1994 11:20 

And the sentimental is supposed to make that all better?—R 

2-FEB-1994 11:32 
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And the cultural cover story that makes motherhood all sentimental and no 

sex and no gothic is a cover/alibi for the that hetero practice doesn't 

woric for ANY girls and esp not for mothers and since Mothering is what 

makes it show for the big lie that it all is we have lots o ways of 

tricking/wrapping/guilting Her out of knowing that it is a cultural fix not a 

indiwiddly problem. 

The suturing mother masks the Active nature of our own sentimental stories—the 

ones we tell our readers, our students, our lovers, our children, and our selves—and she 

"jams" the fictional nature of the narratives that create us.'' But of course we didn't invent 

this mother unaided. It has been presented to us as a gift fi'om a patriarchal culture in 

which the nuclear family has been for a good many years the primary, if not the only, 

model of "family," although that model does not seem to be working well for a lot of 

people in America and elsewhere at this particular historical moment, to be sure. The fact 

is that working mothers, and poor mothers, and mothers who work and are still poor, and 

mothers who aren't afraid to discuss their anger about the fhistrations of their work or 

their poverty or their children, and apparently even mothers who are afraid to examine 

their rage (cf. Fine), cause anxiety. Even among feminists. Even when these feminists are 

speaking, presumably, as mothers academic or familial. Mothers are "supposed" to be 

good creatures, as Barbara Christian notes in an article about generations of feminisms 

published in differences, where she states that academic feminists "nurture, approve or 

disapprove of, desire (no matter what we say) to reproduce students much like ourselves; 
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but our love is not nearly as unconditiotuxl as a mother's is supposed to be nor is our 

tenure with our students long enough to call ourselves parents."^ Caring, nurturing, 

generous. We are invested in representing mother this way; we need her to be this "good" 

in order for us to tell our own "not-my-mother" stories. But while a small industry of 

feminist critics and theorists has presented ample evidence over the past twenty years that 

this cultural supposition about mother-as-saint is simply not true, we can't seem to hide 

our guilt about having hinted at the notion; we can't seem to admit, or even to see, the 

purposes that we expect that image of mother to serve. 

3-AUG-1994 11:31 

gots to go child requested [!] nap. bye 

' Anilu Elias, trans, from "Impossible ser buena madre," by Anilu Elias in fem.^ Mexican 

Feminist monthly (May 1991): 101, reprinted as "Mission Impossible: Mexico," 

Connexions 43 (1993): 8. All other references are to this reprint, and will be cited as Elias. 

^ Susan Kleinman, "The Power of Puppy Love: Those Early Crushes Are Practice for the 

Important Relationships that Lie Ahead," Working Mother, Aug. (1994): 60+, and Helen 

Taylor-Jones and Carol Guthrie Dovell, "Quick & Cool: Beat the Heat with These 

Summer Suppers," Working Mother, Aug. (1994): 88+. All subsequent references are to 

this issue of the magazine, and will be cited hereafter as WM. 

^ Telephone interviews with Roslyn Gillespie, sales assistant in the advertising department 

at Working Mother, Aug. 17 and Aug. 18, 1994; and with Bemice Savran, WM advertising 
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coordinator and assistant to the publisher, Jul. 31, 1996; Danielle DiMatteo, WM customer 

service manager in the circulation department, Jul. 30, 1996; and Barbara Delfyett Hester, 

account manager at WM, Jul. 31, 1996. Circulation had increased to 929,508 subscribers 

by Dec., 1995. Advertising rates are based on the 925,000 figure. WM, Ms., and Working 

Woman were purchased in June, 1996 by MacDonald Communications Corporation, 

current owner and publisher of the magazines. 

* MacDonald Communications Corporation, Working Mother Fact Sheet," (New York: 

MacDonald Communications, FAX to author, Jul. 31, 1996): p. 1. It should be noted that 

WM defines its main readership as "working mothers with a median age of 34 years, two 

young children "(median age is 5.4 years old)" and "a median household income of 

$62,700" p. 1. 

' U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1995, The 

National Data Book, 115th ed.. Table 668, "Employment Status of Women, by Marital 

Status and Presence and Age of Children; 1960-1994," (Lanham, MD: Beman Press, 

1995): p. 406. 

® Among these voices in this 1994 issue o f W M x s  cover model "Cynthia Phelps, 

principal violist with the New York Philharmonic," who poses for the cover shot with 

her daughter Christina, age three. Dressed in similar outfits of soft pink fabric, 

mother and child stand in front of the lighted concert hall at dusk, heads bent 

together, bodies touching, Phelps' arm encircling her child. On an inside page, next to 

an article on eye makeup, a column called "On Our Cover" gives details. This text 
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asserts that "no amount of practice could have prepared single mom Cynthia Phelps 

for the balancing act of caring for her three-year-old daughter and pursuing her 

career." Phelps states: "It's hard not to get overwhelmed by all I have to do. That's 

why I try to take care of things like bills and phone calls during my lunch hour so my 

time at home is reserved for Christina" (p. 14). But lunch and "time at home" are 

apparently not enough to meet the exigencies of mothering a child and maintaining a 

professional life. The WM writer (no byline is given) notes that "Motherhood has 

made Phelps adjust her practice regimen, as well," and again quotes the musician; 

"IVe now learned to really focus my concentration, so I get as much out of practicing 

for twenty minutes as I used to get from a longer session" (p. 14). 

Readers have no way of knowing, of course, how much time a "longer session" might 

have contained. Thirty minutes? Sixty? Several hours? This question is left to the 

imagination, but a short article printed a few pages earlier helps to illuminate the 

problematic I am examining: the ways in which the trope of motherhood is worked—ox 

employed, made use oC capitalized on—for the purposes of popular or scholarly text. This 

short article titled "Mother to Mother" asks readers to respond to the question: "How do 

you usually spend your lunch hour?" (p. 12). The published answers echo Phelp's 

description of the professional and domestic business she takes care of during her lunch 

break. In fact, the magazine editors remark that "because of the volume of letters we 

received from readers in response to our lunch-hour question, we're planning to run a 
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feature article on this subject in the fiiture.... We want to learn more about how moms 

spend that precious time at midday" (p. 12). 

This WM feature provides readers with a compendium of maternal images that 

invite readerly identification with the mother who "does it all" uncomplainingly. She 

handles work, family errands, and personal fitness on a diet of family leftovers, and 

has still finds time to write publishable statements for magazines in the wee hours. 

Yet the responses quoted below indicate that the metaphor of "balancing" (like the 

equally cliched image of "juggling" that peppers the magazine's text, and also finds 

its way into a feminist questionnaire about parenting; (c.f Mcnenny, n. 9) is always 

inaccurate, and that nothing akin to "balance" exists in the lives of mothers who 

work in jobs outside the home—or even, I would argue, in the lives of mothers who 

don't work for wages, but who depend instead on the beneficence of a mate or lover, 

or on the increasingly tight-fisted federal or state government (which for many 

women is doubtless a safer bet) for food, and shelter, and cash. The juggling and 

balancing metaphors, however, like the images of tireless maternal dynamos 

presented here, persist as a way of encouraging readers to feel good about the status 

quo: 

"When I sprint out of my office door at lunchtime, I'm like a marathon runner 

at the beginning of a race.... On a good day, I can pick up dry cleaning, gas up my 

car, go through a car wash, visit the card store, buy groceries, and order a birthday 
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cake all in one hour. Doing as much as I can during lunch gives me precious time 

after work and on the weekends to spend with my family, (p. 12) 

Jamie Block, Newton, Mass. 

I use my lunch hour to go to a local gym and exercise. This is truly the only time of 

day that is my time. Fm not anyone's mother, wife, or co-worker, and the only 

demands facing me are the ones I put on myself (p. 12) 

Stephanee Everson, Proctor, Minn. 

Working at a university, I am fortunate to always find a secluded study area, a library 

carrel or a quiet cafe where I can eat my lunch (usually dinner leftovers) and read, 

read, read. I enjoy reading very much, be it magazine or mystery novels, but rarely 

have time to read at home, when I'm spending time with my eight- and four-year-old 

daughters, (p. 12) 

Sophie Luzecky, Cherry Hill, N.J. 

I work, attend college, and get my exercise all on my lunch hour! (p. 12) 

Mary Sanders, Kettering, Ohio 

This reader mail illustrates nicely (or horribly, perhaps) the scant time and overwhelming 

guilt about spending any of it on oneself that weigh down the life spent performing what 

could easily be considered three full-time jobs; housekeeping, parenting, and wage-

earning. This is not to mention—and these stoic readers don't-the sheer fatique such 

domestic/professional enterprises surely entail. 

' Lynne Bertrand, "Wit's End," WM, (August 1994), p. 96. 
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* Jane Lazarre, The Mother Knot, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976). While Lazarre's 

autobiographical account of a bi-racial couple succeeds in expressing the unadulterated 

rage sometimes experienced by mothers, she contrasts that rage with a mother paragon 

image that her narrator both despises and holds up as an ideal. Lazarre places this familiar 

pairing within a traditional domestic story. The male parent, Lazarre's husband, focuses 

exclusively on career—Yale law school and early legal practice, in this case—while the 

female parent handles the child-rearing alone. But by the end of the memoir, the angry and 

discouraged woman of its early pages has settled down to welcome a second pregnancy. 

There is brave disclosure in this early effort at critiquing the institution of motherhood, but 

Lazarre leavens her narrator's overweening fhistration by describing tender moments that 

essentialize parenting as experienced by woman. Some examples: 

Every year, before my son's birthday, I feel mild labor pains and the tingling of 

milk moving in my breasts. This dimension of our relationship is extremely 

difficult to overcome and it often threatens to edge us beyond the normal limits of 

identification" (p. be) 

and 

I .. . began one of those uncontrollable crying fits experienced by pregnant women" 

(P- 20). 

' Gerry McNenny, "Graduate Students Who Are Also Parents," memo/questionaire 

circulated within the University of Arizona English department, July, 1994, to gather 

information for a paper presented at the 1994 MLA panel session "Ties That Bind; 
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Parenting in the Academy," sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women m the 

Profession, pp. 1-2. 

See Annette Kolodny, "I Dreamed Again That I Was Drowning," Women Writers in 

Exile, Eds. Broe, Mary Lynn and Angela Ingram, (Chapel Hill: U of North Carolina Press, 

1989), pp. 170-178, in which Kolodny writes of her 1975 sexual discrimination lawsuit 

against the University of New Hampshire, an unprecedented case which was eventually 

settled out of court in 1980 after "set[ing] important legal precedents from which Title VU 

complainants after [her] would benefit" (p. 175). In what was to become for Kolodny a 

characteristic gesture of practical and political support for younger feminists, she used the 

settlement from this case to establish a legal defense fund for female scholars fighting 

similar discrimination suits. Yet at the close of this essay, when Kolodny describes her 

anger at the lack of support she received from female colleagues, and at the toll the court 

proceedings took on her personal life, she deflects the agressivity of her "rage" over her 

colleagues' refusal to imagine themselves in her position—to identify with her—onto the 

absent figure of the mother she argues the suit prevented her from becoming: 

I have never forgiven those women their lack of courage. Even today I avoid 

seeing or speaking to them at professional conferences. I have never forgiven 

the University of New Hampshire for trying to exile me from its private 'club.'. 

.. And, finally, I will never be reconciled to the fact that the University of 

New Hampshire mired me in debt and emotional anguish during the last years 

in which I might reasonsably have planned on pregnancy. Forced to 
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concentrate all my energies on professional survival, I watched the biological 

time clock run out. I realize as I write these words that the rage I felt ten years 

ago is still with me (p. 177). 

See also Nancy K. Miller's "Decades", South Atlantic Quarterly, 91.1 (1992): 

pp. 65-86, in which Miller states that "Probably the most important piece of this fallout 

[that results from the "panic of my own aging" (p. 81)] involves my not having had a 

child—not, as it turned out, entirely by choice. This had everything to do with feminism in 

the 1970s" (p. 85, n26). Also see Barbara Christian, n. 54. 

" Elias, p. 8. 

Lynda Zwinger, "Blood Relations; Feminist Theory Meets the Uncanny Alien Bug 

Mother." Hypatia 7.2 (1992); 74. 

An important exception is Nancy Chodorow and Susan Contratto, "The Fantasy of the 

Perfect Mother," Rethinking the Family: Some Feminist Questions, Barrie Thome with 

Marilyn Yalom, eds. (New York; Longman, 1982). The authors review a tendency in 

popular and critical feminist writing to hold mothers up to either idealization or blame, and 

suggest that, in future work on motherhood, feminists "move beyond the myths and 

misconceptions embodied in the fantasy of the perfect mother'' (71). Among the writings 

reviewed are Myra Dinnerstein's The Mermaid and the Minotaur (New York; Harper & 

Row, 1976), Feminist Studies' special issue on motherhood entitled "Toward a Feminist 

Theory ofMotherhood" 4.2 (1978); Nancy Friday's My Mother/My Self (New York; 
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Delacorte, 1977), and Adrienne Rich's O/ Woman Bom: Motherhood as Experience and 

Institution Qti&m York: Norton, 1976). 

Michelle Fine, Distruptive Voices: The Possibilities of Feminist Research, (Ann Arbor 

Univ. of Michigan Press, 1992): p. vii. All subsequent references are to this edition and 

will be cited as Fine. 

Fine, pp. xi-xii. 

Fine, p. vii 

Helene Cixous, "The Laugh of the Medusa" in New French Feminisms, Elaine Marks & 

Isabelle de Courtivron, eds.; trans. Keith Cohen and Paula Cohen, (Amherst: Univ. of 

Massachusetts Press, 1980): 252, rpt. from Signs, Summer 1976, revised version of "Le 

rire de la m^use," L'arc, (1975). 

" Jean F. CBarr, Deborah Pope, and Mary Wyatt, eds., "Introduction," Ties That Bind: 

Essays on Mothering ami Patriarchy, (Chicago; Univ. of Chicago Press, 1990): p. 1 . All 

subsequent references are to this edition and will be cited as O'Barr et. al. 

O'Barr et.al., p. 2. 

^ O'Barr et.al., pp. 3-4. 

O'Barr et.al., p.l. 

^ O'Barr et.al., p. 2. 

^ Mary Ann Doane, The Desire to Desire: The Woman's Film of the 1940s, 

(Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 1987): p. 83. All subsequent references are to this 

edition, and will be cited as DD. 
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Judith D. Schwartz, The Mother Puzzle: A New Generation Reckons With Motherhood, 

(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1993): p. 17. All subsequent references are to this 

edition, and will be cited as Schwartz. 

^ Nancy K. Miller, "Decades," South Atlantic Quarterly 91.1 (1992): 70. 

^Patricia Meyer Spacks, 'Tresidential Address 1994; Reality—Our Subject and 

Discipline," PMLA, 110.3, (1995), p. 350. 

"Lynda Zwinger, "Dancing Through the Mother Field" forthcoming in Feminisms and 

Generations, University of Minnesota P. 

^ Jacques Lacan, "The mirror stage as formative of the function of the I as revealed in 

psychoanalytic experience," Ecrits, (1949), trans. Alan Sheridan, (New York, W.W. 

Norton, 1977); p. 6. 

^ For a discussion of the origin of this term, see Jacques-Alain Miller, "Suture (elements 

of the logic of the signifier)" in Screen, 18.4, (1977/78), p. 25. 

Stephen Heath, "Notes on Suture," Screen, 18.4, (1977/78), pp. 48-76. 

^^FF. pp. 110-111. 

Kaja Silverman, The Subject of Semiotics, (New York; Oxford Univ. Press, 1983), pp. 

199-120. 

Jane Gallop, The Daughter's Seduction: Feminism and Psychoanalysis, (Ithaca: Cornell 

Univ. Press, 1982): p. 45. All subsequent references are to this edition and will be cited 

asD5. 

^"Elias,?. 8 
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E-mail communicatioa from Lynda Zwinger. Subsequent personal e-mail is from the 

same source, and will be cited as "LFor further development of much of this material, 

see Zwinger's forthcoming study. Violence and the Maternal. 

^ Margaret K. Nelson, "Mothering Others' Children: The Experiences of Family Day 

Care Providers," in O'Barr et. al, pp. 146-148. 

For an idea of what feminist scholars are up against when we attempt to reinterpret 

Mother, see (and you really must) the Harry F. Harlow and C.B.S. Television Network 

documentary entitled Mother Love, directed by Harold Mayer and produced by Carousel 

Films, 1960. This fihn follows Harlow in his laboratory at the University of Wisconsin as 

he demonstrates his efforts to "measure and define" an infant rhesus monkey's love for its 

Mother. The "mothers," of course, are man-made (pronoun used advisedly) objects of 

wire or cloth, some with baby bottles attached to their midsections, which provide the 

monkeys' nourishment and "affection" throughout their doubtless brief and experimental 

lives. Because the young monkeys prefer to sit on the "cloth" mother rather than the bare 

wire bars of their cages or the wire "mother" made from what appears to be the same 

material as their confinement, Harlow claims to have proved that the monkeys reared in 

cages with cloth mothers "love" these objects. "It seems to me [the cloth mother] is doing 

better than some live mothers," quips host Charles Collingwood of CBS, when the 

terrified monkeys cling to the cloth structure after being frightened during the 

documentary. First telecast on the CBS-TV documentary show Conquest. 
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See Christine Everingham, Motherhood and Modernity: An Investigation Into the 

Rational Dimension of Mothering. (Philadephia: Open UP, 1994). 

William Ray Amey, "Maternal-Infant Bonding: The Politics of Falling in Love With 

Your Child," Feminist Studies 6.3 (1980), p. 568 

Rachel Blau Duplessis, "Washing Blood," in Feminist Studies: "Towarda Feminist 

Theory of Motherhood," 4.2 (1978), p. 1. All subsequent references are to this text and 

will be cited as Duplessis. 

•" Duplessis, p. 1. 

By "adequate and affordable" daycare, I mean care from which the kids do not return 

crazy because they have been controlled by poorly-paid, mostly-bored "counselors" for the 

past three hours in an after-school program, or for pre-school children for an entire day, 

and that the fee for service does not take an inappropriate bite out of the monthly income. 

I recognize that it's difiBcult to make "affordable" a thing which, I also argue, should not 

be "poorly-paid." The lowly status of child-care as occupation, vocation, or necessity, is 

another of the cultural cues to mother's unfortunate position. 

See Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essc  ̂on Abjection, 1980, trans. Leon S. 

Roudiez, (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1982), esp. pp. 70-86. 

^Elaine Showalter, A Literature of Their Own, (Princeton: Princeton UP), 1977, p. 199. 

Olive Schreiner, The Story of An A/ncan Farm, 1883, (New York; Penguin, 1986), p. 

184. 

•^OBarret. al, p.l. 
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Nancy Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering: Psychoanalysis and the Sociology 

of Gender^ Univ. of California Press, 1978, p. 7. 

Schwartz, p. 20. 

20-NOV-1993 19:27 

Subj; never get it 

RE.our remark that they never get it. Absolutely yes. that's why my fnend 

Amy [Doerr of SUNY Buffalo] says all mothers are single mothers. It's just 

that only some of us notice that.—L. 

E-mail signed "R" is mine. 

WMfeatures a short announcement/column headlined "Write Us!" which asks readers 

to "share your thoughts with our staff and other readers by joining our reader panel," p. 

24. 

" DD, p. 83. 

" For a few examples (and there are plenty more). See Susan Rubin Suleiman, "Writing 

and Motherhood" in The M(o)ther Tongue:Essays in Feminist Psychoanalytic 

Interpretation, eds. Shirley Nelson Gamer, Clare Kahane, and Madelon Sprengnether, 

(Ithaca; Cornell Univ. Press, 1985); 352-377; Marianne Hirsch, The Mother/Daughter 

Plot: Narrative, Psychoanalysis, Feminism, (Bloomington; Univ. of Indiana Press, 1989); 

Diana Basham, The Trial of Woman: Feminism and the Occidt Sciences in Victorian 

Literature and Society, (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1992); Alison Booth, Greatness 

Engendered: George Eliot and Virginia Woolf, (Ithaca; Cornell Univ. Press, 1992); and 
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Sara Ruddick, Maternal Thinking: Toward a Politics of Peace, (Boston: Beacon, 1989), 

who write, respectively: 

At the present time, any mother of young children (and I don't mean only 

infants, but children of school age and beyond) who wants to do serious 

creative work—with all that such work implies of the will to self-assertion, 

self-absorption, solitary grappling—must be prepared for the worst kind of 

struggle, which is the struggle against herself (Suleiman, p. 363, italics 

hers). 

There are other kinds of help that make the work of writing possible: I 

would like to thank the day care workers at Hanover Day Care, Norwich 

Day Care, La Petite Creche, and the Radcliffe Child Care Center for caring 

for my children so that I might have the time to write. I also wish to thank 

Peggy Kendall for her work in our household. (Hirsch, p. x) 

and 

In 1977, pregnancy and nursing afforded me the time to read "for myself" 

(17) This may seem paradoxical, but I was fortunate to have a three-

months maternity leave from teaching, and like many women 1 know, I 

experienced this first pregnancy as a time of self-nurturing" (Hirsch, p. 

203, n. 29) 
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I would also like to express a debt of gratitude to my friends, and 

especially to my family, who have supported me throughout the trial of 

writing this book, and who have endured with fortitude the many bizarre 

and uncanny occurrences associated with its production.... 

Finally, I would like to acknowledge the help I received fi'om my 

mother in providing child-care while I wrote this book, and to thank my 

daughter, Hester, for her enthusiastic acceptance of my work (Basham, p. 

X). 

Like any authorship, mine is a kind of collaboration, and it might be 

best to thank these times of academic ferment and feminist inquiry. But it 

is more purposeful to thank my known collaborators [thanks colleagues 

and mentors].... My father's fine suggestions and example have 

generated much of the pleasure I have had in rewriting this work; he has 

been a demanding, dedicated, loving editor. Throughout, David 

Izakowitz has been my best and truest collaborator; though he has not 

been the wife who selflessly typed it all, we have managed both spheres, 

the home and careers, together, and to him and to our children I owe my 

happiness (Booth, pp. xii-xiii). 
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As always, William Ruddick has listened to my most unformed ideas with 

attentive respect .... We have shared in a daily way philosophical and 

feminist questions and, for the whole of our children's lives, the tasks of 

mothering and the challenges of maternal thinking. (Ruddick ix) 

and 

Throughout my years of mothering I have lived a heterosexual life with 

one man who is the biological father of our children and who also is, after 

some conscious eflforts on our part, their egalitarian co-mother... .(54) 

" For development, see Zwinger's forthcoming Violence and the Matenmi 

" In the '^Encore Encore" chapter of DS, Gallop makes the following comments about 

Stephen Heath's "T^otes on Suture": "In French feminism [Heath] finds statements about 

a feminine writing, writing which although not necessarily by a woman 'jams the machinery 

of theory" (this is a quote fi-om Luce Irigaray) or (this from Michele Montrelay) 'ruins 

representation'" (p. 46). Gallop says later in the essay that "Surprise jams universalization, 

and a listening attention, an attentiveness to specification, guards against confidence, 

certainty of possession"~an attitude it would behoove us to take, I believe, as we continue 

to reconsider the representation and interpretation of mother (pp. 48-49). 

Barbara Christian, "Conference Call," differences, 2.3 (1990): 52-108, (my italics). 

Christian discusses her fear about "whether I would have any [academic] children at all" in 

this piece, but this ostensibly professional or philosophical "fear" evolves into a self-

postioning symptomatic of the problems many feminist scholars seem to experience when 
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discussing motherhood. As an established feminist scholar. Christian writes, "I find myself 

an academic mother to more children than I could have possibly imagined, and to types of 

children beyond my conjuring" ...; "I have become a mother overwhelmed by children at 

a time when many of my white counterparts are already academic grandmothers" (p. 57). 

She states: 

Perhaps because my "sisterhood" was so precarious, perhaps because I have 

come so late to the role of academic mentor to graduate students, perhaps 

because I am a single mother in my other life, I question the familial 

metaphor as an accurate metaphor for feminist scholars (p. 58). 

So far, so good, but Christian goes on to write. 

True, we nurture, approve or disapprove of, desire (no matter what we say) 

to reproduce students much like ourselves; but our love is not nearly as 

unconditional as a mother's is supposed to be nor is our tenure with our 

students long enough to call ourselves parents (p. 58, my italics). 

Here, Christian somewhat paradoxically employs the representation of her own motherhood 

("perhaps because I am a single mother in my other life") as a possible disclaimer for 

her desire ("no matter what [sh]e say[s]") to "reproduce students much like 

ourselves" even though she can't give students the "unconditional love" a mother is 

"supposed" to feel for her child. She also notes that she is still "overwhelmed" by 

children when her white colleagues have passed their intense mentoring duties onto a 

second generation of academic feminists. Christian's cautious distancing of students. 
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her careful positioning of white feminist scholars, and her deliberate traverse across 

the sticky terrain of the identifications that may take place among all of these 

positions, is shot through a sequence of suturing devices that include class (her 

"'sisterhood'" was "precarious" because she was "a low-status mother" studying 

Afro-American women writers); age ("I have come so late to the role of academic 

mentor") and personal experience as a single, working mother. 
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